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I. lOTRODUCTI.'JH
In recent years one of the problems which h e
occupied an important place in the consideration of
psychologists Is that of the nature and the course
of development of children's thinking. This problem
although offering many difficulties in the way of
experimental attack nevertheless offers as a reward
much which makes the task seem worthwhile.
A thorough understanding of the nature of thought
processes in children will permit a better knowledge
of the general nature of the higher thought processes
in adults, and give an insight into ways of predicting
the type of behavior which will result from the existence of certain field situations. On the educational
side it will make possible the construction of a
curriculum which will be in keeping with the various
1

developmental levels of children s thought.
We are faced at the outset of such a study with
a comparative dearth of research and literature In
the field* This in no way indicates a lack of Interest
in the problen nor does it show that the problem has
been considered as being relatively unimportant. The
existing situation is due to the fact that under the
methodology of the earlier psychological viewpoints
no adequate experimental techniques were available for
attacking the central problems Involved nor did such
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methods as were tried succeed In answering the questions which seemed, of vital Import,
The widespread development of clinical psychology
brought with it the use of psychometric techniques
which aid us in determining the approximate lev 1 of the
individual child's mental ability as compared with that
of other children of his own chronological age, These
techniques also permit the diagnosis of mental disabilities both from the educational and behavioral aspects.
They do not* however, enable us to understand the nature
of the thought processes of the child, their stages of
development, their interrelationships, nor their relationships to the social milieu in which the child lives. It
is one thing to know that the environment conditions and
influences the mental development of the child, and quite
another thing to know Just how it la possible that the
environment effect such a change. The clinical approach
offers the best method of studying the young child as a
functioning organism In an ever-changing environment but
due to a lack of a sound methodology most of the uses of
the method have been too specific and have attempted to
study some aspect of child thought as Isolated from the
stimulus pattern in which such thought took place.
Prom 1912 on, the works of Wertheimer ( 94 ),
Kbhler ( 43 ), Koffka ( 44 ), Wheeler ( 95 ), and others
have emphasized the conflguratlon&l viewpoint. Failure
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to adopt earlier this viewpoint they believe has been
responsible for most of our inability to understand the
human organism and its adjustments to the world about
it. The eonflgurational viewpoint as applied to the
study of child psychology holds that the ehild«s behavior
in any &iven instance can not be considered as a separate
and distinct entity but must be considered as a phenomenon
which is meaningful only in the light of the situation in
which it takes place. Our understanding of the behavior
of the ohild will therefore be proportional to the extent
to which we understand the nature and Influenoe of the
variables existing in that particular situation,
Lewin ( 52 ) ( 53 ) and Brown ( 9 ), while philosophically adopting the Gestalt viewpoint, have seen fit to
11

eall their approach "Field-theoretical . The basis postulates of oonflgurati.nal psychology are the same as those
of the field-theoretical psychology but the later viewpoint represents a slightly different emphasis insofar
as methodology is concerned. The field-theoretical approach seeks a rigorous examination of the concepts used
In psychology In order to avoid falling Into the errors
of a class theory, a pitfall which they believed some configuratlunal psychologists had been unable to avoid,
They also sought to get away froa the problems of perception which had for so long been the main source of experimental aotlvity for the Gestalt psychologist. They
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believed It would be raore profitable to work with the
individual in a social situation and in order to do this
they stressed the individual aa a part of a social field
in which he was constantly acting and being acted on by
the variables present in that field*
Clinical psychology, having as its fundamental aim
service to the Individual, has felt singularly free from
the necessity of striot adherence to any particular school
of psychology. Its relative eeoleetloism has left It free
to select whatever viewpoints it thought would be of value
In aiding the individual in his everyday problems and
adjustments. Clinical psychologists were therefore able
to eppreolate the importance of these approaches to an
understanding of the problems of child behavior and thought.
The ready adoption of these viewpoints, they thought, would
make possible the attack on, and the answering of those
1

questions concerning the nature of children s thinking
which had been unanswerable under the older methodology.

5.

THE PROBLEM
While interest in the ohlld as a developing and
behaving organism has existed since the time of Locke,
Rousseau, and Pestalofczi, nevertheless, the work of
Piaget represents a pioneer adventure in the Investigation of the child's thought processes. **e set for himself the monumental task of studying the thought and
reasoning of the child in relation to physical causality,
conception of the world, and moral judgment. Although
much criticism has been directed at his methods, results
and conclusions, still his investigation serves as the
1

true starting point for all subsequent research, Piaget s
contribution of a teohnlque for attaoking the problem of
the thought processes of the child and for classifying
the data obtained entitle him to recognition as one of
the outstanding psychologists of the present time.
Stimulated by the researches of Piaget, and with the
clinical technique as our method of attack, we have set
as the task of this investigation the further study of
the nature and development of the child's concepts of
physical causality and moral Judgment. The general development of the Judgment, reasoning, and language of the child
will be considered to the extent that they play a part In
the interpretation of the results on physical causality and
moral Judgment,
The difference between this Investigation and previous
investigations lies in the technique employed, Piaget
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studied the nature and development of the child's concepts of physical causality and moral Judgment using
different groups of subjects for each investigation.
In this Investigation we shall study the concepts of
physical causality and moral Judgment In the same children In order to determine whether the development of
these two aspects of child thought follows a parallel
course or whether the child may be at one level In one
aspect and at. a higher or lower level In the other. It
Is our further purpose to attempt an explanation of these
differences in levels of development whenever they are
found. In addition we will extend the clinical method
as employed by Piaget to include additional environmental
factors In order to show the influence of these factors
on the child's development*

7,

IX, RKVIBw OP TH' LITERATURE
Sine© so much of the experimental work on the
ohlld*e judgment and reasoning receives Its Impetus
from Piaget, a summary of hi a techniques and conclusions appears to be the most logical starting point
in a survey of the literature*
Piaget has been primarily concerned with the genetic
psychology of cognition* He points out the detailed
stages of the logical development of the child from the
first to the twelfth year. One of the outstanding char*
acteristlcs of his work, however, is that he does not
make an abstract analysis of cognition as such, but tries
to get at the living thought of the child himself, in Its
relation to feeling and doing. Whether or not Piaget has
achieved this aim is open to question, but he has at least
shown the intimate relation existing between the child's
th ught and his social and personal development at every
stage»
As Piaget*s books may be viewed as one integrated
whole of research, we have thought it worthwhile to
divide our survey of the literature into six divisionst
first, a presentation of the problems considered by
Piaget, and the methods by which he Investigated them;
second, the general conclusions reached by Piagetf third,
a summary of related studies of the child's language and
thought 1 fourth, a summary of related studies on judgment
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and reasoningj fifth, a sunraary of related studies of t
the child's conception of physical causality? and sixth,
a su mary of related studies of the moral judgment of
the child,

Piaget*s problems and Methods of Attack
Piaget (70 ) begins in "The Language and Thought
of the Child" with extracts of verbatim reports of all
rt

the remarks, in minute detail and in its context*, of
two six year old children moving freely about In a social
group. He also gives records of group conversation of
twenty children between four and seven years of age. From
this material he obtains the spontaneous talk of children
going about their ordinary pursuits. Be also obtains two
sets of data from experiments. He obtains the first set
by taking two children, telling a story to one, getting
him to repeat It to the other child, and estimating the
coefficient of understanding of each in relation to what
was told to him. The children then change roles and the
process is repeated with another story* Again the process is repeated with an exchange of explanations of mechanical events* He obtains the second set by studying the
verbal understanding of children from nine to eleven ysars
of age by asking the child to find among a number of sentences the best answer for a given proverb.
In "Judgment and Reasoning in the Child", Piaget { 71)
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attempts to study causality and logical relations by
getting the ohiJ.d to Invent or complete sentences con*
talnlng the word "because" or some other causal con*
junction, and endeavoring to find out the meaning given
by the child to the conjunction when it was not understood. Binet-Simon absurdity items are then explained
to the child and he is asked to rearrange the sentences
so that there will no longer be any absurdity. The
children were also asked questions regarding the wholepart relationship using the country and oity form ("Can
one be a Swiss and also a Genevan?") Two hundred and
forty children between four and twelve were then given
a series of queatIons bearing on the brother-sister
relation, and the right-left relation, for the purpose
of snowing the development of the notion of reciprocal
relationship, an investigation was then made of the
child* s ability to Introspect, by asking the questions,
"How did you find that out"? or "What did you think so
as to find that out"? with regard to a series of simple
arithmetical problems.
In "The Child's Conception of the World" ( 72 )
Piaget describes fully the "clinical" method which may
be considered one of his most valuable contributions so
far as techniques are concerned. In the introductory
chapter the method of tests, pure observation, and the
clinical methods are compared and evaluated. The
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criteria for distinguishing the various types of responses evoked by the clinical method and for the interpretation of results are also critically evaluated,
Piaget discusses special oontrols of questions and interprestations which permit the adaptability of the olirical
method to the study of the minds of young children.
Using the clinical method, he considers the child's
notions about thinking, about names, and abAit dreams.
He next considers the manner in which the child attributes
consciousness to things, and the development of his
notions of life. Finally he considers the child's belief
about the origin of the sun and moon, the wind and water,
the mountains and earth.
In "The Child's Conception of Physical Causality",
( 73 ) this investigator questioned groups of children of
various ages, sometimes with the aid of simple physical
experiments, in an effort to determine the stage of
development of their concept of cause. He attempted to
obtain answers to the following questions! the explanation of movement (toe nature of air, the origin of
respiration, movements due to gravity, and the Idea of
foree)j the ability of the child t . foresee and predict
physical phenomena, (the level of water, problems of
shadows, buoyanoe of boats)j and the explanation of
machines (the mechanism of trains, automobiles, and
bicycles)*
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In "The Moral Judgment of the Child", ( 74) Piaget used the
interrogatory method which he has described in his earlier
works. He believed he could best discover the nature of
the moral judgment of the child by finding out what was
meant by "respect for rules" from the child*a point of view.
In order to Investigate this he considered It necessary to
distinguish experimentally between the child*s consciousness
of the rules and his actual practice of the rules, TO
sample these different aspects experimentally, he had the
children give the rules for a certain game and then observed
their practice of these rules In actually playing the game
with him * The game of marbles was chosen aa the boy*a game,
and hide-and-seek ("Ilet eaohant") as the game for the girls.
He later attempted, by means of the child's interpretations
of the results of certain story situations, to discover the
child's concept of cooperation and the development of the
Idea of justice.
In "The Construction of the Real in the Child", (75 )
he employs the same methods that he has employed in his
earlier investigations. In this volume, however, he plaoes
emphasis on the practical intelligence of the child and
attempts to disoover the genesis of explanatory categories|
the object, causality, and time*
In his moat recent book, "The Birth of Intelligence
in the Ohlld", Piaget ( 76 ) takes as his problem of research
the first two years of the child*a life| that is, the study
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of Intelligent behavior before the appearance of langua e.
It la a continuation of the author's previous "work on
language thought, judgment, and reasoning In the child,
f

Piaget (77) states In another study of the child's first
year the basis of his methodf that it is possible to study
the child's thought by interpreting its overt behavior in
terms of the thought process expressed in such behavior
Itself. One may also check this behavior by reference to
the sta^os of childhood, adolescence, etc.

Summary of Placet's problems and Methods of Attack
Piaget has shown keen discrimination in the problems
which he has selected as the subject matter for his investigations . He has chosen those problems concerning
the nature and development of child thought which, when
considered as an integrated whole, should dovetail into
one another In such a manner as to present a truly functional picture of the development of' Judgment and reasoning in the child. The problems selected are those which
should show most clearly the difference between child and
adult thought and logic, the explanation of these differences will give an understanding of the nature of child
thought.
Many of these problems have already been investigated
by earlier workers. The earlier inquiries however, were
In the main analytical and served chiefly to set up an
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Inventory of the mistakes and confusions of child thought,
They have not shown why the child things and expresses
himself in a certain way; why differences exist between the
child's reasoning on the verbal plane and on the olane of
concrete reality; why the child believes things so contrary
to facts; or how the incoherence ,;-f the child comes to be
supplanted by the logic of adult thought. Piaget*s training in biolo y led M m to cast aside the method of using
structural questions and to proceed at once with functional
questions which would throw light on these perplexing
problems.
Piaget criticises the method of tests whloh requires
that the question and the manner in which it is presented
remain the same for all children, and that the answers be
related to a standard of comparison whloh is both quantitative and qualitative. There are. he believes, two
objections to this method! first, it does not allow a
sufficient analysis of the resultsf sec nd, it falsifies
the natural mental inclination of the child. We take
exception to Piaget* a or it ic ism on the ground that the
competent psychometrlst ic at the same time both a tester
and a clinician. T him the qualitative aspects of the
0

child's response are just as important as are the quantitative. He constantly seeks In the qualitative aspects
of the child's behavior clues which will enable him to
understand the child's responses not only in the light of
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their relation to the responses of other children of
the same age but also in relation to his own social
milieu*
He next points out the inadequacies of the method
of pure observation. While the method of pure observation furnishes us lnfoiroatio as to the interests of
the child at various a^e levels, it does not, unaided
by questioning, enable us to understand the relative
Importance of these int- rests nor give us an explanation
of them. There are, he believes, two drawbacks to the
method of pure observations first, the child's intellectual egocentriclty constitutes an obstacle to knowing
him without the aid of additional questions) and second,
it is difficult to distinguish between answers which he
invents but docs not really believe, or believes merely
because he has so replied (romancing), and the real
beliefs of the child.
Piaget suggests as a better mode of approach the
method of clinical examination which employes both pure
observation and the use of experiments with the InterA

rogatory method* ''he good experimenter must unite two
qualities| he must know how to observe and must have at
every moment some hypothesis which he is trying to check.
In order to practice this method a considerable period
of training is necessary on the part of the observer.
We agree with Piaget that the clinical method Is the
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correct technique for attacking the problems of child
thought, but disagree with hie narrow Interpretation
and uae of the method*

It is not sufficient that the

observer, by skillful questioning determine wherein the
responses of the child are particular to him*

One must

also know the various factors, environmental and otherwise,
which have played a part in determ'nlng his response* The
problem of child thought is, In the last analysis, the
problem of the child as a personality*

Therefore, the more

facets of the child's personality we examine, the better
will be our understanding of that child as a functioning
individual*
Piaget often neglects to tell us how many children were
used as subjects for his experiments, how many he used at
each age level, what their mental ages were, and what their
grade placement was* We do not know from his studies
whether socio-economic status and sex differences played
an Important part in his results*

*e do not know In how

many oases the various concepts of child thought were studied in the same children*
In this Investigation we will attempt to demonstrate
the importance of these factors to the r suits which we
obtain, and will also study the relati nshlp between the
concepts of physical causality and moral Judgment in the
same children*
We may summarise our criticism of Piaget»a methods
by pointing out that he attempts to demonstrate the
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Importance of socialization in the development of child
thought without considering many of the factors which
make for thle socialization, nor does he give any criteria
for determining the level of socialization, except that of
chronological age. Any attempt to consider the child from
the standpoint of chronolo,: ical age as Isolated from mental
age, socio-economic status and other environmental factors
is a violation of the very clinical technique which Piaget
has advanced as the proper method of attack on the problems.

Plaf ;e t * a general Cone lusions
In "The Language and Thought of the Child", ( 70 ) and
"Judgment and Reasoning in the Child", ( 71 ) are summarized
the general findings concerning the nature of child thought•
The conversation of children may be divided into two classifications. (1) egocentric speech, which may be divided
into three categories} repetition, where the child repeats
words and phrases for the pure pleasure of talking) monologue, where the child talks to himself as though he were
thinking aloud) and dual or collective monologue^ where the
child talks to another Individual, but does not expect him
to attend or understand) and (2) socialized speech, which
may be divided into five categories) adapted information,
whore the child exchanges his thoughts with another)
criticism, where the child makes remarks about the work
or behavior of another) commands, requests and threats,
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where there la defi ite Interaction between one child
and another? questional and answers,
The greater portion of the child'a speech is egocentric up to the age of seven or eight due to the fart
that there is no sustained social intercourse in children
of less than seven, and that the language used in the
fundamental activity of the child is one of gestures,
movement, and mimicry as much as words.
In experiments carried on to determine whether
children understand one another when they talk together,
Piaget distinguishes between Implicit and explicit
understanding on the part of the child. The conclusions
of his experiment tend to show that children do not
genuinely understand each other* nor do the,, even desire
to do so before the age of seven, ^hlld thought at this
period really shows a great deal of syncretism (the
analytical or subjective fusion of entirely disparate
elements)• This syncretism, however, begins to disappear
along with egocentric language with the Increasing socialisation of the child after the year seven.
He points out that the young child Is Incapable of
generalisation due to the fact that the bases of Judgment
are not arranged In hierarchies, only juxtaposed. The
young child is also a realist since he faila to distinguish between the signs and the things signified, the
psychical and the physical. Reality Is for him the whole
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universe which is obedient to him. The child is also
animistic, believing, that everything that is active is
conscious. Later he believes th t only those things
which move of their own accord are Conscious, and finally
that -onsciausness exists only in the animal world. This
animism later elves way to artiflciallsm wherein the child
H

can see all objects as being "made for a purpose,
Piaget»s view is that the thought of the child differs
from that of adults because of a difference In its logical
structure and not because of vigor in reasoning, nor because of fewer acquired concepts, Egocentrism, syncretism,
and animism, are to hin not due to a lack of analytical
powers, but to a typical mental structure. The thought of
the child is spontaneous, and its activities show the
existence of a motor substratum adapted to the physical
world, ^bought is later changed by a "self" which refers
everything to itself and its desires. The change from
child to adult thought Is brought about by objectlfioation
which is the function of the socialisation of the self.
In a later work Placet ( 78) points out that we must
consider as ohlld mentality, those intellectual characteristics which change with increasing msntal age and socialization. These two processes are, however, due to different tendencies, that is, egocentricity and socialization.
He states that "the unintelligent adult will manifest
adult mentality only In those aspects of his mentality
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which have been socialized and w" 11 remain childish
in tinsoolaliz&d aspects" .
In "The Child's Conception of the World" Placet
( 72 ) obtained five typos of responses to questional
random answers, romancing, suggested belief, liberated
belief, and spontaneous conviction. Piaget assumed the
existence of original beliefs on the basis of the uniformity of these beliefs as revealed In the answers,
their evolution with increasing age, their resistance to
suggestion during the clinical examination, and their
influence upon the number of other concepts.
In his notions about the nature of th ught and about
names, the child passes through certain clear stages of
development. Up to the age of six or seven years, names
come from things themselves, and are discovered by looking at the things* Names gradually come to be recognised
as signs for objects, thus leading to the view that thought
itself Is Internal and immaterial* The realism, animism
and artlficlallsm discovered in previous studies is also
shown In regard to the child's concept of the origin of
the sun and moon, wind and water, and mountains and earth*
In "The Child's Conception of Physical Causality",
Piaget ( 73 ) sets up from the results of his experiments
seventeen types of causal explanations, each characteristic
of a different stage in the development of causal thinking.
He finds that the first stage continues up to four years
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and la distinguishedfeypsychological, magical and finallatlo explanations! the second, which continues through
years four and five la distinguished by dynamic, artlf 1clallstic, and animistic explanations) the third, which Is
around years seven and eight la distinguished by aubstantlallatlc and vague mechanistic explanations) and the
fourth, which continues through years ten and eleven Is
distinguished by completely logical and mechanloal explanations. % e early periods may be considered as pc*ecausal due to the confusion of psychological and physical
causation*
As has been pointed out in connection with the previous studies, the child's thought progresses with increasing age from realism to objectivity, reciprocity, and relativity. This progressive evolution comes about with the
progress of the child from egooentrlcity to socialisation.
This change permits the child to differentiate between
Inner and outer experience and to explain the physical
world In terms other than of himself. While this change
is going on, corresponding changes are occurring in the
development of causal thinkings

(1) the child comes to

distinguish between himself and the universe) (2) he
recognises the Importance of time sequences as opposed to
the 1 :mediacy of relations.
In a study of the relationship of rational thought
to motor intelligence, Piaget < 79 ) throws additional light
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on the subject of physical oausaltly. He seeks In the
relation between foreknowledge and explanation the relationship between motor intelligence and rational
thought. Many cases have been observed where the child
had foreknowledge even before a vague mechanical explanation was present. This foreknowledge la the result of
activity of the motor intelligence. He points out that
we must distinguish in the child's thinking between three
superimposed systemsi motor intelligence which assures
the adaptation of the organism to things; egocentric
thinking, which constructs a representation of things;
and rational thinking, which by placing the individual
perspective in relation to that of others, allows an
objective representation in thinking. This last stage
permits the retention of the benefits of motor adaptation
which action has secured. Thinking thus ceases to be a
source of illusions of perspective and becomes an instrument for forcing the mind into the real.
In a study specifically concerned with the explanation
of movement Piaget < 80) finds in general the same steps
or stages which he has already discussed*
classified in this study act

The stages are

(1) the magical stage which

continues up to years three and four; (a) the moral stage,
which is a mixture of animism and artifiolalism, which
continues up to the age of eight; (8) the dynamic stage,
where bodies themselves are endowed with forces which
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reproduce movement, which continues from year eight to
year eleven* and (4) the mechanical sta^e which begins
at year ten or eleven* In a somewhat similar study regarding children*s explanations of shadows, ( 81) he
shows that their concepts of shadows proceed from a
dynamic substantlalism to static explanations. He points
out the analogy between infantile and primitive thinking.
In "The Moral Judgment of the Child", ( 74 ) Piaget
states, "all morality consists in a series of rules, and
the essence of all morality is to be sought for in the
respect which the individual acquires for these rules."
He then points out the importance of parental constraint
by showing that most of the moral rules which the child
learns to respect come to him from adults already elaborated, and often elaborated not in relation to him, as
they are needed, but once and for all through an uninterrupted succession of earlier generations«

Piaget shows

that the realism which is characterlstie of the child's
thought is also revealed in the form of moral realism.
The world is what it appears to be, and the child always
sees things in relation to his own perspective. The child
early sets up a realism of absolute moral values. Those
things which the parents consider right are right, for the
child, without question, assumes that the parents must
know what Is right, for they know other things within the
child's range of experience.
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In the second sta^e of moral Judgment the child
learns that rules are not objectively real, but that
they represent the values which aro desired by the group.
This sta^e of appreciation of rules as the reciprocal
activities and values of a given group occurs between
the ages of eight and nine.
I) the third sta e the child comes to see that the
u

absolute equality of persons and the reciprocity of moral
Judgment Is to be tempered by a consideration of equity.
With increasing socialisation the ohild has oo e to appreciate the fa t that it is "right" to give the lame boy a
head start on his way around the bases, or the near sighted
boy a chance to take his bow and arrow a little nearer the
target•
In his study of the rules of games Piaget (74 ) found
that one must distinguish between the practice of the rules
and the consciousness of the rules* Here again we find
realism as exemplified by the absoluteness of the rules,
r.n& also find a change towar s relativism with the increasing socialisation of the child* The ohild finally comes
to see that rules grow out of and are meaningful only In
terms of group arrangements and mutual respect*
In a study of the alms of moral education (82 ) this
worker distinguishes between two kinds of respectt unilateral,
based on the inequality between the ohild and the adult| and
mutual, which supposes the equality of the two persons* The
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last type la called by Placet the "cooperative relation".
On the basis of these types he postulates two types of
morality which coexist In the mind of the chlldj the first
based on a feeling of duty, the other on a feeling of
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llu maintains that the oh .Id's conceptions of Justice and
sanction are subordinated to his conception of cooperation,
whloh changes with a^e, and gradually evolves a^ain to the
Idea of duty through the us© of equality.
"The Birth of Intelligence in the Child" ( 76 ) presents
Piaget*a researches into the intelligent behavior of the
child before the appearance of language, he finds that
intelligence does not appear at a given moment, but that
its coming is prepared for by the exercise of reflexes and
the formation of certain habits. Three stages in this preparatlon can be distinguished! the exercise of reflexes,
the acquisition of primary forma of adaptation, and the
primary circulatory reaction. He distinguishes between
intelligence used in this sense and the ordinary use of
the term Intelligence where it is concerned with procedures
designed to make certain interesting experiences lasting.
After these early stages we find a beginning coordination of secondary systems by applications to new situations.
Finally the child begins to discover hew means for active
experience, and finds new methods through the process of
mental combination.
In an article on the child's first year Piaget ( 77 )
holds that one may study the child's thought by observing
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Its overt behavior. Using thla method he discovered that
the child's thought in the first year represents a
solipsism, and "absolute egocentricIty"»

xhe solipsism

of the baby la followed in later stares by the eeccentricity of the child.

Suggnary of Placet's General Conclusions.
Piaget's various researches into the language and
thought, Judgment and reasoning, and moral judgment of
the child have revealed certain common features of child
thought. These traits he considers to be characteristic
of child thought per se. The majority of workers in the
field of child research agree that these features may be
discovered through experimental investigation but all do
not agree that they are to be considered as characteristic
of child thought alone. >»e believe that child thought will
reveal egoc ntrism, syncretism, animism, and artlficiallsm.
However, we believe that these traits are characteristic
of all undifferentiated thought be it either of child or
adult, and that these traits are characteristic of child
thought only Insofar as it is undifferentiated.
Descriptively Piaget has given us an excellent inventory of the child's linguistic activity. His statement
that the child does not expect another individual to attend
to or understand him Is we feel open to certain objections.
The same difficulty which the child enoounters in placing
himself in the position of another observer confronts the
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adult who attempts to determine just what It Is that the
child is attempting to convey through his conversations.
The limitations of the child* s verbal ability which Piaget
has discox'ered may mean that a given expression may be used
to impart several different meanings sons of which would be
unintelligible to the adult due to his verbal differentiation.
Piaget holds that child thought differs from that of
the adult because of a difference in its logical structure
and not because of a lack of acquired concepts. Egocentrlsm, syncretism, and animism, are to him not due to a lack
of analytical powers, but to a typical mental structure.
The change from child to adult thought is brought about by
objectifleatlon which is, he believes, the function of the
socialization of the self. Those Intellectual characteristics which change with increasing mental age and socialization Piaget considers as valid criteria for child mentality. This Interpretation would mean that we can discover
in the development of thought from that of the child to that
of the adult various levels or stages which are qualitative
In nature*
In accord with certain other Investigators we are
forced to disagree with Piaget in regard to the nature of
the developmental process of thought. These stages of
thought are, we believe, quantitative rather than qualitative. Adult thought may, It is true, reveal field
properties different in nature from those of child thomg&s.
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The differences between child and adult thought are not,
.however, real or inherent differences but merely differences in the extent of differentiation. The difference
between Placet's results and those of other investigators
is due at least In part to the methods he used and the
philosophic viewpoint with whloh he started. Isaacs ( 3 8 )
criticises him for maintaining the attitude of a logician
rather than that of a psychologist, and for treating the
child's mind as though it were a biological entlt/ In
itself. She als believes that the two hour period of
interrogation put the child at a disadvantage and so gave
a false idea of the contrast between child and adult
thought •
In "Intellectual Growth in Xb ng Children" (37 )
Isaacs disagrees with Piaget*s biological maturation
theory, holding that the development of child thought depends much more on interest and increased experience than
it does on biological maturation. Many of his results, she
believes, were determined at least in part by the suggestive nature of the questions asked. Huang (32 ) offers some
support for this view in that he found more advanced
answers at earlier are levels when he avoided using questions regarding the nature of clouds, the wind and so forth
and gave them questions much more la line with their experience.
Hazlltt (26 ) holds that piaget*s ides of the egocen-
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trioity of the ohild Is due to an * overvaluation of the
verbal expression aa a measure of thinking*" Her: results
s-owed that the ablllt,/ to generalize appeared to ao.m
degree at all age levels* I'urther support for this view
Is given by Deshales (15 ) who found that the thought
of the child la qualitatively identical with that of the
adult. The different stages are due to the fact that the
chill is given problems which are too difficult for his
age* Abel ( 1 ) gave his adult subjects material of the
1

same difficulty for adults as was Piaget s material for
children of six and seven, and he found that his subjects
were in many oases forced to prelogical modes of thought
due to the limitations of memory and verbal understanding.
i'/e shall take as part of the objective of this investigation the task of attempting to show that the different
stages of child thought are quantitative rather than qualitative* Since we will not have any adult subjects,experimental proof will depend largely on the overlapping at
the various a^e levels*

Related Studies on Eaniata,;* and Though^
McCarthy ( 57) investigated the language development
of twenty children at each of the half year levels from
a year and a half to four years and a half. She analysed
In terms of response, function of response, complexity of
structure and word analysis, fifty consecutive verbal
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responses of the child, 'L'ho subjects were so selected
that they represented parental occupations to an extent
proportional to the distribution of those oocupatio a In
the city of Minneapolis. She found anong other things
that sentence length was closely related to the level of
language development, that girls develop linguistically
more rapidly than boys, and those of a hl^Jher socio-economic level faster than those of a lower socio-economic
level. Her results showed that the process of development has only begun by eighteen m nthe but that it virtually covers its entire cycle In the next three years.
Day ( 13) and LaBrant ( 46) working with pre-sohool
children and children of school a e have arrived at sim0

ilar conclusions regarding the superiority of ^irls In
language development.
In another study i^sOarthy ( 58 ) found that- the child
understands words before ho can use them, ar.d that the first
words are usually a reduplicated monosyllable designating
a familiar person or thing, ohe holds that speech may be
classified as egocentric or socialised and that the former
decreases with increasing age. Language development has
a definite relation to general Intelligence, and is accelerated by contact with adults, Fisher (17) made a language
study of seventy-twu pre-school children and faand certain
patterns which were considered to be developmental since they
were more closely related to chronological than to mental age.
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These patterns reveal the development of interest in the
self, things, and other people. The amount of egocentricity appealed to be constant throughout the pre-school
period.
Adams ( 2 ) secured records of from one to four and
a half hours of speech ao ivlty of children of twentyfour, twenty-seven, thirty, thirty-three, thirty-six,
forty-two and forty-eight months of age. The speech was
analyzed to determine the age of changes In, and the relative frequency of spontaneous voc lisation, social monologue, imitation, repetition, and egocentric remarks. It
was found that monologue, repetition, and Imitation decrease
with age, while increasing age elicits imperatives, questions and answers.
In a consideration of the ontogeny of meaning, Latif
(48 ) points out that the meaning of children's spoken
words Is contained In the actions accompanying them, and
that the words are merely holophrases. Like most other
Investigators he maintains that the child's speech is
essentially egocentric, and Intended to convey meaning to
himself more than to others • The progress from undifferentiated holophrases to articulate sentences is to be
considered as a process of analysing the separate steps in
the meaning out of the whole. An earlier study by Latif
( 47) maintains that infantile crying is a mere reflex
response to stimulation and is devoid of meaning even though
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parents might asorlb© meaning to such cries, in order
that an act he significant it must he directed toward
some environmental object. Meaning really develops from
a gradual substitution of words or symbols, or part reactions for total situations, and from the objective and
subjective reference Liven to objects.
Couslnet ( 12 ) on the basis of a careful study made
of a boy four years nine months of age, who was in the
habit of talking to himself very frequently, made certain
observations as to the Importance of monologues to children. The author concluded that the object of the monologue
was to reconstruct an experience in order to understand it
better. Through imitative monologues a child begins to
Integrate his experiences and acquire knowledge.
Huang and Chu ( 54 ) studied, by means of the shortsample method, one thousand five hundred sentences and
phrases of twenty-one nursery school children, two and a
half to five years of are, under everyday natural circumstances. They found that egocentric language decreases
with increase of age, due, they believed, chiefly to the
decrease of monologue. With increasing age they found a
corresponding Increase in socialised language. This is
especially noticeable in conversation about play, the
group, sociality, and interrogation. These findings are
in accord with Piaget^.
Stalnaker ( 90) concluded from an analysis of the
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conversation of fourteen children, two to four years of
age, that the length of sentences increased with age,
that in order of frequency sentences were declarative,
imperative, Interrogative) with complex and compound
sentences being very limited in number. The evidence
also showed that the conversation of children below
three years of age shows little socialisation and is In
the main egocentric. Children between three and four
are emerging from the egocentric state of conversation
though they still use it for emphasis.
The linguistic development of two different groups
of nursery school children was Investigated by Hetaer and
Eelndorf (31). One of these groups was made up of children whose parents belonged to the professio;sal class, and
the other of children whose parents belonged to the laboring class, .vhere the vocalisations were connected directly
with the physical sensations of the ohild, such as orles
of hunger or of pain, there was no difference between the
two groups. In all other verbal activity the children
fro -a the laboring group lagged definitely behind the other.
The degree of retardation varied as follows! extent of
vocabulary, nine to twelve months retarded) sentence usage,
four m nth*) use of different parts of speech, six months.
Smith ( 89) analysed the verbatim records of the conversations of two hundred and nineteen children whose ages
ranged from eighteen to seventy-two months. The children
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were studied when alone with adults,, and when engaged
In free play with, other children of pre-school a -e. It
?

was found that the number of sentences u3ed, and questions
asked, increased with each half year up to four years,
where they dropped.. Almost half of the questions asked by
two year olds were introduced with an interrogative word,
but only a third of those of the three year olds were introduced with an Interrogative word* • It was found that children
asked more questions when with adults and also that when the
child was with other children mot;t of the questions were
really directed toward adults.

Summary of Related Studies on Language and Thought.1

The preponderance of experimental data supports Piaget s
conclusion that the language of the child Is egocentric at
the early ages and gradually becomes more socialised with
increasing chronological a e,
c

Adams ( 2 ), Latif ( 48 ), Huang and Chu ( 34 ), and
Oousinet ( 12) have found percentages of egocentrism approximately equal to those found by Piaget in subjects of the
same ages. Day ( 13) and McCarthy ( 58 ), however, using
Piaget»s methods found a much lower percentage of egocentric
remarks. Their findings are very significant in view of
the fact that they used many mo -e children than the two used
by Piaget In his original work. McCarthy studied the responses made by the child in conversation with an adult and also
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the responses made in a free play situation. In the free
play situation the percentage of egocentric responses was
higher though still below that found by Piaget. Day working with twins found an even lower percent of egocentrism
than that found by McCarthy. This she attributed to the
more socialised environment of the twins.
Huang and Chu { 34 ) and Adams ( 2 ) support Piaget
by showing that monologues decrease with increasing age
to be supplanted by adapted Information, questions* and
answers.
McCarthy ( 58 ) and Hetzer and Relndorf ( 31 ) have
shown that the socialization of language is dependent not
alone on chronological age but also on such factors as
socio-economic status and the number of adult contacts
the child has.
We believe that the apparent discrepancies in the results of experiments concerning the amount of egocentrism
are due in part to the differences in definition and interpretation of the term. Nevertheless we cannot agree that
egocentrism is a qualitative stage which is dependent on
Chronological age alone. The clinical method as used by
Piaget should demand an investigation as to the influence
of schooling, socio-economic status, and other environmental factors.
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Related Studies on Judgment and Reasoning.
Moore ( 64 ) gave two hundred and five children three
groups of tests involving reasoning, autistic fallacies,
and logical fallacies. He found that although the reasoning process of first grade ohlldren Involved the deduction
of conclusions from general principles, not until the child
readied the third grade did he have the ability to understand and reject autistic fallacies. This phenomenon of
autistic thinking he believed was characteristic only of
children, and If found In adults was a symptom of mental
deterioration.
Prom an investigation of thirty-nine children ranging
in age from forty-three to ninety-five months, in an experimental situation similar to that used with rats, requiring
combining the essentials of two Isolated experiences, Maler
(55) concluded that reasoning ability Is rather late In
maturing. This ability does not extend below the six year
level, and differs widely in the age at which it matures
In different children! the time of its appearance being
closely related to the mental ar,e of the child.
Oberer ( 67) studied eighty-four children between the
ages of seven and thirteen by requiring them to give oral
definitions of the stimulus words hat, knife, black-bread,
chimney-sweep, child, brook, sickness, and sin. It was
found that tautologous definitions and definitions involving use and examples decreased with increasing age. The
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question as to whether children acquire concepts first
of the general and then of the particular* or vice versa,
is answered by showing that, while both the particular and
the general always exist, the particular is apparently differentiated from the general. He further points out that
no mode of thought is possessed by the thirteen year old
which is not also possessed to some degree by the seven year
old* i'he author states that analysis is the dominant
original function of thought, with the whole-part connection
as the source of all qualitative growth* Rostohar ( 85 )
points out that to the pre-school child, the designations
M

n

dog , "bird" never mean the general idea, but refer to a

concrete object. Only after further experience does the
child learn that the meaning of a word used in a general
sense does not apply to all the concrete perceptions of
the object.
Stuart ( 91 ) in a study of sensor!-motor and conceptual
thinking in children between the ages of nine and eighteen,
investigated motor coordination, perceptual ability, ability
to handle concrete material, several forms of reasoning,
and the development of ethical concepts. The intelligence
and socio-economic levels of the children were carefully
evaluated In advance of this study* It was found that
these capacities showed a rather high correlation with each
other* All showed some relation to the level of socialisation of the child.
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Heidbreder (27 ) ( 28 } has'compared the problem solving
behavior of ohlldren and adults In order to determine their
mode of attack and the rea ons for their r. sponges- Using
groups oomposed of children from three to ten years old,
A

and of adults, she gave them simple problems, fter the
first reaction the subjects were asked to give the reason
for their response* She found that children under eleven
gave only one reason,' while adults might give several; that
the reasons given formed a scale, beginning with those riven
only by children and ending with those used only by adultsi
and that there wos considerable overlapping in reasons between the various age groups* The general ability to solve
problems increased with age though the objective situation
influenced both the quality and number of reasons. In a
study of the evolution of the concepts of adults, Heidbreder
( 29) found that conoepts evolved more easily from pictured
material than from verbal, r.hat ooncepts were often used
correctly even though the subject was unable to formulate
them verbally, and that . oncepts might be either sudden or
gradual in their formation*
Quillet (22 ) by means of the word definition technique,
studied the growth of children's conoepts at four, seven*
and ten years* Results showed the value of performance of
a four year old to be but thirty per cent of that of a
seven year old, and that of a seven year old to be but
fifty-two per cent of that of a ten year old child* Quillet

concluded that concepts developed to a greater extent
between seven and ten than between f JUT and seven.
Chant ( 10) Investigated problem solving In an objective experiment with adults as subjects and discovered
two types of solutions, an interpretive approach based on
previous associations, and an analytical approach based on
direct comparison of the material. Adults used the Interpretative approach whenever they perceived the previous
association. In other cases they responded as ohl dren
do with a more or less analytical approach.
In a repetition of Piaget*s ( 71) experiment on logical thinking, Johnson and Joaey ( 40 ) found little evidence to support his claims* Instead of finding animism,
artlflolallsm, and final ism at six years they find their
subjects socially minded and even at this age using hypotheses* Their reasoning showed no egocentrism or juxtaposition. Where Piaget*s subjects had passed only one of
his tests, Johnson's and Josey's passed thirty-three. They
offer two explanations for these differences) their group
was superior In intelligence and socio-economic status,
and the English language is superior to the French as an
instrument for logical thinking, In support of one of
these explanations Mice ( 66 ) has shown that vocabularies
increase with age, especially between the years three and
seven, with the most rapid increase coming between years
three and five, A comparison of the vocabularies of American, German and French children of these ages shewed that
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the English speaking American children had larger vocabularies than the French and German children.
Grlgsby (

2 1

) by means of the clinical method, invest-

igated the development of the concepts of part-whole, time,
space, number and cause. On classifying her answers on the
basis of Placet's seventeen types of causality, she finds
her results in substantial agreement. At the pre-school
level she finds four types of responsesi

causal relations

not connected with immediate experiencej expressions of
conclusions based on previous experience! expressions of
Ideas held by adults j and irrelevant responses. She also
finds that the type of answer given to any problem depends
more on the closeness of th.<t problem to the child's own
sensory and perceptual experience, than on age. Unlike
most other investigators she does not believe that concepts
are very dependent on vocabulary where words are grouped
to express this concept, for the same words are used for
irrational expressions as for correct concepts, Gupta (23)
found that the reason ng of children was not a miniature
form of adult reasoning, but had all the possibilities of
growing into the reasoning of adults, and that it depended
on education with respect to relations and correlates.
Deeroly,( 14) through careful study of an adopted
orphan, Investigated the evolution of chromatic concepts
up to the a e of four and a half j the concepts of time,
quality, objective and subjective values, and certain aspects
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of the development of graphic attitude up to six years,
Winch ( 96 ) atudied the reasoning ability of school
children as shown by their a ility to find flaws in statements, and found a high correlation with are, school placement, and intelligence* He also found an increasing superiority of boys with age* Bedell ( 6 ) investigated the
ability of boys and girls to generalize and recall items of
general science material, and found no sex difference in the
ability to recall, but found that boys were superior to
girls in the ability to generalize*
A study of the relet i n of maturation, training, and
experience to the development of the concepts of time was
made by Harrison ( 25 ) • His experimental group consisted
of one hundred and sixty children from the kindergarten
through the third grade level* He found that understanding of words connected with time ranged from a complete
understanding to a complete lack of understanding, or even
an absence of a response. Understanding of the concepts
correlated ,66 with grade placement, ,70 with mental age,
and *58 with chronological age* Apparently concepts of
time are more closely related to maturation than to training and experience*
Peterson ( 69 ) presented twenty problems Involving
the law of the lever to primary and secondary school children in order to discover the trend of ability in solving
them, and the correlation of this ability with age, grade
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In school, and intelligence. when school grade was held
constant, no correlation appeared between age and ability,
or Intelligence and ability* There was a positive correlation between grade and ability to solve the problems. There
was evidence of a slight superiority of boys in the solution
of problems involving a general principle,
Haslltt (26) tested the ability of children from three
to seven years of age to make exceptions and to generalise.
She found that children could sec relations at an e arller
age than that at which Piaget considered them capable of
thinking verbal exceptions, The basis for generalisation
appeared to some degree at all age levels* She believes
1

that Piaget s idea of the egocentrieity of the child Is due
tt

to an over evaluation of verbal expression as a measure of
thinking and an exaggerated view of the logicality of adult
11

thought *
In contradiction to Piaget*a theory of qualitative
development in the evolution of the thought of the child,
Deshales ( 15) believes that the thought of the child is
qualitatively Identical with that of the adult*

xhe fact

that one is able to distinguish different stages is because
the problems presented to the ohild are often too complicated for his » e. He further believes that a child might
t

not be able to see the relative character of one notion,
and yet be able to sea the relative character of another
notion* To test his theory he gave his experimental groups
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A number of question* of varying difficulty, all Implying the idea of relationship* His results tended to support his theory, rather than that of Piaget*
Working with adults Abel ( 1 ) repeated Placet's (70 )
experiments on verbal understanding between children* He
1

used material of the same difficulty for adults as was Placet a
material for children of six and seven* He told his subjects
stories which they then repeated to another subject, and the
coefficient of understanding of each was measured In terms
of what had been told to him* Abel found in bis adult subjects juxtaposition, reversals, and syncretism*

He held

that for every normal person some situation which required
logical thought would reveal the limitations of memory and
verbal understanding, and force the individual to prelogical
modes of thought*
Ormian ( 60) gave children from six to eleven years of
age modified syllogisms, riddles and uncompleted premises
to solve* He made both quantitative and qualitative analyses
of his data, and found that up to the age of eight, there
were no observable sex differences) that between nine and
eleven the boys outranked the girls j and that the percentage
of success increased slowly up to the age of nine, where it
took a sudden spurt*

w

hilar en under nine had to be furnish-

ed with the elements of the conclusion to be drawnf at the
age of eleven the child could himself find the rule applicable to the particular case*
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Meyer (22 ) tested children six to nine years of age
with simple syllogisms. After presenting the premises,
e.g., "Frits Is taller than Maxj Max is taller than Ernst,"
he asked three questIons; (1) "What can you say now?"
in ease of failure he asked| (S) "What oan you say about
Frits and Ernst?" In case of further failure he asked)
(3) "Who of these two is the taller?" From a study of
the three types of answers he found that considerable
development in logical reasoning takes place In the second
and third year in school. He also found positive coefficients of correlation between the child's successes,
teachers' judgments and school grades* Muller (65 ) in a
further Investigation of the process of reaching the conclusion of syllogisms, was in agreement with Piaget in
that the greatest Increase in capacity for syllogistic
thought was found between the second and third year of
school. He differed from Piaget in holding that logical
thought was possible before the age of seven or eight.
Isaacs ( 38) in a review of Placet's books (70 ) (71 )
( 72 ) , criticised him for maintaining the attitutde of a
logician rather than a psychologist, for treating the
child's mind as though it were a biological entity in itself, and so exaggerating the stages of development into
definite age changes* She also believed that the two hour
period of interrogation put the child at a disadvantage
and so gave a false idea of the oontrast between child and
adult thought*
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In hep book, "Intellectual Growth In Young Children",
Isaacs ( 37) discusses the records and observations made
on children in the Malting House School in Cambridge,
England*

In this school the children were left to develop

in a rather free environmental situation* &he found that
her subjects showed an interest in mechanical causality at
a much earlier age than that indicated by Piaget, and concluded that the extent to which such Interest is developed
Is partly a result of the social and physical environment
in which the ohild is maturing, and that the environment
1

of Piaget s subjects was unfavorable to such development*
She disagrees with Piaget' s biological maturation theory,
holding that the development of causal relations depended
much more on interest and Increased experience than it did
on maturation. Placet's clinical method is criticised
beoause the questions asked require actual knowledge,
and because they are suggestive in nature* The spontaneous
formulations of children, she argues, must be observed in
natural situations and not in an artificial setup*
Mead ( 59) set out to teat the suggested parallel
between animism in primitive people and the spontaneous
thought of children* The methods employed were observations in ordinary social situations, collections of
spontaneous drawings, interpretations of Ink-blots, and
reactions to questions specifically designed to elicit
animistic responses* She found no evidence of spontaneous
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animistic thought, hut instead a negativism to explanation in animistic terms. Preference was shown for
explanation in practical cause and effect terms. Such
animistic explanations as were found appeared to be based
on some long established social habit or custom. These
conclusions are in opposition to tho-ve of Wallon ( 93 }
who maintained that the primitive has a ver, different point
of view toward reality and causality from that of the adult.
The thought of the civilized child, while not identical with
that of the primitive, yet closely approaches It,

Summary of Related Studies on Judgment and Reasoning.
A considerati n of the literature leads us to the
conclusion that the experimental evidence is against
Piaget* s assumption of definite qualitative stages in child
thought which are dependent mainly on ohronologieal age.
In support of Piaget we find Moore ( 64) who discovered
that child thought apparently went through certain marked
developmental stages. Maier (55) found that reasoning ability did not extend below the six year level* He differed
from Piaget, however, in holding that the ability to reason
differs widely In the age at which it matures in different
children* The time of appearance is closely related to the
u

mental age of the child, rlgsby ( 21) using the clinical
method found support for Piaget>s view regarding the development of child thought* She did, however* differ la holding
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that the type of answer ^iven to any prohle v. was more
closely related to the previous sensory and perceptual
experience of the child than to chronological a ,e, Ormian
:

{ 68 ) concluded the ability for syllogistic reasoning
progressed with increasing chronological age.
In opposition to Placet's theory of qualitative levels
we find Oberer < 67 ) who in a study of children's concepts
found no mode of thought possessed by the thirteen year
old child which was not also possessed to some decree by
the seven year old. Chant ( 10 ) discovered that when
adults were able to perceive a previous association to the
problem, they employed an interpretative aoproach but if
unable to see the association they used an approach similar
to that of the ohild. Johnson and .Tosey ( 40 ) found no
animism, artlf ioialism or f inallsa in their six year old
subjects. They found, instead, that their subjects were
socially minded rather than egocentric. Haslltt ( 26 )
found the basis for generalisation to be present to some degree at all ages*

Deshales ( 15 ) believed the thought of the

child to be qualitatively Identical with that of adults.
Stuart ( 91 ) , Winch ( 96 ) and Bedell ( 6 ) concluded
th»t sex differences and socio-economic status were important in determining the level of reasoning of the child.
Isaacs ( 37 ) showed that the social and physical environment in which the child was maturing was of greater importance than chronological age in determining the level of
the child's Judgment and reasoning.
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Here again we believe that Piaget has made an Important contribution in his classification of the levels of
child thought but cannot agree that they are qualitative
stages dependent on chronological a ;e, ,ve agree with him
f

that internal maturation factors are important but cannot
agree in emphasising them at the expense of external
maturation factors*

Related Studies on Physical Causality*
Keen (41) by means of a group testing technique,
and by individual testing, examined the growth of concepts
and reasoning concerning physical end psychological causation* By rating the answers of sixth, seventh, tenth and
eleventh gra s students, and university students, she obtained quantified scores for conoepts of both physical and
psychological causation* Experimental evidence leads her
to believe that reasoning is specific to the situation,
and not a general ability*

The apparent dependence of

answers on verbalisation suggests that reasoning is an
organisation of a number of specific traits of which one
is the ability to use language* She finds no evidence of
differences between subjects of different ages as to the
method of formulating concepts, but does find differences
In the amount of previous knowledge and experience upon
which they have to draw and in the organisation of the
information* She finds no evidence of consistent stages
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of development auch as reported by Piaget. Her conclusion is that there is a gradual development of the
reasoning process thr*jugh concept organization and the
growth of self-criticism• She also finds low correlation
between concepts of psychological and physical causation*
especially at the lower level* Boys are superior to girls
in the explanation of physical terns* though not of psychological terms*
Zawirska ( 98 ) studied the explanation of natural
phenomena of two hundred forty-two children between the
ages of nine and eleven* using group tests on two hundred
eighteen children* and individual tests on twenty-four. He
asked his subjects three questions) (1) "If a piece of paper
is torn into halves* and one half crumpled* why does it fall
faster than the other?" (2) "Why does water in a glaas rise
when a pebble is placed In the glass?" (S) "When a glass
entirely full of water is covered with a piece of paper,
and then turned upside down, why does the water not spill
out?" He found four types of responses i explanations by
the succession In time of particular events) animistic and
dynamic explanations based on primitive beliefs) mechanical
explanations based on scientific conceptions) and mechanical
explanations depending on a series of reciprocal actions*
Explanations based on scientific conceptions appeared to be
related to socio-economic levels, since most of these explanations came from the higher socio-economic class level*
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Backer ( 24) divided M s experimental results obtained
from sixty children between the ages of six and fourteen
years on teste concerning certainty of Judgments* a priori
knowledge* and empirical knowledge into three groups, on
the basis of responses. He found children between six and
ten years depended for certainty mainly upon affective
support* Those of ten through twelve years depended upon
practical and causal support, and those twelve to fourteen
depended upon mathematical logic* There was some evidence
of overlapping In the age groups*
Sander ( 86 ) told children In special classes and also
a control group of normal children stories which they were
asked to finish by drawing a series of pictures* The
stories were so arranged that they required the Illustration
of a mechanical effect of the previous ist-up* Comparing
the results of the abnormal and normal children, It was
found that the abnormal children rarely mentioned the mechanical, gave emotionally colored oonaequenoes of the situation, and saw only one possible interpretation. The
normal children frequently gave mechanical interpretations,
and Interpreted the story from various points of view*
SLdts (loo) gave lectures on natural science to a large
group of ten to fourteen year old public school children*
The children were also permitted to play with blocks, steel,
and electrical construction toys* An effort was made to
find out how much of the lecture material the children could
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assimilate* It was found that they were unable to distinguish cause from effect, and continually referred to
their own conceptions of heat and fire, ^letz CL01 )$L02)
later questioned, by :eans of informal discussion, two
hundred and forty boys between the ages of ten and fourteen
as to the cause of various physical phenomena, suoh as
thunder storms, wind, planetary movements, electricity,
and mechanics of engines* He found that even the small
amount of science taught in the elementary school could be
partially assimilated*

The child's theories were generally

realistic and did not involve magical interpretation*
They were, however, applied to natural phenomena in general
by an uncritical expansion of the child's own restricted
y

world* p to the age of thirteen, the children often exhibited circular reasoning ("wind is caused by ocean wavesj
ocean waves are caused by wind"),
Huang ( 3 2 ) ( 3 3 ) believed that the large number of
precausal and mystical answers obtained by Piaget was due
to the fact that he asked questions regarding the behavior
of clouds, heavenly bodies, the sun and other things in
nature which are the favorite subject matter for mythology
and fairy tales. To sample our everyday ooncepti. of the
physical world, Huang thought it necessary to determine the
child's attitude toward everyday things commonly used and
handled*
Using the clinical method developed by Piaget ( 72),
Huang presented fourteen experiments to his subjects, of
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these, three were conjuror's tricks, :levari Involved the
forces of nature, and three Involved the psychological
fas tors affecting Illusions. The experimental gr ip consisted of forty-seven children between the ages of four
and ten, and eleven college girls. The results differed
from those obtained by Piaget (73 ) In that nearly all the
explanations Involved the use of naturalistic physical
concepts* These, th••ugh in some oases very simple in
nature, occurred at all a e levels* The difference from
Piaget's findings Huang attributed partly to the better
environment of his subjects and partly to the type of
questions asked*
Huang's most serious criticism wuo that Placet assumed
that what the child said in response to the demand for an
explanation, represented what, according to him, was sufficient to produce the phenomenon*

A

child may not be able

to assume the attitude of observing his own idea of the
sufficient cause, with a view to reporting itj he may have
no notion of a sufficient cause whatever* Instead of asking ourselves, "what sort of a representation does the
child have of the universe in order that he thinks this is
sufficient in producing that?" we should ask, "what mental
process is it th t leads him to say this in response to
that situation?" The explanation of en adult differs from
that of the child in that the adult has a more fully developed system of knowledge* This leads to two results I first,
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causal connect!ona held possible by the child might be
regarded by the adult as impossiblej seco.d, the adult
has available more concepts and principles of a more
complex and intangible kind to explain the new phenomena.
Where the correct concept was not readily available, the
adults explained the event by whatever simpler concepts
they had* naively, just like the child* Adults seldom
gave explanations which c nsisted in merely naming a cause*
They were usually capable of telling the intermediary steps.
Huang, Chen and Yang ( 35 ) repeated these experiments
with a grou of Chinese adults from sixteen to thirty years
of ace, and a group of Chinese children between tho ages
of five and thirteen. The children's explanation of these
strange phenomena showed no mysterious conceptions of
causality. Explanations were based on previous information
and experiences. Many reasons were concentrated in certain
age groups, though many were widely scattered and not related to age* Adult explanations, while less diverse and
less inconsistent, showed the same characteristic features
as did the children's, v.hen their explanatory reasons were
shown to be illogical, the adults would not admit it, but
showed a tendency to argue, while the children, having
admitted the error, would not or could not offer another
explanation, but often said, "I do not know", This study
shows that in spite of the differences in social background
the thought of Chinese and American children and adults In
the explanation of strange phenomena Is similar.
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Deutsohe (16 ) performed eleven experiments before
children in classrooms and then asked questions concerning the cause of the phenomenon which had been demonstrated.
The children were also asked questions concerning the more
general phenomena of nature, these questions not being
preceded by demonstration, "'even hundred and thirty-two
children were tested by means of the group testing technique. The subjects ranged between eight and sixteen years
of age, and from grade three to grade eight. An Attempt
was made to classify the answers elicited into the seventeen types of causal relations described by Piaget, but
only four typos were found frequently enough to be considered. These four types of thinking were phenomenistic,
dynamic, mechanical, and logical deduction. Materialistic
answers predominated at every age, and became more adequate
in natur- with the increasing age of the child* Boys
received higher quantified scores than girls, especially
on those questions concerning the demonstrations* Quantified scores showed a alight relationship to soclo-eeonomio status and a low correlation with intelligence) but
there was a fairly high relation between quantified scores
and school grade* The adequacy of answers to the questions
appear a to be determined more by educational or experiential
factors than by intelligence or socio-economic status*
This

suggests

that while maturati -nal factors may have A

limiting effect, specific answers are more dependent on
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direct or indirect instruction and training* Deutsche
concludes that children's reasoning develops quantitatively rather thantoyqualitative stages*
Illge (36 ) asked his students to name certain
things which seemed incomprehensible to them. He then
gave his twelve and thirteen year old students questions
£ro..i this list and found that their explanations covered
a wide range of values from explanations bused on magic
to explanations which were scientifically correct.
Becher ( 5 ) investigated the understanding of such
concepts as death* sickness, and mind, in seventy-six
children between the ages of five and eleven* The classified answers showed a fairly definite developmental
sequence* pour stages appear* (1) if-when thinking* a
statement of events and consequences, (2) religious and
fairy tale theories, (5) magical theories, and (4) realistic theories*
Zillig (103) studied the child's conceptions of the
mental processes of adults, particularly the child's
conception of tho fear which adults experience»

By use

of a questionnaire with a group of children from ten to
fourteen, it was found that the child, although he may
differentiate his fears from those of adults* is yet
unable to appreciate specifically the adult fear-sItuation

f

and can grasp only fears which are due to the same type of
objects that arouse fear in himself.
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Sehlldcr and ;;eeh3ler (87) studied obildi?ena attitudes
toward death, using the question and discussion method
and also pictures of scones oonneoted with death. The
result showed a matter-cf-faotness and realism toward the
concepts of death, difficult/ in believing in their own
death though not in that of others, and rarel;, a fear of
death* Adult teachings of life after death were generally
accepted uncritically*

Jaehner ( 39) also using the

question and discussion method found that the attitude of
the small child toward death was quite realistic. The
first question of the child referred to the dead person,
and later ones to the act of dying. The children showed
no fear of death, although they differed in the ways in
which they referred to the possibility of dying In themselves, and in their desire for life after death.
Hersfeld and Wolf ( 3 0 ) carried on experiments on
curiosity and theory-making and found three types of
reasoning| (1) mythical, (8) magical, and (5) realistic*
The realistic type increased with chronological age, and
became prediminant by the age of seven. Zeininger ( 99)
had third grade children explain tadpoles, wind, rain and
clouds* He found that whenever the subject matter was
within the range of the child*s experience his explanation
was realistic* Even at eleven and twelve years, the
children did not give realistic explanations if the subject matter was outside their experience.
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Raope ( 84 ) had children observe in experiments on
contra t phenomena and geometrical optical illusions* etc.*
and give explanations for the phenomena* She found that
when such modes of explaining phenomena as animism* artificially, magical causation, and the like occurred* they
were specific developments built upon general characteristics* The particular form such developments take will
depend upon the environmental influences affecting the
individual child*

Summary of Related Studies of Physical Causality.
A review of the literature o noemlng the child's
concepts of physical causality gives neither an understanding of the nature of the development of these concepts* nor a definite weight of experimental evidence as
for or against Piaget*s findings.
In support of Piaget we find the results of Becker's
( 5 ) investigation* In his study he was concerned with
the child's .conceptions of the causes of death and sickness,
is found that his anawe <s showed evidence of a fairly
definite developmental sequence in the thought of ohildren
between the ages of five and eleven*
Hersfeld and wolf ( 30) from a study on curiosity and
theory making discovered three types of reasoning) (1)
mythical. (2) magical* and (3) real!atie* In accordance
with Piaget they found that the realistic type of answer
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Increased with increasing age and heeane predominant by
ago seven*
Hasp© ( 84 ), although finding tine existence of such
modes of explanation as animism, artiflcialiam* and magical causality, held that they were specific developments
built upon general characteristics. The particular form
of such developments will depend upon tho environmental
influences affecting the individual child*
In opposition to Placet's findings are the results
of Keen and others* Keen ( 4 1 ) in an investigation of the
growth of concepts and reasoning concerning physical and
psychological causation found these conoeots to be dependent on the specific situation and not on general ability*
She did not discover any consistent stages of development
such as those reported by Piaget • There were no apparent
differences between subjects of different ages as to the
method of formulating concepts although there were differences in the amount of previous knowled e and experience
on which the ohild could draw, and in the organisation of
the material* To Seen reasoning develops gradually through
concept organisation and the growth of self-criticism*
Isaacs ( 3 7 ) found that her subjects showed an interest In mechanical causality at a much earlier are than that
indicated by Piaget* and concluded that the development
of this interest is a result of the social and physical
environment In which the obi Id la maturing* The difference
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between her results and those of Piaget are to some degree
due to the differences in tho environment of thoir subjects.
Huang (32 ) believed th t Placet's resuls were to a
certain degree influenced by the faot that he asked questions
which were concerned with subject magical and mythological
In nature• Using placet's clinical method he presented his
subjects with problems concerned with everyday things which
tho eh Id used and handled* He found that the explanations
of M s subjects involved at all ages the use of naturalistic
physical concepts* The differences in results are to be
explained partly on the basis of the better environment of
Huang's subjects and partly on the nature of the questions
asked* The superiority of the adult is due to a more fully
developed system of knowledge whloh per:alts the use of more
complex principles to explain the phenomena*

.here the

correct concept was not readily available the adults explained the events naively ju3t like the child.
zawlrska ( 98) and Huang, Chen and Yang ( 35) demonstrated that the type of concepts used by the child were
to a large degree determined by the soclo-ec nomic level
and social and physical environment of the child*. Zietz
(100) found that the child's theories were generally
realistic rather than magical but that they were applied
to all natural phenomena by an uncritical expansion of the
child*» own restricted world*
Deutsche ( 16), from her experiments on the child*s
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concepts of physical causality found only four of the
seventeen types of causal relation desorlbed by Placet*
Her quantified scores showed a slight relationship to
socio-economic status and intelligence* The adequacy of
the answers given by the child appears to be determined
to a large degree by educational or experiential factors*
She concluded that while maturation may have a limiting
effeot specific answers are more dependent on instruction
and training* Reasoning therefore must develop quantitatively rather than qualitatively*
In summary we find that though some studies support
piaget *s stages of development mo.it of them show great
overlapping between age groups and scatter throughout an
age range* The evldenoe as to the relative importance
of innate factors as opposed to experiential and educational faotors shows considerable conflict. Most of the evidence Is against real differences between child and adult
thought* we find our results to be in agreement with
those investigators who hold that the stages in reasoning
are quantitative rather than qualitative*

Related Studies on the Moral Judgment of the Child*
In order to investigate the conditions and faotors
underlying moral judgment in children* Beun ( 8 ) asked
two thousand girls from eight to nineteen years of age
to classify five little stories according to the following
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geod or bad moral qualities) lasslncss, gluttony, homooldc,
lying, honor, etc* Norma were alao obtained on two hundred
and fifty adults. The results showed that the eight and
nine year old children saw the situation as an i mediate
whole only, together with the immediate results and the
particularly striking circumstances involved, on which they
based their judgment. In ten to twelve year old ohlldren,
Judgments were more finely drawn, and a larger moral field
was included, but there was still a lack of insight* In
children twelve to fourteen, there appeared an awakening
ef logic 1 intelligence and the judgments, though often
incorrect, were still reflective * Prom sixteen years on
the judgments were correct, and the motives well reasoned,
the development of moral Judgment is condlti ned by the
intellectual development, personal experiences, and social
environment of the child*
Prankenheim ( 18) studied the development of moral
Consciousness in children up to the age of puberty, and
pointed out five genetic phas s of development. The moral
growth of the child appears to be conditioned by the
physical and social environment, experiences, and home
training* Belskii ( 7 ) investigated the relation of
social environment to the formation of character traits
in a hundred and fifty problem children. His results led
him to conclude that environment dees not form the child's
conduct and character automatically, but the relationships
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between environment and react!GO are mutual*
Slater Mary and laaghes < 56 ). in a study of the moral
and religious development of six hundred ninety-three
Catholic and five hundred twenty-five non-Catholic children,
found that moral ideas such as obedience, right of ownership, love of parents, etc*, developed at an early age In
the child, with the highest growth being between the ages
of three and five* This, they believed, is correlated with
the rapid physical and mental growth between these ages.
In a review of nearly three hundred studies dealing
with the relation between morality and judgment, Chassell
(11 ) concludes that there is a positive relationship between the two, In feebleminded, normal, delinquent and nondelinquent groups* The correlation between the two for
the general population Is probably less than *70*
Krout ( 45) in a consideration of the psychology of
children's lies, holds they may be classified Into misrepresentations, prevarications and deceptions* Misrepresentations are due to false apprehension of the real,
Prevarication is baaed on the confusion of fact and fancy*
Deception is the conscious substitution of the fancied
for the real. The fancied is not neceasarily the impossible,
but merely one of the several possible definitions for the
situation in terms of which the child became conditioned*
Alexander ( 3 ) grouped the lies of children according to the following motives| to please adults, to obtain
unfulfilled wishes, to escape mental distress, to eseape
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punishment*; and to relieve emotional tensions* He holds
that parents maytoyexcessive restriction of the environment
create hostile attitudes toward it* out of which the child
may attempt to lie his way*
Galll

(19 ) made a comparative study of the moral

Judgments of normal and abnormal children between the ages
of eight and eighteen* using two hundred thirty-six subjects. The testa given were related to stealing* lying
and gruesomeness* Normal children as young as eight can
distinguish between right and wrong, but abnormal children,
regardless of age, showed a narrowed ability to mike moral
Judgments*
Kintner-Remmleln (42 ) made a comparative study of the
Ideas of right and wrong of French and American children
and found that the French children were superior in moral
knowledge and a prediction of consequences. This difference
waa probably due to the specific moral training of the
French children. Intercorrelation of test scores, teach1

ers ratings, grades and intelligence were all fairly low*
Stuart (91 ) found that although socio-economic status had
little relation to a ens or y, motor and conceptual thinking,
it showed a fairly high positive oorrelati n with ethical
discrimination*
Lemer ( 49) recommended a modification of Piaget*s
method of analysing child thought in order to permit e
more detailed study of the cultural milieu in which the
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©Mid lives*' Starting with this viewpoint Lerner (50 )
then studied the moral value Judgments of three hundred
eighty-nine American children between the ages of six
and twelve* The value judgments were obtained from an
informal twenty minute interview with each child. His
f

results supported Piaget s findings concerning the importance of social pressure in the adult-child relationship* The constraint areas are determined by a differential adult pressure In contrasting socio-economic areas •
He found a difference in moral realism in contrasting
socio-economic areas, even when the children closely re*
sembled each other in intelligence ratings.
Further, Lerner ( 51) believes that the egocentric
beliefs and reasoning methods of young children can be
dynamically conceived in terms of illusions of perspective.
Starting from this general postulate, three specific
factors of perspective in psycho-social space are here
distinguished and scrutinised; empathic capacity, the
ability to resist various prestige suggestions, and the
ability to resist various aociooentric suggestions.
He Interviewed one hundred fifty New xork ohildren
in favored homes and about three hundred in relatively
handicapped homes. The findings in regard to the children
from handicapped homes In regard to the wrongness of tell*
lng lies supported Piaget»s generalisation* He did find,
however, an additional factor in that the children between
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eight and twelve showed a double and not a single basis
for morality, •-'hen asked whether it was worse to tell
a lie to the father or to the mother the children gave
categorical answers with full reasons for their opinion*
Those who said it was worse to tell a lie to the father
said it was because, "he is the biggest," or "he can punish the harder," or "he»ll give a licking." Those who
said it was *o*se to lie to the mother, said it was because "she is sweeter," or "she understands you," or "she
is your best friend*"

Here we find realism in the responses,

but no reciprocity, therefore moral judgment must be determined not only by a realistic attitude toward existing codes, but by an affective disposition toward the
persons Involved in the situation*
In order to test the child's range of Identification
In relation to moral judgment. Isomer used a story situation in which the attitudes of several different individuals toward the subject were shown* He distinguishes
four types of responsei

(1) all actors have the opinion

that the action was good or bad) (8) at least one of the
actors judges the action in a manner different from the
rest) (3) a more balanced division of opinion, for example,
the point of view of the child actors as distinguished
from that of the adult actors) and (4) at least one of
the actors gives a relativlstlc opinion, that is, the
action of the subject is neither all good nor all bad*
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The ability to anticipate ox» guesa the opinions and
relative positions of observation of the various actors
In a social situation increases progressively from about
eight years on. From years six to thirteen, there appears
to be a decrease of subordination to adult authority as
well as to that of seniority* Even at thirteen, however,
fifty per cent of the boys show little resistance to
prestige when it comes from adults or from the majority.
Lerner also investigated the ability of the child to
resist sooiooentrio suggest! ns by presenting such questions
w

as j If your dad is arguing with another gentleman, who la
right and why?" and "Who is more severe, your dad, or other
dads with their sons?*

In response to these questions the

child showed sociocentrism resulting from identification
w

within the family. They gave such responses as, My dad*
because I love him a lot," to the first question , and,
"My dad Is, because I»m his child and he loves me better,"
in response to the second. In the older children sociocentric replies began to be replaced by relatlvlstio replies. They gave such responses as, "that depends upon
the story, it may be my dad or it may be the other gentleman," in response to the first question} and "there are
among them more and less severe ones," in response to the
second* This sooioeentrlc attitude is in inverse proportion
to the intimacy of group membership*
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of Helated Studies on the Moral .Judgment of the

In the field of moral judgment we find that a a in the
other fields of ohild thought Piaget finds egoeentrlsm,
syncretism, animism, and artifioialism* The results of
other experimenters reveal many of these patterns but
their explanations of these types of beha-lor differ eonslderably from that of Placet,

The question of the

relative importance of such aspects as intelligence,
training, socio-economic status and other environmental
factors which Piaget has neglected is carefully pointed
out in the more recent studies,
Beun ( & } inftstudy of two thousand sir Is between
the a-es of eight and nineteen has shown that the moral
judgment progresses through an expansion and different!tlon of the moral field

with

an increase in the level of

insight* *he course of this development is conditioned
by the intellectual development, personal experiences,
and social environment of the child* Frankenheim { is }
while, discovering five genetic phases of development which
show considerable relation to those stages postulated by
Piaget differs from hin in the amount of importance
assigned to such factors as physical and social environment, experiences, and home training*
Ohassell (11 ) and 0*111. (19 ). have pointed out that
normal children as young as eight have fairly well differ*
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entiated moral Judgment. Abnormal children on the other
band, regardlees of age, showed a narrowed ability to
make moral judgments.
Most of the studios in the field of moral ju gment
have been concerned

ore with the explanation of the ab-

sence of moral judgment on the part of the child as evidenced through lying than they have with the development
of moral Judgment itself. Krout ( 45 ) and Alexander ( 3 )
have shown that children's lies may be due to many motives
such as unfulfilled wishes, to escape punishment, and to
please adults. They have also made clear the importance
of excessive restriction of the environment by the parents
in creating hostile reactions to it on the part of the
child.
With the-exception of Piaget*s pioneer study Lerner's
(51 ) investigation of the development of moral judgment
in the child represents the only adequate study* Using a
modification of Piaget *a method he made a more detailed
study of the relationship between the moral Judgment of
the child and the cultural milieu in which the child
lived. 3y means of an informal twenty minute interview
he determined the level of development of moral judgment*
He found himself in agreement with Piaget as to the importance of social pressure In the adult-child relationship.
It is necessary, he believes, to consider the moral egocentrism as due to an Illusion of perspec lve. Starting
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with thie postulate Lamer distinguishes three specific
factors) empathle capacity, ability to resist prestige
suggestiu-is, and the ability to resist varlc s sooiocentrie suggestions*- lie discovered that children had a
double rather than a single standard of morality. The
question of whether it is wrong to lie or not was decided
not only on the basis of a realistic attitude toward
existing codes, but also on the basis of an affective disposition toward the persons involved in the situation*
The ability to anticipate the opinions of the various
actors in a social situation increases from the age of
eijkt on. Correspondingly there is a decrease in subordination to adult authority* The ability to resist soelocentric suggestions progresses with increasing age and
with a loss in the Intimacy of group membership. In conclusion we may say th t the moral judgment of the child
progresses with increasing age but not In a qualitative
manner* The importance of such things as home training,
amount of parental restraint, and amount of social contact with other children shows that thesr stages must be
quantitative In nature* The development from the moral
realism to moral relativity is a process of expansion and
differentiation brought about through the child's growing
Insight into the social field of which he is a part.
We find ourselves in agreement with the theory of
moral development as presented by Lerner*
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jQbeneral Summary of the Literature
In the foregoing sections we have attested to present
under the several topics such as language and thought,
Judgment and reasoning, and mo^al judgment a summary of
the work accomplished in the investigations of the thought
processes of the child* 7;e have also tried to poi. t out
wherein we believed ctrtoin of the earlier workers to
have erred in the interpretation of their results. Under
later sections at this paper concerned with the specific
problems of this Investigation we shall amplify these
criticisms.
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III. INVESTIGATIONAL PROCEDURE
Specific Problems Investigated
In the introduction we have already discussed the
general nature of the problem of this Investigation* In
this section we shall present the specific problems which
we have chosen for our research. A survey of the researches
of Piaget, Deutsche and Lemer have raised several questions
for further investigation. This study purports!
1« To Inquire further Into the nature of the development of the concepts of physical causality In the child.
Answers were sought for the following questionsi
Do these concepts develop in stages?
Do these concepts develop through sudden variations
or Is there a gradual development?
Are certain stages or degrees in the development of
these concepts characteristic of certain ages, or is
there great overlapping of the characteristics of
the several ages?
Do children tend to give causal relationships of
the same general level for all questions of physical
causality, or is the level of the relationship
employed specific to the particular, question?
3. To evaluate Piaget»s and Deutsche*s classification
of oausal thinking into types. In this evaluation several
questions were considered!
Is Piaget*s classification Into types a valid procedure?
Are the seventeen types employed by Piaget adequate
and representative?
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What ia the value of Deutsche "a classification
of causal thinking into materialistic and nonmaterialistic sequences?
1

Are Deutsche a sequences more adequate and representative than Piaget s classification?
1

3, To clarify further the nature of the development
of moral Judgment in the child, This aspect of the general problem was concerned with questions such as i
Does moral Judgment develop in stages?
Does moral judgment develop through sud <en variations or is there a gradual development?
Are certain stages in the development of moral
judgment characteristic of certain ages, or Is
there overlapping?
Are there apparent differences between the child's
knowledge of rules and his actual practice of
these rules?
Does the meanlngfulness of the situation to the
child determine In part the level of moral judgment
employed?
4, To investigate further children's thinking by inquiry into the development of the child'a grasp of the
brother-sister relationship. This particular problem raises
the same questions as noted shove i
Does this concept develop in stages?
Are certain stages of this concept development
characteristic of certain agea,' or la there
great overlapping between agea?
5, To gain some insight Into the relationship between
the child's thinking, his concepts of physical causality,
and his moral judgment and such factors as chronological
age, mental age, intelligence quotient, grade placement,
sex, socio-economic status, and teachers' estimates of
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social adjustment*
6* To discover whether these various aspects o f child
thought follow parallel

courssB

of development In the same

child* or whether the child may be at one level In one
aspect and at a higher or lower level In another.
7* To find out whether there la experimental evidence
which will aid us in ascertaining the relative importance
of biological maturation and experience in determing the
level of child thought*
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Method aaployed
We have chosen to employ a clinical technique In
this investigation* As pointed out earlier we do not
disagree with Piaget*s use of this method as being probably the most adequate means of sampling the thought of
the child but we do disagree with the narrow Interpretation he has given the method in restricting it to the
process of interrogating the ohild. We have therefore
used this technique more nearly in the sense in which it
is used by the clinician in any examination of a child*
The clinical technique in the oroad sense includes
the case history method plus whatever diagnostic testa
or experiments the clinician may wish to use. On the
basis of the data obtained from these sources he offers
an Interpretation*

The clinician seeks a complete picture

of the Individual in the social milieu in which he is
functioning* This means that we should know the developmental history of the Individual, hie family background,
family socio-economic status, and,the educational history
of the child. We should also make as many observations
as possible of the behavior of the child as a functioning
organism, which involves observing the child at home, in
the classroom, on the playground, and in specific relations
to other children,
Xt may be well at this point to mention both the advantages and limitations of a ollnieal method* The value
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of a clinical teei-nluue Ilea largely In the •kill of the
worker employing It* Strictly speaking it la more of an
art than a definitely controlled scientific technique. It
has tine advantage of completeness, of consideration of the
child from a number of angles, 'MB

technique is also

valuable In that its procedures may be adapted to the individual case,
The use of this technique is limited because it mixes
interpretation and objective data to such an extent that
they are inseparable* The method, it has been argued, is
not suited to the study of the curve of development of any
Concept or capacity, u'he opponents of the clinical technique contend that emphasis Is more often on an individual
than on a group of individuals with a common characteristic
tending toward a scientific law or principle* Furthermore,
they maintain that if all the items on which information
Is obtained are important, then many individuals must be
examined before a given constellation of traits or concepts
is found in sufficient numbers to justify making generalisations*
Admitting both the advantages and limitations of a
Clinical technique we feel that in an investigation of this
sort its use is of the utmost importance* One cannot, we
believe, study the development of the thought processes
of the child without a consideration of the variables which
play a part In shaping this development.
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In this study In addition to the use of the interrogatory method as used by Placet we have considered it neeeasary to determine wherever possible the mental age and
intelligence quotient of our subjects* We have obtained
this information through the administration by trained
clinicians of the Terman-rerrlll revision of the otanfordBlnet test ( 92 )•
We have also attempted wherever possible to obtain
information on the home and family backgrounds of our
subjects* All families were rated as to socio-economic
status through the use of the Sims Score Card for estimating Soolo-Economic status (88 ) # This -Score Card la a
simple* convenient* and objective device for ascertaining
end recording the general cultural* social, and economic
Background furnished by the homes of school children. It
provides e numerical rating that is certainly far more
precise than the usual verbal characterisations«

The scores

range from 1 to 10, and represent suggested ratings that
might be used to designate strata of homos graded from 0
(no home at all) to 10 (theoretically perfect home),
the educational history of each child was carefully examined In order to see if it would throw any additional light
on the development of the thought processes of that particular child.
We have also tried wherever possible to observe the
behavior of our subjects both in the classroom situation
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and la their relations to other children on the playground.
Teachers' estimates have also been obtained as to the
social adjustment of each ohild. In securing this latter
information we used a five point rating scale which follows:
(6) Excellent Social Adjustment - Ohild is a social
leader both in the olassroom and on the playground*
(4) good Social Adjustment - Child presents no special
social problems either in the clas room or on the
playground. Hot a social leader*
(5) Average Social Adjustment - Ohild presents the usual
number of soolal problems either in the olassroom or
on the playground or both.
(8) Poor Social Adjustment » Child presents numerous
social problems either in the olassroom or on the
playground or both.
(1) Very Poor Social Adjustment - Child a troublemaker*
Finds it impossible to make adequate social adjustment to either classroom or playground situation.
Admitting that this rating scale is subjective In
nature, we still feel that its use Is justified in this
type of investigation* The social problems which confront the nursery school or public school child are the
problems of his relationships with the teacher and other
pupils* Any judgment of social adjustment is made in
terms of the teacher's estimate of the adequacy of the
child's adjustment. Admittedly the social situations
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Which, fact the nursery school child are different from
those which confront the child In an elementary or
opportunity school.

The teacher must In all cases

Judge the quality of the child's adjustment In terms
of the group of whloh he Is a part.
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Tba> Investigation.
As previously stated, the primary purpose of this
investigation Is to consider the development of the
concepts of physical causality and moral Judgment In the
same child. In order to Investigate these concepts, it
was necessary to select experimental situations which
would permit us to examine in ne experimental period
the relationships between these two aspects of child
thought. The experimental set-up Is here given in detail.
Since this study proposes further t see if the level
of the child* s thinking, as shown by his grasp of the
brother-sister relationship has any correlation with the
level of development of the other two aspects, i.e.,
physical causality and moral Judgment, the means by whloh
these data were obtained is presented* The method of
analysing the data thus acquired to determine the degree
of relati nship between the development of child thought
and chronological, mental and environmental development
Is also described*
In this section, in addition to a description of the
techniques by whloh these aspects of child thought were
investigated and the treatment of the data obtained, the
nature of the divergences and similarities between our
techniques and those of previous investigators is pointed
out and Justifications for these differences are offered*
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Since our method was largely interrogatory, It will,
perhaps, he helpful to present the general form of interrogation used for the Investigation of each particular
problem encountered. These presentations are supplemented
with pertinent explanation's and anticipations of probable
findings *
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Physioal Causality.
In order to Investigate the child's Ideas of physical
causality* it was necessary to seleot some simple demonstration of a phenomenon with which all children would he*
at least to some degree* familiar. The questions concerning the phenomenon had to he so definite that the subject
could understand what he was expected to explain* These
questions also had to be of a nature that would elicit
some kind of an explanation from children of varying ages
and mental levels} they must cover a wide range of abilities and yet be neither too easy nor too difficult for
the children at either extreme of the distribution*
For these reasons it was considered advisable to use
a series of objects illustrating a phenomenon wherein
explanations of the same physical property were necessary,
as, for instance, of buoyanoe* This criterion was observed
in order to determine to what extent the child's explanation
of physical causality was conditioned by the material involved rather than his level of development*
The experiment was arranged to bring out the child' a
concepts of physical oausality through his explanations
of the property of buoyanoe* Eight articles were utilised
to Illustrate this phenomenon and a series of questions
concerning the behavior of each article waj. asked* The
same experimental procedure was followed with a marble,
Jack ball, plngpong ball, golf ball, red sponge rubber
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ball, red hollow rubber ball with a picture of a dog
on It, and a baseball. The child was handed the object
and these questions were ashed:
What is this?
What will happen If you put this in that pan of water?
Why?
Try it and see. What did It do?
Why?
After these seven objects were presented, a sail
boat was next £;ivcn the child and the same procedure
followed. Following his explanation of the floating of
the boat, the child was asked, "What makes the sail boat
w

move?

TMs variation was introduced to elicit the child's

reaction when confronted with another phenomenon of physical causality, namely, motion.
The responses obtained by the above procedure were
classified as to type of causal relation Involved in womewhat the same manner as uaed by Deutache ( 16 ). The
cooperation of two other per a one, public-aohool teaohera
experienced in presenting problems of aolenee to studenta
and Intenaely Interested in the present problem, was enlisted. These two people, with the writer, olasaified
each answer on the basis of Deutsohe'a interpretation of
Piaget»a types of causal relation.
Piaget (73 ), through a series of investigations,
evolved a iystematised classification of children's con-
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septs of causality which included seventeen types of
causal explanation. However, as Deutsche (16 ) has
already pointed out, Piaget*s e;p lanation of his seventeen tyoes of thought was too inadequate to serve as a
has is for classification. In order to overcome this
shortcoming, Deutsche abstracted Plaget»s definitions
end supplemented them with examples* Deutsche also added
s new category, trickery, a type which was considered In
her classification of all answers. In the present study
the definitions and examples worked out by Deutsche were
utilised. Each rater was provided with a set of these
definitions and examples to guide his classification.
A copy of these bases for rating follows%
1. Motivational causality. - A psychological motive
Is the cause of things • Ood or man sends us dreams because
we have done things which we ought not to have done*
Things are conscious, or specially made by man*
2* Plnallsm. * Simple finality without origins or
consequences of final!sm being noticed* River flows so
as to go into the lake* Hot necessary for river to be
Conscious or have a motive*
3* Fhenomenlstic causality* - Two facts given together
in perception, and such that no relation aubalsts between
them except that of contiguity in time and space, Pebole
alnka to bottom of water because it ia white* Mo concept
Of relation*
4* Ps^tlclpation* - Two things with some resemblance
or affinity can act upon each other at a distance. One a
source of emanations, the other an emanation from the first,
shadows in room emanate from shadows out-of-doors*
S. Magloal causallty»- Oestures, thoughts, etc*, are
Charged with efficacy* certain word acts on certain thing*
White pebble makes water lilies grow*
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6. loyal causality* • Moral necessity. Boats have
to float,' otherwise they wouldtoeof no use.
7* Art ifiolallstlo causality* - Event explained toy
intent! n "or motive hack or it, but ohild doesn't ask
himself how this intention worked Itself out in action.
Brent or object to be explained is conceived as the object
©f huuan creative activity.
8* Animistic causality* * An internal biological
tendency that is both alive and conscious* Clouds move
because they are alive*
9. Dynamic causality. - Animism gone* but the child
•till sees-in objects forces that are capable of explaining their activity and movements*
10. Reaction of surrounding medium* - Ho animism*
fetafcinulty and eontaei* ciouds oriven along by the air
which they produce In their flight.
11* Mechanical causality* * Explanation by contact
mmd transference of movement* Mo internal force at all.
find pushes the clouds* Pedals make bicycles go.
12. Causality by generation* - Things are born out
of each other, clouds come out of smoke* air, fire. Sun
comes out of fiery cloud.
13. Substantial ldent if io&t 1 on * - Bodies are born from
each other# but are not endowea wife power of growth. Sun
is a collection of clouds rolled up into a ball*
14. Sohemaeof condensation and rarefaction* * Used to
explain qualitative differences in substances* Hardness
of stone comes from the fact that earth is close; water*
light because it is a thing, liquid| wood heavy because
big, thick, full, etc.
15* Atomistic composition* •» Substances made of particles tightly or loosely packed together* Stone is made
of little stones, which are made of grains of earth*
16* Spatial, ex plana 11 on * - Explains rise of water
level when pebble is put into water by volume of immersed
body* Explain shadows by perspective*
17* Explanation by logical deduction* - Explanation
the principle of suffieiint fea'son. Water flows into
second of the connected tubes because water can go
equally well in both directions* Uses concepts of density,
apeelfic weight, etc*
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* Trickery* - Explanation in which the child implies
that there' la some trick in the experiment - that what he
aeea is not the whole story.
Deutsche ( 16 )

$

upon analyzing Piaget*a seventeen

types or causal thinking, found that the types fell Into
two more or less definite sequencest materialistic*
explanations In which the only cause was some reaction
of a material substance* and non-materialistic * when some
person, some spirit or some force was called upon to explain materialistic change* In the non-materialistic
sequence two subdivisions were apparent* Certain types
of answers postulated a force or a personality within the
material substance, while certain other types poatulated
a force or persons outside of the material substance involved which acted upon the substance from the outside*
Consequently, on the basis of materialistic and nonmaterialist lo sequences, Deutsche classified the seventeen
Piaget types and her new type, "trickery'*, as followsi
1* Materialistic Sequence
3* Phenomenlstlo causality
10* Reaction of surrounding medium
11* Mechanical causality
14* Schemae of condensation and rarefaction
15* Atomistic composition
16* Spatial explanation
17« Logical deduction
18* Trickery
3* Non-materialist ic Sequence
a* External
1* Motlvati nal
8* Pinalism
6* Megioal causality
6* Moral causality
7* Artifioialistio causality
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fe* internal
4* Participation
8* Animistic causality
9* Dynamic causality
12* Causality by generation
13* Substantial identification
The data on the above types of causality were then
arranged in these sequence divisions to see whether there
were definite age relationships in the disappearance or
appearance of certain kinds of causal relations.
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Moral Judgment
In order to Investigate the development of moral
Judgment In the child it was necessary to discover a situation which would elicit some type of moral judgment from
children of various ages and mental levels. We selected
for this purpose two social games, marbles, predominantly
a boy's game, and jacks, predominantly a girl's game*
Piaget (74 ) states thatt

"All morality consists in

m series of rules, and the essence of all morality is to
be sought for in the respect which the individual acquires
for these rules*" He then points out the necessity for
adopting the point of view, not of the adult conscience,
but of child morality*
Most of the moral rules which the child learns to respect he receives from adults already fully elaborated*
In simple social games, however, we find rules which have
been elaborated by the children alone. It does not matter
whether we believe these games are "moral" or not In their
content* The rules are handed down Just like so-called
moral realities from one generation to another, and are preserved solely by the respect that is felt for them by individuals, Xn social games Adult intervention is reduced
to a minimum* Through a study of these games we will find,
As Piaget points out, moral realities which, "if not amongst
the most elementary, should be classed, nevertheless,
1

amongst the most spontaneous and the most instructive.*
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In'.the conclusion to hi a dlaouaaion of mile a Piaget says,,
"With regard to game rules there are two phenomena which
it is particularly eaay to study, first, the practloe off
rules, i.e., the way In which children of different ages
effectively a .ply rules, second, the consciousness of rules,
l*e», the idea which children of different, ages form of the
character of these game rules, whether they consider them
something obligatory and sacred or something subject to
1

'their own choice, *
Piaget*s Study of Moral Judgment in Games. *» Piaget (74)
Studied, by means of the interrogatory method, the development of moral judgment in children as demonstrated in playA.

Ing two games, marbles and "ilet-ouchant" (hide and seek).
The subjects for the marble game were twenty boys, ranging
from four to thirteen years in age, and the subjects for
the game of hide and seek were a group of girls, the else
and age range of which he does not state *
The procedure of the game of marbles was as followst
"Here are some marbles. You must show me how to play. When
t was little I used to play a lot, but now l»ve quite forgotten how. I»d like to play again. Let*s play together.
Teu teach me the rules, and 1*11 play with you.* Throughout the game the experimenter kept in mind all possible
contingencies of the game, and asked the child about each.
Records were made of all responses*
The second part of the investigation bore specifically
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upon the consciousness of rules. Piaget describes his pro©•dure as follows. "You begin by asking the child if he
could Invent a new rule. He generally does this easily
enough* but it la advisable to make sure that it really
Is a new rule and not one of the many existing variants of
which this particular child may already have knowledge.
*X want a rule that is only by you, a rule that you've made
u p yourself and that no one else knows • the rule of

m

r

(the child's name)**
"once the new rule has been formulated* you ask the
child whether it could give rise to a new garnet 'Would
it be all right to play like that with your pals? Would
they want to play that way? etc*' The child either agrees
% o the suggestion or disputes it* If he agrees, you Immediately ask him whether the new rule la a 'fair' rule, a
1

treal* rule, one 'like the others ', and try to get at the
various motives that enter into the answers* If, on the
other hand, the child disagrees with all this, you ask him
whether the new rule could not, by being generalised, become a real rule* 'When you are a big boy, suppose you
toll your new rule to a lot of children, then perhaps they* 1!
all play that way and everyone will forget the old rules*
fcfeen whloh rule will be fairest, youra that everyone knows,
C * the old one that everyone has forgotten?' The formula
tan naturally be altered in accordance with the turn which
tfoe oonveraatlon is taking, but the mala point is to find ou1
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whether one may legitimately alter rules and whether a rule
le fair or Just because it conforms to general usage (even
newly Introduced), or because It is endowed with an Intrinsic and eternal value**
Piaget sought to discover If the children think that
people have always played as they do today by asking the
following quest 1 on i "Did your daddy play this way when he
was little* and your grand-dad, and children in the time
of William Tell, Noah, and Adam and Eve, eta*, « did they
w

all play the way you showed me, or dif ferently«

Be also

leeks to discover if the children have any knowledge of the
origin of rules, whether they were invented by children or
laid down by parents and grown-ups in general.
In order to determine whether his experimental results
Were peculiar to the game of marbles as played by boye, or
whether similar examples could be found in other games,
Piaget investigated a girl*a game, ^llet-oachant", (hide
and seek)»

He used a slightly modified form of the Inter-

rogatory method used in the marble game*
Applications andflonsclouaneasof Rules* - Prom the
feint of view of practice or application of the rules of
marbles piaget distinguished four stages* A first stage
during which the child handles marbles at the dictation of
Jjjjfcs desires and motor habits* The child has individual
schemes of play but no truly collective rules*
The second stage may be called "egocentric" end begins
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between the ages of two and five when the child receives
from outside the example of codified rule a. The child
Imitates the examples of others but plays either by himself
or with others and does not try to win.
The third stage, that of ** Incipient cooperation",
appears between the ages of seven and eight. Each player
now tries to win, and all, therefore, begin to concern
themselves with questions of mutual control and of unification of the rules* Their ideas of rules are still vague
and children who frequently play together may often give
contradictory accounts of the rules used in playing marbles
when Interrogated separately*
The fourth stage, that of codification of rules, appears
between the years eleven and twelve* Here every detail of
procedure la fixed and the code of rules is known to all
the players*
Piaget also points out a progression of three stages
In regard to consciousness of rules. In the first stage
the rules are accepted because they are interesting from
a motor standpoint and not because they are obligatory
realities* In the second stage (which corresponds roughly
to the egocentric and first half of the cooperating stage
in the application of rales) rules are regarded as sacred
and untouchable»

The rules come from adults and are supposed

to last forever. In the third stage rules are considered to
be the product of mutual consent* To be loyal the child
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must respect rules but they may be altered If general
opinion is on his side*
In regard to the application of rules Piaget observed
that girls pass through only tiro stages* For example, in
M

applying the rules of ^let-oaoha»t * the first ata&e is
that of egocentrism, where the children Imitate their elder a
but do not know the reason for doing so* Bach player plays
for herself and for the fun of running about.

This stage

continues until the ohild is six to seven years of age*
The second stage, that of cooperation, begins at year
seven and continues until year eleven* Xn this stage the
child la concerned with beating his opponents by doing the
same things they do* In order to do this there must be
some mutual control in the application of the rules together
with an effective respect for the obligations of the rules*
Xn regard to the consciousness of rules the girls show
the same three stages displayed by the boys in connection
with marble playing*
The Present Study of Moral *?udgment in games* - We
selected for this investigation two social gamesf marbles,
predominantly a boy*a game, and jaoks, predominantly a girl*a
game* We used the game of marbles because we wished to
repeat Piaget *s experiment in order to see whether or not
different cultural and social baekgro nds would give different
results* We chose the game of Jacks because here we believed we had a girl's gams with as fine and consistent an
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organisation and codification of rules as in the game of
marbles. Here our view differs from that of Piaget { 74 )
who maintained thatt

"Since the legal sense Is far less

developed in girls whan boys, it would be impossible to discover a girl's game having the same degree of organisation
and codification of rules as is found in a boy's game," In
order to ascertain whether or not the meanlngfulneas of the
situation determines In part the level of moral Judgment
employed by the child, we had all our subjects play both
games *
Our method was interrogatory In nature and quite similar to Piaget's* The subjects were first given some marbles, or jacks and a jack ball (depending on the sex of the
subject), and were given instructions similar to those used
by Piaget In his study of the rules for the game of marbles*
Throughout the entire course of the playing the experimenter
questioned the child concerning all possible contingencies
of the game* At the conclusion the subjects were given the
materials used in the game for the opposite sex, and the
playing process was repeated with the other game* Records
were kept of all conversation*
To investigate the child's consciousness of rules
certain specific questions were asked*

They are as followst

What la a rule?
Where did the rules for marbles (or Jaoka) come from?
Who made the rules for marbles (or jacks)?
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Could you makeftnew rule for marbles (or jacks}?
.Vhy?
Would all children use your rule In playing the game?
Why?
Would the children at
school (an elementary
school not his) use your rule in playing the game?
Why?
Would the children at your school use. your rule in
playing the game? Why?
Would the children In your homeroom use your rule in
playing the game? Why?
We have attempted throughout to consider the reap naea
of our subjects In relation to the varioua stages mentioned
by Piaget In an effort to determinet

first* If there were

these definite stageaj and second* if these stages were
characteristic of certain age levels or whether these
characteristics overlap at the various ages* In doing this
we experienced some difficulty due to the differences between the game of marbles as played in Switzerland and as
played by our subjects*
It mf be worthwhile to point out these differences
In regard to the actual techniques employed In playing the
game and alao in regard to the essential fairness and Justice
of certain rules.
Marbles as Played by Plant's Subjects* - Most children.
Piaget found, are aware of at least three types of games of
marbles. They arei

the "square" game, where a square Is

drawn on the ground and a number of marbles placed inside*
the object here being to drive the marbles from the enelosusej
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the "oourate" game, whore two players aim at each other's
marble in indefinite pursuit* and "troyat" where the marbles
ape piled into a hole and have to he dislodged by means of
a heavier marble*
Piaget points out that the same game admits of fairly
important variations depending on where it Is played* The
games are played somewhat differently in the various communes and the same game played on the playground of the same
aehool may admit variations In several different rules*
1

Marbles have different values d,;pending on the material
of which they are made* The cement marble is the most valuable* The clay marble is of less value since It costs
less*

The marbles used for throwing (shooting) are called
M

1

according to their consistency eorna% "ago *, "agathe", etc*
The "square" game Is apparently the game most widely
played and so we will use it for our description* A square
is drawn and each player puts his * pose" In the square* The
B

w

pose is one or more marbles depending on the number of

players in the game* The main thing is equalityt each one
puts down what the others do* But in order to reach equality
the relative value of the marb3e s must be taken into account*
These values are carefully regulated and correspond roughly
to the price paid for a given marble*
R

w

A coche (equivalent to our "taw" line) line is drawn
and the order of shooting is then determined by one of three
alternativest

the use of a rhymed formula in which the
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parson on whom the last syllable falls Is chosen, by
having opponents walk toward each other, the one who steps
first on the other's toe shooting firstj or by throwing at
ff

the "coehe and the closest one to the line beglnninc,* Each
player then shoots in the order already determined* The
players must not bowl or push their shooter but must project
the marble by means of a Jerk of the thumb*
If a marble has been knocked outside of the square it
becomes the property of the one who knocked it out* If
only part way outside the partners decide whether It is
halfway over the line or not*

If it is it becomes the

property of the individual who knocked it out* If one's
"shooter" remains in the square its owner cannot play any
more. When one's "shooter" is In danger of being hit he
may change his poaitlon to another leaa dangerous, providing he passes his turn at shooting, and alao providing that
none of his opponents have forestalled him through the
application of some other rule*
In connection with the rules we find two sets of terms
employed, terms of ritual consecration and terms of ritual
interdiction* Terms of ritual consecration permit the child
to announce that he la going to perform such-and-such an
operation and thus consecrate it as an accomplished fact.
Once these worda are uttered hie opponent is powerless
against his decision* For example, when the child realises
that to shoot will put him in danger of losing his "shooter*'
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he says, "Coup-passe" (meaning "I pass")«

Terms of ritual
1

interdict ion are terms. used to prevent one a opponent from
performing some operation which he fears • An example of
1

n

this ritual is the player a aaying "Fan-coup-pass4 (meaning "passing is forbidden"), to prevent an individual who
Is in danger of losing his "shooter" from passing.
Marbles as Playedfayour Subjects* » Most of our subjects
are a. are of at least two types of games of marbles. The
most common type played being that in which marbles are
placed in a ring, either large or small, or an ellipse, or
a triangle* The object of the game la to drive marbles
from the enclosure and the type of enclosure chosen is determined by the difficulty desired* Marbles in a big circle
are harder to dislodge than those in the triangle or ellipse«
Another type of marble game, similar to the "courato" type
played by Piaget»s subjects, was observed* In this game
the opponents aim at each other's marbles In indefinite pursuit.
Like Piaget we found that any given type of game had
many variations depending on where it was played, but we
found very little variation within one playground*
Marbles have different values depending on the material
of their construction* The small glass or clay marbles
placed in the enclosure are called "eights". The large
glass or agate marbles used to dislodge marbles from the
enclosure or to hit the marble used by one's opponent in
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shooting are called "shooters"* Another type in which a
part of a marble or an Inferior marble Is used to aid the
subject In dislodging a marble from the enclosure la known
as a "forty".
Th© "ring" &ame is the type moot widely played by our
subjects (In fact none of our subjects during the interrogation played any other type, though some of them were observed playing the pursuit type on the playground) and so we
will use it for our description* A ring is made and each
player puts one or more "eights'* in it depending on the
number of players. A "lag" or "taw" line is then drawn and
fche playera throw{"lag") toward it in order to determine the
order of shooting. The one closest to the line is first,
w

the others following the order of their nearnesa to the **taw
line.

Each player then shoots In the order already determined.
The players must not bowl or push their shooter but must
project it by meana of a jerk of the thumb* Our subjects
seemed to insist on this procedure more beoauae it seemed
more amateurish to push or bowl than because there was a
rule whloh forbade the practice* If a marble has been
knocked outalde of the ring it beqomea the property of the
one who knocked It out* If mly part way outside the partners decid* whether It la halfway over the line or not* If
it is* it becomes the property of the Individual who knocked
It out* If one's "shooter" remains In the ring its owner
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lose a one turn. When one's "shooter" is, hit by an
opponent's, he is thereby "dead" and out of tlie game unless
he "buys in" by placing another "eight" in the ring*
Our subjects, like Piaget* a, employed two sets of terms
In connection with rules* terms of ritual consecration and
terms of ritual Interdiction* Terms of ritual oonseoratlon
permit the chid to auuiounoe that he is going to perform
such-and-such an operation and thus consecrate it as an
accomplished fact* Once these words are uttered his opponent la powerless against his decision. An example of this
ritual is seen when the child, in order to obtain a more
advantageous shot at his opponent's "shooter", says "taws",
which permits him to go to the "taw" line* Terms of ritual
interdiction are terms used to prevent one's opponent from
performing some operation which he fears. An example of
this ritual is found when the player says "everything*",
to prevent his opponent from doing anything except t axing
his turn from the position in which he finds himself*
jacks as Played by our Subjects* - Materials for tho
game of jacks include a rubber jack ball, and the number
of jacks desired by the players* This number may range
from six to twelve, with ten being the most common number
used*
The first player to take her turn is the one who has
Called "first", and the second player to take her turn is
the one who follows by calling "second"* In the same manner
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the order of playe *s is determine for the entire group who
seat themselves in a circle at the he^innin^ of the game.
In the first.phase of the $ame, called "babies", t • e
player holds all the jacks In one hand and scatters ihesn
over a relatively small area in front of her. Taking the
ball In one hand, she throws it upward a short distance and
allows it to bounce. During this movement of the ball,
she must have picked up one jack with the same hand which
threw the ball* She follows this same procedure until she
has picked up all th© jacks. This otep of the game is
sailed "ones", because the player is picking up only one
Jack at a time* She then proceeds to pick up two Jacks at
a time in the next step of this game* This step is called
"twos", and in a similar manner she proceeds to pick up
one additional jack each step until she is picking up the
entire number at one time* Each step is named according to
the number of jacks picked up*
A player continues to play until she has broken a rule,
either by her own admission thus passing on the turn, or by
being asked to do so by a player who observed the error*
When this player's turn comes again she begins at the same
step where she previously made an error* The rules may be
listed as follows I no jack may be touched by a player while
she is picking up another Jack or group of jacks j the ball
may bounce just once, and must be held in the hand without
being dropped| the Jack or group of jacks being picked up
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must be held In the hand until they are transferred to the
ether hand withoutfeeingdropped; one jack may not fall
directly on top of another jack.
The first player, then, proceeds in the manner described until she has "missed" by breaking one of the rules.,
The turn then goes tt the next player, and on around the
Circle as each olayer "misses", until this first phase of
"babies" is finished, Xn case one player finishes the
entire "babies", she may proceed to the next phases of ths
.game without stopping.
These consist of an unlimited number of variations
and follow the same procedure as did "babies". Some of the
store eoreaon of the variations are! "double-bounce", in
which the ball bounces twicej "pigs-in-a-pen", in which the
Jacks are pushed with the hand which bounces the ball Into
the other hand which is placed on the ground in an inverted
enpped position to resemble a penf "round-the-world", in
which the Jack or Jacks being picked up must describe a
small circle either on the ground or in the air during the
movement of the ballf "silence", In which the ball is
thrown into the air and caught without being allowed to
bounce, during which time the Jack or group of Jacks must
be picked up) "eggs-ln-a-basket", in which the player
must pick up the Jack or group of Jacks with the hand bouncing the ball and place them in the other hand during the
movement of the ball. Other variations are "downs", "half-
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downs". "baby-ln-thja-hlch-ehalr", "faat-ups", "fast-downs*,
f

"slovf-ups", "slow-downs", * ups", "upa-and-downs", "strike*
the-mateh", "kisa-thje-nig^er-baby", "3et-the«tab-le", "halfM

pigs", pl£s~over-the-f enee", "horaes-l.r-atalla", and many
others common so certain localities*
As in the first phase, in each of these successive
phases of the game, the player passes her turn when she has
broken a rule, and joe a on from the point where she has
"missed" when her turn comes again*
In the game of jacks, as well as in marbles, there are
terms of ritual consecration and ritual interdiction. An
exatple of ritual consecration occurs when the individual
who has thrown the Jacks finds one Immediately on top of
another, and calls "king Jack", which permits her to allow
the Jacks to remain in the position in which they have fallen,
knock over the double jack, or pick up and rethrow the jacks,
whichever she prefers * An example of ritual Interdiction
occurs when a player oails "clothes bum", which immediately
renders the player whose turn It la powerless to move an
article of clothing, the touching of which will cause her to
lose her turn*
Other examples of ritual consecration or ritual interdiction (depending on whether it la the person whose turn
It Is to play, or one of the other players who does the
calling) arei

"overs" which permits the caller to rethrow

the Jacks whloh have fallen In a position which la not
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advantageous, in opposition tc "no overs" which prohibits
rethrowing, "oart~befare~the-hor3e" which permits the player
to pick up the smaller number of Jacks before she picks up
the larger group which she should; and "flips" which permits
1

the player on her "ones' to hold the Jacks in both hands, teas
them into the air, catch them on the hacks of the hands held
together, and then toss them back Into the air and catch them
In the palms of both hands, then pick up only the Jacks on
the ground in the usual fashion*
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Sypplementary Investigation of the Value of J£uloa»- The danger of the application of Piagetobservations
based upon the moral values prevalent among th* group with
which he was acquainted to similar situations in a remote
environment was clearly demonstrated by a supplementary
investigation.
Some of the common practices or rules observed by
jTiarble-playing Genevans were explained to the children
enrolled In the third, fourth, fifth and sixth grades of
the McAliaster School, and their opinions concerning the
fairness or propriety of such practices sought, The children were first told how In Switserland when one of the
1

players has succeeded in winning most all his partners

marbles, it is a po".nb of honor that he should offer to
play another game and should himself place In the square
the necessary marbles, in order to give his less fortunate
playmates the chance of recovering a portion of their
possessions. However, If he refuses, no law can force him
to do so, but if one of the players pronounces the word
"glalne", the whole gang then falls upon the "miser",
throws him down and takes all his marbles away from him.
Following this explanation, the children were asked
three questions!
1* Have you ever heard of these rules or any rules
like them In connection with marble-playing!
2, Do you think that it is fair or just for the "big
winner" to have to suggest another game and put
up "eights" for the losers?
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3. Is It fair 02? Just for them to have a rule whereby
they could say a word and "Jump on" the "big winner"
and take all his marbles away, from him to divide
among themselves?
The children were instructed to answer by writing "Yes*
or "Ho" on slips of paper whloh were passed out before the
Interrogation. These individual responses were tabulated
as shown In Table I on the following page*
These findings show that only ten per cent of the group
had heard of rules of this type, although approximately half
the group approved of the custom.of the winner staking the
losers* However, although piracy becomes legitimate when a
certain word, I.e., "glaine" In Switzerland,Is pronounced,
all of the grouo here except one girl considered such behavior
unjust»
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TABLE I
RESPONSES OP 3, 4, 5, AND 6 ORADE PUPILS CONCERNING
FAMILIARITY" WITH AND FAIRNESS OF CERTAIN
SWISS MARBLE-PLAYING CUSTOMS
(according to grade and sax)

grade

J* Yea

Third Grade
Boys - 14
Girls - IS
Both - 2 9

*
-

Fourth Grade
Boys - 22
Girls - 13
Both - 37

4.6
6.7
6.4

Fifth Grade
Boys - 17
Girls - 21
Both - 38

# No
100
100
100

Questions
j
£ Yea % NO
s

j£ Yes jf No

35.7
33.3
44.8

04.3
46.7
45.2

*

100
100
100

98
93.3
94.6

43.4
66.7
64

84.0
35.3
46

-

100
100
100

17.6
33.3
26.3

82.4
06.7
73.7

47
19
31.6

63
81
68.4

-.100
100
100

Sixth Grade
Boys - 13
Girls - 18
Both - 31

7.7
6.3
6.4

92.3
94*4
93.6

38.5
65.0
48.4

61.6
44.4
31.6

8.6
3.2

100
94.4
96.8

Boys - 66
Girls - 69
Both -138

7.6
13
10.4

92.4
87
89.0

42.4
46.4
44.4

57.6
63.6
35.6

1*4
.8

100
98.6
99.2
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The Brother-Slater Relationship
1

Xn order to see how the child a thinking in regard to
the logic of relations cot-pared with hia concepts of physical causality and moral judgment an investigation of hia
knowledge of brother-aiater relationships was undertaken.
The technique employed in thia inveatlgatlon was similar to.
but rot exactly the same as that used by Piaget* Xn order
that our procedure be better understood* we turn fir at to
a consideration of Piaget*a method and findings.
Placet's study of the Brother-aiater Relationship. Prom his c< nsideratin of the logic of relations in the child
as demonstrated in the "Three Brothers" test. Piaget (71 )
concluded that it was necessary to make a careful distinction
between the child's iraplloit understanding which cannot be
formulated and his explicit understanding which finds expression in words* Language, he believed, does not constitute a
mere system of notation for the ohild. It creates a new
reality, verbal reality, which does not merely reflect the
reality given in sensation, but which is superimposed upon
it. The child will admit on the verbal plane certain illogicalities which he would deny on the plane of concrete reality.
In order to test the validity of this hypothesis, Piaget
asked a group of approximately 240 children between the ages
of four and twelve questions designed to elicit answers demonstrating their grasp of brother-sister relatl nships. His
six tests eaoh usually including several questions are as
followsi
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1* H^w many brothers have you? And how many sisters?
(Let us suppose that the child has a brother A and
a slater D.) And how many brothers has A? And
how many sisters? And how many brothers has B?
And ho.- man/ sisters?
2. How many brothers are there In the family? How
many sisters? How many brothers and sisters altogether?
5* There are three brothers in a familyt Augusts,
Alfred and Raymond. How many brothers has Augusta?
And Alfred? And Raymond?
4* Are you a brother (or a sister)? What Is a brother (or a sister* according to the sex of the child)?
8* Ernest has three brothers * Paul, Henry and Charles.
How many brothers has Paul? And Henry* And
Charles?
6* How many brothers are there In this family?
In evaluating his answers Piaget maintained that none
of the tests could be considered as passed by the individual
unless all the questions in it were correctly answered.
He followed the accepted custom of considering tests
passed at a year level when at least 75 per cent of the children of the same a e have answered correctly. On this basis
tJ

he obtained the following resultsi
Age
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Tests passed
o*
0,
Test 2*
Test 2*
Tests 2 and 5*
Tests 2, 5, and 4»
Testa 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 6.
Teata 1, 8, 3, 4, 5, and 6*
Tests 1, 2, 5, 4, 8, and 6*
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Placet maintains on the oasis of his findings that
these testa are genuine a*;e tests in that the percentage
of right answers given to eaoh question increases regularly
with a^e* Lie found that nearly all children below seven
or elj.it years of age were unable to grasp the brothersister relati nship* From seven to eight years on* a certain proportion of the children succeeded in grasping
brother-sister relationships* Prom ten y-ara on nearly all
children succeeded in clearly demonstrating their • rasp of
the brother-slater relationship*
He found three general typos of errors* In the firat
type the responses of the subject indicated that ha could
not succeed In placing himself at his brother's point of
view and atlll consider hlmaelf a brother. He would uac
the term "brothers" to denote the group of brothers in the
fainily* but could not form a clear Idea of how many brother*
each one of his brothers possessed* In the second type the
subject Included hlmaelf aa one of hie brothers* In the
third type the subject assigned different numbers of brothers to various brothers of the same family.
From his results on the definition of the word "brother"
or "sister*' he concluded that the correct definition Is not
found until the age of nine and that there were three stages
of definition. The most primitive definitions consist
Simply in saying that a brother is a boy or a sister la a
girl* A aecond stage in the definition la reached by thoae
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subjects who laiow that in order to be a brother there must
be several In the famll,.* but who do not assign the title to
all the ohildreu* The correct definition is thai; which
imolies the idea tli.it there must be ut least two in the same
family for there tu be a brother or slate* and assigns the
title to all the children*
The difficulty in handling the logic of relations,
according to Piaget (71 ), is a consequence of childish egocentrism, an egocentrism which leadu to naive realism which
is by definition the ignoranoe of ail relations* Pue to his
egocentric illusion the ohild reasons as though he were the
only thinker In question* Therefore, he is not conscious
of himselfi he plaoes himself on a completely different plane
from his brothers or sisters* This prevents him from seeing that he Is a brother to his brothers on exactly the same
grounds that they are brothers to him.
The Present Study, of the Brother-Lister Relationship* •»
We have chosen as our method of investigating this problem
the interrogatory method used by Piaget* We have selected
for our interrogation Tests 1 and 4 of Piaget*s series (seo
page 107). Test 4 we have elaborated somewhat in order to
examine the importance of the factors of age and family
membership in the child's conception of the brother-sister
relationship. This relationship was investigated by obtaining the child's responses to the following questions*
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What Is your name?
How old are you?
Do you have any brothers or sisters?
What are their names?
Does

_

have any brothers?

What are their names?
Does ^

m m m m m 0 t l

^ have any sisters?

What are their names?
(The four questions 1 mediately preceding were asked
concerning each individual brother and sister*)
What is a brother?
Jkm I your brother?
Why not?
Xa

. (a classmate) your brother?

Why not?
What is a sister?
Is Miss

(the principal) your alater?

Why not?
la .
m

(a classmate) your alater?

Why not?
(We attempted to make sure that the child underatood
the queatlons .so as to eliminate errors due to mere
inattention rather than to faulta of logic*)
The method used in handling the responses obtained
b^ t .ese questions was s r.ewhat different from that used
by Piaget* Placet( 7 1 ) did not consider a particular test
passed unless all the questions in It wore answered correctly. We take objection to thia all-or-none acorlng, for we
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have found that It is quit© possible- for the child to be
right about the relationships of certain of the siblings
and -wrong about the relati .nships of other siblings* We
maintain that the development of the logic >f relations is
a process of expansion and differentiation* Insight into
the brother-sister relationship does not need to "spring
full grown from the brow of 2eus"j it may start as a vague
undifferentiated concept whose development is nurtured by
the social and cultural environment in which it is maturing.
The degree of insight then will be conditioned by the environment and may bo either partial or complete*
We have, therefore, classified the responses obtained
from our interrogation Into six groups on the basis of their
;

degree of correctness* fhe first group consists of those
responses which are entirely correct* These responses show
that the subject has oomplete insight Into the relationships existing among himself and his brother a and sisters,
and also the relati nships existing among the various
brothers and sisters*
The second group includes those responses whioh are
entirely correct but in which the degree of relationship
Involved is limited* This group includes those boys who
have brothers only, and girls who have sisters only. The
responses in this group show co-iplete insight into the
brother-brother or sister-slater relationship* We cannot
put these responses in the entirely correct group for we do
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not know that grasp of the above relationships would extend
to the inclusion of siblings of the opposite sex*
The third group includes those responses showing partial
insight into brother-sister relationships* These responses
demonstrate the development of insight into either brotherbrother relationships, sister-sister relationships, or sisterbrother relationships, either between themselves and part of
the siblings, or between port o» all of the siblings excepting themselves*
The fourth group includes those responses which, like
the second group, are limited. These responses, In opposition to those of group two, are incorrect* This group again
includes those boys who have brothers only, and girls who
have sisters only* The responses In this group show laok of
insight into the brother-brother or slater-sister relationship* However, we cannot put these responses In the entirely
incorrect group, for we do not know that the failure to
grasp the above relationships would extend to the inclusion
of siblings of th© opposite sex,
The fifth group includes those responses which are
entirely incorrect* In this group the subject, though stating that he has both brothers and sisters, denies the
existence of brother-brother, sister-sister, or brother-sister
relationships to any of the other siblings, or to himself.
The sixth group Includes those subjects who had no
siblings and alao thoae who refuaed to respond.

Description of Subjects

Eke two hundred seventy-seven subjects of our study
were obtained from three aouroesi a Worka Progress Administration nuraery school, Lawrence, Kansas; the McAlia ster Elementary School, Lawrence; and the Jackson Opportunity School, Kansas City, Missouri- Due to the nature of the groups studied, the pupils from each school
are discussed separately*
Nursery School.--Through the cooperation of the direct
tor of the Works Progress Administration nursery school we
were able to investigate twenty children, ten boys and ten
girls. Table II is a distribution of these subjects according to sex and age. It may be seen from this table that
the moan chronological age of the girls is somewhat higher
than that of the boys in the group.
TABLE II
SEX AND AGE DISTRIBUTION OP NURSERY SCHOOL GROUP
Age ..in years, egg, months .. . ,
Subjects

8«6

5

Boys
Girls
Both

3
0
9

1
1
8

3.6

4

0
1
1

1
4
6

:M

4*6

S

8
0

1
B
3

5

, . . ...

The socio-economic status of each of these subjects
was evaluated by the Sims Score Card for Soeio-Economic
Status < 88). This score card rated many factors which
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played a part in determining the general socio-economic
status of the child. One of the apeolfle factors Involved
In the rating was the status of the parents according to
classification of occupation* On the basis of this occupational classification, which was divided into five groups,
we rated our subjects. These five occupational groups arei
(1) professional men, proprietors, and higher executivesj
(S3) commercial service, clerical service, large land owners,
managerial service of a lower order than in the first
group, and business proprietors employing from five to ten
men| (3) artisan proprietors, petty officials, printing
trades employees, skilled laborers with some managerial responsibility, shop owners and business proprietors employing one to five menj (4) skilled laborers (with the exception of printers), who work for someone else, building
trades, transportation trades, manufacturing trades involving skilled labor, personal service, and small shop owners
doing their own work a (5) unskilled laborers, helpera,
" hands % peddlera, varied employment, venders» unemployed
(unless representing the leisured class or retired) *
Table III on page 116 gives the percentage of eases falling in each occupational group*
Due to the fact that only the children of parents on
relief may attend this nursery school, the occupational
classification is of necessity considerably below that ex*
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peeted from an unselected aampllng of children of nursery
school age.
TABLE III
OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF NURSERY SCHOOL GROUP
(According to sex)
occupational Statue
JL
40
80
85

Subjects
Boy*
Girla
Both

SO
70
65

Following a clinical method such as was described in
the section on method, several types of information on the
subjects were obtained* These data are summarised In
Table IV, which gives the average chronological age in
months (ACA), average mental age in months (AHA), average
intelligence quotient (AIQ), average Sims score for socio*
economic status (ASS), and average social adjustment according to teachers' rating (ASAR), For fuller Information
concerning the method of obtaining theae data, aee page 75 ff «
TABLE IV
MEAN CHRONOLOaiCAL AGE, MENTAL AGE, INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT,
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT RATING
OF NURSERY SCHOOL GROUP
(According to sex)
Subjects
Boys
Girls
Both

NO
10
10
20

ACA

AMA

AIQ

ASS

ASAR

40*0
60*0
48*5

48«8
57*2
52*7

104*9
114*2
109*6

4,5
8*9
4.1

2*40
2*90
8*65
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Elementary School, —Through the oooperation of the
superintendent of school* we were able to Investigate two
hundred forty-aevon ohlldren, one hundred twenty-two boys,
and one hundred, twenty-five girl* in an elementary school*
Table V, on page 117* gives a distribution of these sub'*
jects according to sex* age and grade* This table shows
that in the first, second, fourth and sixth grades, the
mean chronological age of the girls exceeds that of the boys;
In the fifth grade, the mean chronological age of the boys
is greater than that of the girlst while in the kindergarten
and the third grade there la little difference between the
mean ages of the sexes*
Table VI, page 118, carries an occupation classifies*
tion of the parents of the elementary school pupils, derived in the same manner as for the nursery-school group
(see page 113 ff)» A. comparison of this table with
Deutsche's ( 16 ) findings shows that in our distribution
the olasses at the upper levels are represented by about
the same percentage as in her experimental group* but a
larger percentage of the MoAllaster pupils fall into the
lowest occupational class, due to the fact that the parents
of approximately twenty per cent of the school population
are "on relief"*
The clinical data obtained for the pupils in the elementary school group are summarised in Table VIZ, page 119.
In addition to the material given in Table XV, page 116*
this tabulation Includes the average mental age grade, place*

TABES T ** S E X

Gradce
Kindergarten
Boys - 21 8
Girls - 19 7
First Grade
Boys - 14
Girls * 20
Both - 34
Second Grade
Boys - 22
Girls - 19
Both - 41
Third Grade
Boys - 15
Girls - 17
Both - 32
Fourth Grade
Boys * 20
Girls - IS
Both - 36
Fifth Grade
Boys —> 15
Girls - 19
Both - 34
Sixth Grado
Boys - 15
Girls - 15
Both - 50

#

A0E ABB SRAUF LfXa'fMUHIgHiJM OF SSSSfflfeFfAKT SCHOOL CffiOTJP

. .
Chronological Age
5*6 6 6—6 7 7-6 8 8-6 9 9*6 10 10-6
11-6 12 12*6 13
5 8
7
5
12 IS
6
4
9

Totals
6 13
Boys - 122 8 7
9
Girls- 125 7 12 22

5 3
5 7
8 10

5

2
5

3 6
1 7 8
1 10 14
1
1

2
2
6
3
9

3

3

1

5

3

1

2 6
3
9
5 15

4
4
8

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1

5 6
4 5
9 11

6
4
10

3
3
3

5
9
12

1
1

1
1
4
5
9

2
2
3 6 10 8 9 S 8 10
6 14 10 6 12 4 4 8
9 20 20 14 21 12 12 18

11
13
24

5
S
10

2
2
4

2
1
3
2
2

1 11
9
1 20

1
4
5

5 15
5 10
6 25

1
4
*

5

2
2
2

eS

2
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TABLE VI
OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL GROUP
(according to grade and sex)
Occupational status*
Grade

1

3 .,

3

4,

3

Kindergarten
% Boys
% Girls
% Bath

0
0
0

21
11*11
16*2

11*11
21.6

16.8
6.85
10*3

31.6
72*22
51*4

First Grade
% Boys
% Girls
4> Both

8*3
0
7,14 14*29
3.85 11*55

16*7
£1.43
19.25

8*8
14.29
11.55

66*7
42*86
83*90

14.3

23.8
20
22

87*1
20
42

Second Grade
% Boys
% Girls
% Both
Third Grade
# Boys
% Girls
Both
Fourth Grade
% Boys
^ Girls
$ Both

0
13.3
3.6
0
6.7
3.33
10
0
6

Fifth Grade
# Boys
% Girls
£ Both

5.9
5
5*4

Sixth Grade
% Boys
# Girls
% Both

14.5
0
6

Totals
# Boys
$> Girls
# Both

4*8
40
19*5

a!*

7

6*7
6*7
6*7

0
20
10

86*7
85*5
40

88.7
15*3
40

6
0
3

36
7.12
23.5

20
28.88
23.6

50
64.3
44

0
0
0

5*9
15
10*8

47
50
48*6

30*
, 35*1

0
6*3
5

28*6
21
24*5

80
31*6
39*4

7*1
42*1
27*2

19*5
14.8
17*2

27*1
29*6
28*3

42*4
40*9
41*6

4*2
6.8
4*36 10*44
8*6
4.3

8

*Based on scores obtained from Sims Score Card for SocioEconomic Status*
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TABLE VII
MEAN CHR0N010GICAL AGE, MENTAL AGE* INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT,
MENTAL AGE GRADE PLACEMENT, SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, AND
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT RATING OP ELEMENTARY SCHOOL GROUP
(aooording to grade and sex)

Qrado

NO

ACA

AMA , AIQ

AMAOP

ASS

ASAR

Kindergarten
Boys
21
Girls
19
Both
40

66,9 72*7 108*8
86 * 4 71*4 107*7
66.7 72*1 103*3

1.11
,96
1.04

6.76
4*10
4*91

3*31
3*35
5*52

First Grade
Boys
Girls
Both

14
20
34

80.1
83.2
81*9

82*9 104*6
88*6 106*2
86*4 105.6

1*85
2.33
2*14

4.08
8*05
4.86

5,17
8*80
5*88

Second Grade
Boys
22
Girls
19
Both
41

96.3
89.3
95.1

98*2 105*2
98*1 105*9
96*8 104*5

5*21
5*08

4.68
5.88
6,10

2*95
3*63
5*29

13 105.1 103*8 99*1
17 105.0 119.8 114*7
32 105.1 IIS. 2 107*4

5,68
4.96
4*47

4*4
5.8
5*2

2*73
4*00
5*41

Fourth, Grade
Boys
20 122.4 115*4 96*1
Girls
124*4 125.7 100*3
Both
36 123*3 118*9 97.5

4*65
5*26
4*89

5*8
4*17
5*08

8*25
3.67
5*43

Fifth Grade
Boys
Girls
Both

16 133.7 156*0 102*5
19 128*0 155*5 103*6
34 150,9 154*5 105*0

6*51
6*15
6*20

4*64
5.53
5*04

3*40
5*57
5*58

Sixth Grade
Boys
Girls
Both

16 141*1 157,8 *s* 3L3L % 0 7,60
15 147*3 145*2 98*7 7,10
30 144.8 181*6 105*5 7*55

6*85
8*87
8*90

3*87

Third Grade
Boys
Girls
Both

2198

4*00
3,95

ISO.
ment (AMACP), obtained from Monroe • a age-grade scale ( 63 ) .
A survey of this table reveals that there Is considerable
difference in average chronological age between the sexes
enrolled in some grades, as well as difference in average
mental age, average intelligence quotients, and average
mental age grade placement. Although there is considerable
difference between the sexes in socio-economic statue* the
difference between the average ratings of these grade groups
la small*
Opportunity School*-^** principal of the Jackson
Opportunity school graciously permitted one of her teachers,
enrolled as a graduate student in the University of Kansas,
who wae thoroughly familiar with the problem and the ollnieal technique employed to carry on the necessary investigational procedure under our direction, A total of ten pu*
pile* six boys, and four girls was studied*
Since this group is made up of a limited number of individuals, with a wide range of chronological ages, tabulation of age distribution seems of little statistical value*
Table VIII on page 121 shows the occupational classification
of the ten pupil's parents and the percentage of pupils in
each group.
These percentages,' although based on a limited number
of cases, approximate the general occupational status of
the entire opportunity school group. The occupational level of this group is quite similar to that of the nursery
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school group.

TABLE VIII
OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OP OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL GROUP
(According to sex)
oecupctionttl Status
Sub.lcote
% Boys
% Olrla
i Both

1
,

3

.„ 5,
16*7

4
80

10

30

5
95*5
100
50

Due to the wide spread of ages and abilities represented in the opportunity school group* stable of Aver*
age ratings would have little value, therefore data con*
corning each pupil are presented later In connection with
the discussion of the results*
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XV* INVESTIGATIONAL RESULTS
In this section are presented the results obtained
through the techniques enumerated and described In the
foregoing pages. The data, wherever possible, are sum-"
mstrlsed In tabular form* Tables are supplemented with
descriptions in whiah qualitative differences are pointed
out*

In addition the performance of the sexes is eon-

trasted, the effects of variations In chronological age
and. mental age are emphasised, and the relation between
environmental background and the various aspects of the
problem is considered*
Throughout this compilation of findings, comparisons
with pertinent observations of Piaget and other experimenters In the field are made*
The results secured from each group or grade level of
children are presented in detail. Following this presentation and discussion of the several groups, trends in
the development of the child's thinking, as evidenced by
the findings of this investigation, are summarised*
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RESULTS PROM NURSERY SCHOOL PUPILS
Twenty children, ten boys and ten girls enrolled
f

In the Works Progress Administration nursery school, vera
Investigated* The quantitative data secured concerning
these hoys and girls are given in Table IX, which contains
the information given previously in Table IV, page 113*
TABLE IX
SUMMARY OF QUANTITATIVE DATA - NURSERY SCHOOL

aabMfet
Boys
Girls
Both

12

jm—m

10
10
80

42.0
50.0
40*3

48*8
67,8
88.7

m
104*9
114*2
109*6

ASS

ASAR

4*3
3*9
4,1

8*40
2,90
2.6E

Thi* distribution shows that In average chronological
age, mental age, and intelligence quotient the girls rank
higher than the boys* However, the average socio-economic
status of the boys, as indicated by the mean score on the
Sims Score Card for Socio-Economic Status is higher than
that of the girls, although both are low* The girls, on
the other hand, have a higher average social adjustment
rating*
If the level of children** thinking la dependent upon
the abilities evaluated' by these quantitative scores* the
girls of the nursery-school group should exeell the boys,
for they outrank the boys with respect to these .measure*
ments.
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Summary of pata on Brother-Sister Relationships, *
The responses of our tea nursery school boya may be
divided according to their grasp of the existing relationships into the following groups by the method deseribed
on page 111 ff.
In their responses three subjects demonstrated partial
Insight into the brother-sister relationship. Such responses
were characterised by a failure to comprehend the idea of
either brother-brother or aister-alater relatlonahlps. They
did. however, ahow partial insight into the brother-slater
relationahlp. These responses, assigned to each brother.
Including the subject, the correct number of sisters and
to each sister the correct number of brothers* The subjects
who gave these responses had chronological ages over four
and also high intelligence quotients* A response typical
of this group is that of CUP, (4«d)* who stated that he
had one brother and two sistersf hia brother had no brother,
although he had two sistersj each sister had two brothers
but no slaters*
Six subjects, Including the boy with the highest chronological age and intelligence quotient in the group, revealed a complete lack of insight into brother-sister relationships. Although they said that they had brothers
and sisters, they maintained that no other sibling had
either brothers or sisters*
The one subject having no siblings was unable to
respond to this part of the interrogation*

l&B*

Xnilgnt Into brother-sister, relationships similar to
that displayed by the boya was observed In the responses
of the ten nursery school girls. Two subjects showed by
their, responses partial insight Into the brother-sister
relationship. These subjects denied both brother-»brother
and sister-sister relationships* but assigned to each
sister the correct number of brothers, and to each brother
the correct number of sisters* These two subjects had
intelligence quotients over 100, and chronological ages
above 4-6* The response of B»o* (4*10} is Illustrativet
she stated that she had two brothers, and three sisters|
each.brother had four, slaters, but no brotherSJ each
sister had two brothere, but no sisters*
Bight, subjects showed a complete lack of' insight into brother-sister relationships. They stated that they had
brothers -and sisters, bat denied the possibility of either
brothers or sisters for the remaining siblings*
All ten nursery school boys gave primitive definitions
of the words "brother** and "sister"• light said that a
w

brother is a boy", and sister is "a girl"* Two replied
11

that brother is "a brother , and sister la "a sister"* Of
these ten subjects, the responses of seven showed that anyone could be their brother or sister* According to three*
however, no one else could be a brother or a sister except
themselves*
Our ten kindergarten girls gave definitions of the
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terms ""brother* and "sister* similar to those given by
the boys. Seven responded that a brother was "a boy* j
and a slater, "a girl". ' One defined brother as "a
brother", and sister as "a sister". 'Two subjects responded
that they did not know what a brother or sister was. Hone
of these girls knew enough about the brother-sister relationship to deny the possibility that either the examiner
or their teacher could be their brother or sister*
Relation of Our Findings to FlaKet»a* - Our findings
agree In g&mv&l

with those of Piaget (71), Our subjects

with an average chronological age of three years and eight
months failed to show complete insight into brother-sister
relationship, although some of those with chronological
ages considerably above the average did have partial in*
sight* These subjects were unable to grasp brotherbrother or sister-sister relationships but were able to
perceive brother-sister and Bister-brother relationships*
The majority of our subjects, both boys and girls, showed
marked egocentrlam*

In their responses they maintained

that they had brothers and sisters although they contended
that none of the remaining siblings had either brothers
or sisters*
We feel that the failure of the children of this age
level to grasp the brother-sister relationship Is due to
the fact that the child places himself on a completely different level from his siblings and la thus prevented from
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seeing that he la a brother to hie brother* for exactly
the asms,reason that they are brothers tohlau''
The child does no£ see the significance of parentage
as a factor in the brother-sister relationship. To him
the question of albllng relatl ...nahip Is a relatively undifferentiated whole in which he perceives the distinct difference between brothers as a class from sisters as a class
before he perceives the, relation of brother to brother or
slater to sister, a distinction which requires a higher
degree of differentiation*.

Summary off Data 033. Physical Causality. - The p?en of
interrogation employed to elicit explanations of phyaleal
causality has already been described (see page 80 ff)* The
child*a explanations of the sinking or floating of each
of the eight objects and the motion of the boat were classified first on the basis of eighteen types of causal
relation (see pages 82 and 84).
Table X, page 129 la a tabulation of the percentage
1

of responses of each type. The numbers in the heading
under "Types of Causal Relation?* correspond to the types
Hated on pages 88 to 84. The object of which th&. buoyance was explained la represented by numbers at the left
of the table under "Item"} e*£«* No. 1 refers to explanations of why the jack ball floated; 8, the marblej 5*
the plngpong ballj 4* the golf hall5 5, the sponge rubber
ball j 8, the rubber ball with the dog's picture on it j 7,
the baseball} 8, the motion of the boat{ and 9, the anoyance of the boat. The upper third of this table represents
the percentage of boys' explanations belonging in each type
of causal relation} the middle section* the girls'| and
the lower portion of the table* the percentage of the total
nursery school group's responses on each question*
The number of responses on all the items and their
classifications are totaled at the bottom of each third of
the table, For example* "3.3" opposite "Totals" indicates
that 3*3 per cent of all the boys* explanations of the

- PERCENTAGE OF NURSERY SCHOOL RESPONSES THAT FALL INTO CERTAIN
TYPES OP CAUSAL RELATION (according to sex)
Type of Causal Relation

TA3LE X

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S
9
Totals
Item
1
2
3
4
5
5
7
3
9
Totals
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Totals

1

20
10
3.3
1

2

5

40
40
30
50
10
10

10
50
30
20
70
80
40
20
31 a

20
50
7.8

10
1.1

5

6

7

10
25.3
2

10
1.1

10
20
20
10
10
10
ID
12.2

60
60
30
80
80
70
50
40
52.2

15
5
2.2

2
25
50
25
20
15
10
5
10
17.8

5
35
55
50
50
75
75
20

i§
41.7

6

7

S

60
10
14.4
8

9

10

8

5

9
Totals
5
30
5
50
•6 11*1

11

17

0
20
10

30
3*3
10

10
10
40
10 10
1.1 7.8

10
50
6.7

15
50
7.2

9
Boys
10
50

11

20
2.2

3.3

17

0

10
1.1
10

15
1.7

11

5

10
.6 1.1

10

20
20
10

10
40

10
20

50

8.9
17

30
30
20
IC

0
20
10
10
5
10
6.1

8,9

20
35
10
5
15
9.4
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phenomena encountered were on the basis of Motivational
causality, while the "2.2" at the bottom of the table
refers to the per cent of the total nursery school group
whose explanations embraced the same type of causal thought.
An analysis of fable X shows that from question to
question the percentage of answers falling In each type of
causal thinking varies widely. However, with children at
the nursery sohool level It must be pointed out that their
anawera may be mere repetition of what they have heard
rather than reflect cauaal thinking on their part. The
validity of the classification of responses was limited by
the raters* interpretation of the meaning of the child*a
responses*
Among the boya, three types of causal thinking predominated j vis., flnallstio, phenomeniatic, and dynamic. Approximately 69 per cent of the boya* responses are Included
in these three types* Repliea to items 1 to 7, Inclusive,
are limited to these three classifications. Items 8 and 9
elicited responses representing a wider range of types of
causal relation. Only In response to item 8, "What makes
a sailboat move," were explanations on the baala of logical
deduction offered. Nevertheless, It is quite possible that
O.W. (5-10) and P.P. (4-6), with intelligence quotients of
113 and 128* respectively, the only boys who anawered that
the wind made aailboata move, were Just repeating what
someone had told them In lieu of employing logical deduction.
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Although the moat frequent explanation of buoyanee
was on the basis of phenomentistio causality, half of
the boys explained the floating of the boat by moral causal,f

ity, atating that boata have to float" because they are
H

"auppoaed to . Three types of causal thought were found
in very low frequency! motivational causality, artifleialistlo causality, and reaction of surrounding medium.
Over half of the girls' responses, as compared with
31 per cent of the boys*, explain the phenomena encountered
by phenomenlstlc causality. The same number of girls as
boys, 50 per cent, stated that boats float because they are
"supposed to", Fewer r spouses on the grounds of finalistie
causality and dynamic oauaality were given by the girls than
by the boya. No girl offered deductive reasoning to explain
the movement of the boat or in answer to any of the other
items. One girl, however, explained the boat's motion by
mechanical causality. The girls failed to respond more
times than the boys, a larger percentage of their responses
were negative or unolasslf lable *
Relation of Our Findings to Placet's. Piaget (71)
divides the development of causal thinking in the child
Into four stages. In the first, which ends at about five
years of age, floating is explained by animistic or moral
reasons. We found that 70 per cent of the responses given
by the nursery school group, In which only three have attain*
ed the age of four or above, fall into the types character-
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istic of Piaget*s first stag*,
Piaget also observed that at the earlier age levels
the child's explanation carries with it no correct prediction of the eventi explanation here seems to dominate
prediction. Like Piaget we, too, found that in less than
half the Instances was the ohild able to foretell accurately
what would happen when the object was placed in the water*
Descriptively our results are very similar to Piaget'a.
We feel, however, that the ohild*s ideas of causal relation
at this early age do not represent a marked qualitative
stage, but is indicative of general undifferentiated thought,
which is characteristic not only of very young children but
also of adult a whenever preaented with problems, the complexity of which exceeds their grasp of the concepts involved*
Materialistio and Honmaterlallstic Classification,
The data on the eighteen types of causality were retabulated and combined Into materialistic and nonmaterialistlc
sequence divisions* The proper sequence in whloh each of
the eighteen types of causal relation belongs is given on
pages 84 and 85.
The purpose of this treatment, according to Deutsche
(16), was to see whether there were definite age relationships in the disappearance or appearance of oertain kinds
of causal explanations - whether postulatlon of an external
or an internal force began or ceased, increased or decreased,
at certain ages* The data as classified by this sequence
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are presented in Table XI* page 134, whloh shows the percentage of responses of the boys, girls, and total nursery school
group which fall Into each sequence category.
The percentage of responses classified In each sequence
vary considerably from question to question* For example,
among the boys, the percentage of answers In the material*
latle sequence varies from 10 per cent on item 1, an explanation of why the Jack ball floated, to 80 per cent on Item
6, the floating of the hard rubber ball* Over 41 per cent
of the boys* responaea were materialistic, 31 per cent
belong In the external subdivision of the nonwateriallstlo
classification, and 14*4 per cent In the Internal nonraaterlallstio sequence,
The nursery school girls, on the other hand, achieved
more materialistic explanations j 53*3 per cent of their
answers were In this classification, but the percentage of
responses in the external and Internal nonmaterialiatlo
sequences were 20 per cent and 8.9 per cent, respectively*
Relation of Our Findings to Deutsche*s* .- Deutsche (16)
found a much larger percentage of materialistic responses
than we* The age of her youngest subject, eight years, was
somewhat older thai the nursery school children we investigated. Nevertheless the slight increment with age in the
number of materialistic responses reported would not acoount
for the discrepancy between our findings and hers.
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TABLE

XI

PERCENTAGE OP NURSERY SCHOOL RESPONSES THAT FALL INTO
CERTAIN MATERIALISTIC AND NONMA TERIA LIS TIC
TYPES OP CAUSAL RELATION
(according to aex)

Itom: ..

H

I
2
3
4
6
6
7
a
9
Totals

10
60
30
20
70
80
40
60
SO
41.1

Stom

M

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
Totals

00
60
30
80
80
70

EX
Boys
40
40
50
30
10
10

IN

f

0

30

20

30

10

10
60
20
10
60

60
70
31.1
EX
Girls
10
20
20
10
20
10

io

10
14.4

10

3*3

IN

t

0

10
40

80
20
10

30

10
20

10
10
40
20
8.9

60
63*3

20
20

I torn

M

1
8
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals

36
83
30
50
76
76
26
63
30
47*2

EX
Totals
25
30
6
25
20
30
16
10
6
60
35
10
06
6
25*6
11*7

8 »9

8*9

?

0

80
35

20
10
10

10
5
10

5
15

6*1

9.4
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Summary of Data on Moral Judgment. - We will attempt
to classify the results of our Interrogation on moral
Judgment In games Into stages similar to those described
by Piaget(74). Results will be considered both as to the
application of rules and the consciousness of rules. Piaget * s
stages have been discussed on page 89 ff., but for the sake
of clarity we shall briefly review them. The application
of rules reveals four stages in boys* games, and two stages
In the girls* games. In the first stage the boy plays
the games at the dictation of his desires and motor habits)
he has Individual schemaa of play, but no truly collective
rules.
The second stage, in which the child Imitates the ex*
ample of others but does not play to win, Piaget calls ego*
centric.
The third stage, that of "incipient cooperation",
appears between the ages of seven and eight. Now each
player tries to win and consequently concerns himself with
questions of mutual control and the unification of the
rules.
The fourth stage, that of codification of rules,
appeara between the ages of eleven and twelve. In this
stage every detail of procedure is fixed and the code of
rules is known to all the players.
For the girls* game a the two stages are the egocentric,
continuing until the child Is six or seven, and the coop*
ecratlve, beginning at seven and continuing thereafter.
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Three stages appear in regard to the consciousness of
rules. In the first stage rules are accepted because they
are Interesting from a motor standpoint and not because
they are obligatory. In the second stage the rules are
regarded as sacred and untouchable. The rules come from
adults and last forever. In the third stage the rules are
considered to be the product Cf mutual consent* Both boye
and girls show the same stages in regard to the consciousness of rules.
In regard to the application of rules we find that our
ten nursery school boys fall Into the first two stages so
far as the playing of marbles Is concerned. Eight of our
ten boys played the game at the dictates of their motor
habits. Representative bits of behavior were those of
D.R. (,2«*7) who t ook the marbles to the Inclined slide and
allowed them to roll down its surface* while he exclaimed*
"watch it run", and, "I like to roll marbles", and J.H. (,8«*U)
who put all the marbles In a box and shook the box to show
the experimenter how the marbles hit each other.
Two subjects displayed behavior classifiable at the
second stage. These subjects made a circle on the floor
and put marbles In it and then rolled their "shooter" at
them* They paid no attention to the requirements that one
must "shoot", not roll his "shooter", nor did they pay any
attention to the sequence of players in shooting, To them
the object of the game appeared to be to shoot as often as
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possible for the pure motor Joy Involved. They imitated
their elders without any knowledge of why they were doing
so.
in regard to the application of rules for the playing
of Jacks the boys were all at the first stage. Most of
the subjects placed the jacks in a pile and merely rolled
the Jack ball at them. Two of the subjects hid the jacks
and then asked the experimenter to find them, and three
subjects refused to do anything with the jacks.
The ten girls of this group showed behavior which Is
1

unclasslflable according to Piaget a classification of
stages for the application of rules for girls. They did
not imitate their elders as Piaget maintained they should
In the first stage. Instead they showed behavior similar
to that of the boya In the first stage of marble playing.
The larger portion of the girls apparently used the Jacks
at the dictates of their motor desires. A representative
bit of behavior wae that of P.O. (3*7). who placed the
jacks on the floor in the form of a pattern and then rolled
the ball on the floor, meanwhile picking up as many Jacks
as she could, and then grabbing the bail and repeating the
prooess.
In regard to marble playing the girls gave perfor*
manoea of a higher type than they did in Jack playing.
Two subjects appeared to be at the second stage of the
application of rules, since they imitated to some degree
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the marble playing technique of older children. They
were not* however, aware of any reasons for so doing.
In regard to the consciousness of rules all subjects,
both boys and girls, were at the lowest stage In Piaget*s
classification, Hone of them were able to tell what a
rule was) and when asked why they performed a certain operation, they most frequently replied that they did so because they wanted to.
Relation of Our Findings to Piaget's. - We find our
results to be in substantial agreement with those of Piaget
regarding the application of rules on the part of our
nursery school boys, we feel, however, that the girls revealed a type of application of rules below that of the
first stage for girls mentioned by Piaget. we have used
a different game for them, one which we consider more nearly comparable to marbles in the type of activity Involved.
This may account to some extent for the differences between
our findings and thoae of Piaget. We believe that the
stages in the application of rules by girls In the playing
of Jacks are the same as those for the boya In marble playing. At this level the common games have not yet been dis1

1

tinguished as girls or boys games, and the kind of game
appears to make little difference in regard to the atage
reached by the child in the application of the rules. This
we believe is due to the thought of the child of this age
being so undifferentiated that all activities concerned
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with, motor performance have relatively the tame meaningfulness.
In regard to the consciousness of rules we find ourselves In complete agreement with Piaget« This lack of
knowledge of the value and derivation of rules we consider
further evidence of the general undifferentiated pattern
of child thought*
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RESULTS FROM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PUPILS
Kindergarten Results •
Forty pupils enrolled In the kindergarten at MoAllaater School were considered In this Investigation* The
quantitative data secured on these pupils is summarised
in Tahle XII
TABLE XII
SUMMARY OF QUANTITATIVE DATA - KINDERGARTEN
Subjects

No

AOA

AMA

Alft

AMAQP

ASS

ASAff

Boys
Girls
Both

21
19
40

66.9
66*4
66.7

72*7
71.4
72.1

108*8
107.7
108.3

1.11
.96
1.04

5*76
4*10
4*97

3.31
3*33
3*32

This tabulation shows that the mean chronological
age* mean mental age, and average intelligence quotient of
the twenty-one boys is higher than those of the nineteen
girls*

The average mental-age grade placement of the girls

approximates their grade status, while that of the boys la
somewhat above their grade level* The boys come from
better economic levels as indicated by their mean Sims
score, which is 1.66 more than the girls* average socio*
economic rating. Both of these means, however, are somewhat below the average socio-economic status of the population as a whole. The social adjustment ratings of the two
1

sexes are almost equivalent, the girls score Is .02 above
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the boysj these ratings are both slightly above the average.
The results obtained by the Interrogatory method designed to investigate the nature of thinking with respect
to brother-sister relationships* physical causality, and
moral Judgment follow.
Summary of Data on Brother-Sister Relationships. The responses of the twenty-one kindergarten boys may be
divided according to their perception of the existing
relationships into the following groups using the method
described on page 111 ff*
One subject, V.M* (6-3)* gave a correct response*
He stated that he had two sisters, and one brother, and
that each sister had one sister and tw brothers, and
that hie brother had one brother and two sisters* In response to the questions, "What is a brother?" and, "What
la a sister?" he replied that they were children of the
same mother and father.
Seven subjects gave responses showing partial insight
into the brother-sister relationship. These responses
showed the development of either brother-brother relationship, sister-sister relationship, or sister-brother relationship, either between themselves and part of the siblings, or between the other siblings, excepting themselves.
Some typical responses of this group are as follows t
D.S. (5-3)i

"I have a brother, W» W* has a brother, Bo*
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Bo. has a brother, By." B.M. (6-11) I "I have two brothers,
J. and R#, and three sisters, M., J3., and W»* The subject
f

explained that R.(the youngest brother) had no brother,
but j. (the second eldest) had a brother. He also explained
that each sister had two slaters, but had no brothers.
F.J.(5-S) replied that he had a brother and alater, but that
hie brother had no brother, and his alater had a different
brother than he had. J,Mo.(5-3) and others stated that they
had brothers and sisters, and that their brothers had no
brothers although they had sisters, and also that their
sisters had sisters, but no brothers»
Four subjects who had no sisters showed by their responses a lack of insight into the brother-brother relationship by a complete denial of the possibility of any
of their brothers having a brother or brothers, A typical
response of this group is that of O.K. (6-0), who said,
1

"I have two brothers. My brothers have no brothers. They re
too little." •,,
Seven of the subjects showed by their responses a
complete lack of insight into the brother-sister relationship. Several responses in this group were similar.
W.F. (6-0) replied that he had brothers and sisters, but
neither brothers nor sisters had brothers or sisters.
J.O. (6-1) stated th* he had a sister but she had no brothers because, "The house is too small". He also added, "I'm
no one's brother."
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Two subjects having neither brothers or sisters
were unable to give answers to this part of the interrogation. One of them, C»H. (5-7) said that he had a
oousln. and that he was his cousin's cousin.
The responses of the nineteen kindergarten girls
may also be grouped according to their conception of the
existing relationships.
Five subjects gave responses showing partial insight
Into the brother-sister relationship. These responses
showed the development of either brother-brother relationship, sister-sister relationship, or sister-brother
relationship, either betwewn themselves and part of the
siblings, or between the other siblings, excepting themselves*
Some typical responses of this group are those of
N»F* (6-1) and others who stated that their sisters had
no sisters, although they ail had the correct number of
brothers*

B.D. (5-8) and W*I. (8-8) answsred that their

brothers had no sisters, and that their little brothers
had no brothers, although their big brothers did*
Three subjects who had no brothers showed by their
responses a lack of Insight into the sister-sister relationship by a complete denial of the possibility of any of
their sisters having a sister or sisters. A response of
this group is that of V.H* (f*9) who said that her sisters
had no sisters. She also added, "X am nobody's sister."
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Hins subjects showed by their responses * complete
lack of Insight into the brother-sister relationship. A
typical response of this group is that of M.B. (5-8) who
replied that her brothers had neither sisters nor brothers,
and her sisters had neither brothers nor sisters.
Of the two remaining subjects, one had no siblings,
and the other refused to give any response whatsoever.
The responses of the twenty-one kindergarten boys to
questions regarding the definition of the words "brother"
and "sister" appeared to fall into certain rather welldefined divisions*
Two subjects gave correct definitions saying that
"brothers" and "sisters" are "kids who have the same mamma
and papa." On the basis of this definition they immediately
precluded the possibility that either the experimenter or
some male classmate could be their brother* For the same
reason they stated that neither the principal nor a female
classmate oould be their sister.
Sixteen subjects gave primitive definitions similar
to those obtained by Piaget ( 71) from his subjects of
corresponding chronological ages* These pupils' definitions
were of the "brother is a boy" "sister is a girl" type, we
wished, however, to go beyond the definition given by the
child in order to determine whether they would accept every
male as a brother or every female person as a sister. For
this reason the additional questions listed on page 110 were
asked*
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Some of our subjects v;ould aocept the experimenter as
their brother and the principal as a sister, although they
rejected the Idea that a male classmate could be a brother
or a female classmate a sister. Other subject a accepted
their classmates as siblings although denying relationship
to either the principal or the experimenter on the grounds
that both were "too old**
Two subjects, W..F. (g-Q) and F«J» (5-3), accepted the
experimenter, principal, and all classmates, as siblings,
saying, "Everybody Is my brother and sister," The greater
portion of this group defining brother as a boy and sister
as a girl, however, denied relationship to the experimenter,
the principal, and their classmates alike, saying, "We*re
not related," The subjects responded that "brother is a
brother", and "sister Is a sister", and when questioned
further, they responded that they did not know who could
be their brother and slater.
One subject responded that he did not know what a
brother or a sister was.
The responses of the nineteen kindergarten girls to
questions regarding the definitions of the terms "brother"
and "slater" fall into groups similar to those of the boys.
We found no one among the girls in this group who was
able to define oorreotly either of the words. Thirteen of
these subjects gave a primitive definition, saying that
'•brother Is a boy" and "sister is a girl." In response to
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the additional questions, already mentioned, we found the
same types of responses as those given by the boys. a
few subjects would accept the experimenter, the principal,
or her classmates as siblings* Others refused to accept
them either because of excessive age or the fact that they
did not live in the same home* The majority refused to
accept the Investigator?

the principal, or classmates

as siblings because they were not relatives *
Three subjects defined"brother"by saying, "brother is
a brother", and sister by, "sister la a sister"* The response of B»B* (S-G) is interesting* In the first part
of the interrogation she stated, "I'm nobody*a alater", yet
in response to questions concerning a definition of the
term she accepted the examiner, principal, and classmates
as either brothers or sisters, adding that "anybody can be
a slater"*
Three of our subjects having Intelligence quotients
considerably over 100 responded that they did not know what
a brother or a sister was*
Relation of our Findings to Piaget*s« * We found our
results to be In general agreement with those of Piaget (71 ) .
These children with an average chronological age of five
years and six months did not show complete Insight into
brother-sister relationships, although, according to our
interpretation, they showed partial insight* Certain responses showed that the brother-sister relationahips existing
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In the family ware* in the child's thinking, determined
by the age relationships existing among the siblings.
The youngest sibling was a brother or sister of the next
eldest sibling of the same sex and so on up through the
age hierarchy*

Other responses showed that presence in

the family residence determined whether a sibling was con*
sldered aa a brother or a sister*
Of the three types of errors mentioned by Piaget and
disoussed by us on page 111* we found examples of the first
and third types but none of the second. Xn regard to the
concepts, brother and sister, we find our subjects, like
1

Piaget s, unable to give a correct definition, although
the majority of them did show an undifferentiated perception of the relation of parentage to siblingshlp.
We feel that the failures of children of this age.
froK the standpoint of adult logic, are not so much due to

the fact that the ohild is unable to place himself in the
position of one of the siblings as It Is to the fact that
"brotherhood" or "sisterhood" is a problem of membership
character, that is membership In a social group, the family,
vnich involves several field properties in addition to
parentage such as actual physical nearness, chronological
nearness, similarity of activities, and prestige. These
field properties are also important in the adult's perception of the brother-sister relationships, out, due to the
further differentiation of the thought of the adult, they
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have disappeared as factors which determine whether or
not one is a brother, for Instance, although they still
remain as factors which Influence the relations with and
attitudes toward that brother.
Summary of Data on Physical Causality. - Table XIII.
on page 149, presents the percentage of all explanations
of physical causality (see page 80 ff), which were class*
If led within each of the eighteen types of causality
(see page 82 ff).

The arrangement of this tabulation is

like that of Table X, which is explained on page 123 ff.
Like those of the nursery school boys, the percentage
of answers of the kindergarten boys, falling into each
type of causal thinking, varies from question to question*
However, a wider range of types of causal thinking is included in the responses to each item than was noted with
the nursery school boys. Nevertheless, the largest portion
of the kindergarten boys answers, 34*6 per cent, reflects
phenomenlstio causality. Ranking next are explanations In
terms of dynamic causality, which embrace 28*9 per cent of
the boys* replies•
Explanations on the basis of finalism are less frequent
among this group of boys than with the nursery school boysj
more than half the kindergarten boys relied upon moral
oauoallty to explain the buoyancy of the beat*
Although the frequency of responses indicate that
deductive reasoning is greater, the percentage of such

TABLE XIII - PERCENTAGE OP KINDERGARTEN RESPONSES THAT PALL INTO CERTAIN
TYPES OF CAUSAL RELATION (according to sex)
Type of Causal Relation
Item

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals

2

3

6

7

19.0
14.3
14.3
4.8
19.0
19.0
9,5

19.0
33.3
42.9

4.8

4.8
9.5
4.8
f*l
4.8
4,8
4.8
4.8
4.8

42.1

42.9
42.9
33.5
33.3
19.0
34.6

4.8
11.6

4.8
4.8
52.4
7.4

7

Item
1
2
3
4

5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.5
5.5
5,3

5.3
15.8
10.5
5.3

7
8
9
Totals 4.1

5.3
4.7

Item

_2

1
2.5
2.5
2*5
2.5
2*5
2.5
2.5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals 1*9

12.5
15.0
12.5
5.0
10.0
10.0
5.0
5.0
8.3

•

36.8
31.6
42.1
36,8
51.6
26.3
56.8
21.1
21.1
31.6
3
50.0
32*5
42.5
40.0
57.5
55.0
35.0
27*5
20.0
33.1

10

8

4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
8

10.5
10,5
5.3
5,3
42.1
8.2

5.3
5.5
5,3
5.5
5.3
5.3
5.5
15.8
5.5
6.4

6

7

8

5.0
5.0
S.O
5.0
47.5
7.8

5.0
7.5
5.0
5.0
5,0
5.0
2.5
7,5
2.5
5.0

17

13

0

4.8
4.8
9.5

5.3
5.5
5.3
5,5
5.3
5.5
5.3
10.5
5.3

2,5

11

4.8
.5

47,6
5,3

9

10

11

4.8
4.8
4 8
2.6
17

21*1

10.5
10.5
24.6

"37.5
50.0
22.5
52.5
27,5
3C.0
52.5
5,0
10,0
25.3

1.0
18

1.6
O

10

10.5
1.2

1.2

10.5
9.4

11

17

18

0

?

2.5

2.5
2.5
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
S.O
5.0
5.0
4.4

5.0
6.0
2.5

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
.3

io ;s

5.3
5.5

15.8
1.8

' Totals

2.5
5*0
7.5
7.5
5.0
5.0
S.O
7.5
5.0
5.6

4.8

5.5
5.3
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5 10,5

21.1
51.6
51,6
36.8

9

4.8
4.8
4.8

1:1

23.8
42.9
9 5
25.9

8Ko*
26.3

?

52.5
3.6

7.5
2.5
1.9

7.5
1.1

5.3
1.8

2.5
1.7
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explanations la only slightly higher. For the first time
we find children Indicating that trickery must be involved
in the floating of the baseball, since it floated after
they i>redicted that it would sink*
There is little difference between the distribution
of the boys' and girls' responses when classified within
the eighteen types of causality, with the exception that
4.1 per cent of the girls' responses reflect motivational
causality, a type not given by any of the kindergarten boys.
Only small differences between the sexes are found in the
percentages of responses falling within the other classifications.
The distribution of the kindergarten responses,
classified on the basis of causal thinking, differ in two
aspects from the tabulation of nursery school responses.
There is a noticeably higher number of explanations in
terms of physical oauaallty, and the difference a between
the types of responses made by boys and girls is smaller.
With regard to the second point It should be noted that
the quantitative differences, i.e., differences in chronological age, mental age, Intelligence quotient, at al (see
page 140) between the boys and girls in the kindergarten
are only slight) they do not approaoh the differences in
these respects that existed in the nursery school between
the sexes«
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Relation of Our Findings to Piaget*a* * Piaget (71)
i

differentiates a second stage of thinking, which begins at
five years of ag« in which the ohild begins to indioate
#

weight aa an explanation of floating* As a general rule
children in this atage, he feela, hare confused concepts
of weight, explaining that boat a are able to float because
they are heavy* Only one kindergarten pupil, J,3. (6*0)*
who stated that objects floated because they were "heavy
enough to stay on top", gave responses of this type. All
the rest of our subjects at this age level who referred
to weight used "heavy" to explain sinking, and "light" to
explain floating*
Like Piaget, we find a higher frequency of explanations
in terms of dynamic causality, but unlike piaget, our subjects used heavy and light to explain the appropriate phenomena, while Piaget•» subjects used weight in a confused
and often contradictory manner*
we also find that the accuracy of prediction has in*
creased with age, for about 60 per cent of the kindergarten
pupils were able to predict correctly whether the object
would float or sink when placed in the water*
Materialistic end„ ^mS&SSWMmffa W W e a t l o n a . *
The re tabulation of the types of causal relation utilised
by the kindergarten pupils in explaining physical causality
on the basis of Deutsche*a materialistic and nonmateriallstio sequence are given in table XIV on page 18a*

TABLE XIV
PERCENTAGE OP KINDERGARTEN RESPONSES THAT FALL XHTO
CERTAIN MATERIALISTIC AND KOHMATSRZALISTIC
TXPE3 OF CAUSAL RELATION
(according t® tax)
Wi""

item

sx

m

1

23*8

5
4

oo
«o
42*9
47.6
47.6
47.6
38*1
90*6
25*8
43.9

£

6
7
i
9
Totals
Item
1
a.
4
6
6
7
8
9
^3 *s^*fll

Item
1
2
5
4
6
6
7
8
9
Totals

• at

«

M
36*8
31.6
42.1
O O »tJ

31*6
26 *3
4f*4
47.4
21.1
35.7
M
50.0
32.5
42.6
42.5
40*0
57.6
42.6
70.0
22*6
40

soy*
20.6
83*8
19*0
9.6
23*8
25*3 •
14*3
9.6
61*9
30*6

, or,. ..
.
'
42*9
38*1
33*3
42.9
28.6
28*6
47*6

383C
Girls
13.8.
26.3
21*1
15.8
21*1
21*1
15*8
15.8
47*4
22*2
EX
Totals
22.6
26 »0
20.0
12*5
22.3
22.5
16*0
12*5
55.Q
23.1

14*3
23*8

o

t
'''"
4.8
4*8
4.S

1*6
t

5*3
5*3

0

56 *8
51 *6
26*5
36*8
56- *8
42*1
26.3
86*3
15.8
51

6*5
6.3
10*3
10*6
10.5
10*6
10*6
10.5
10*5
9*4

6 »3
1*8

X*

t

0

40.0
55*0
50*0
40*0
52.5
96*0
57.6
12*6
15.0
50*8

6.0
6,0
2.6

2*3
2*3
6*0
5.0

5.0

2*6
1*7

5*0
5*0
6*0
5.0
4*4
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This tabulation shows that the number of materialistic
response.':: given by the kindergarten boys varies from question to question, th© percentage of materialistic responses
varying from 23.8 per cent on items I and 9 to 90*6 per cent
on item 8* The percentage of responses in the subdivisions
of the nonmaterlalistie responses show the same fluctuations.
On the whole, more of the kindergarten boys gave explanations
in materialistic terms than did the nursery school boys. A
larger percentage of Internal nonmaterlalistie responses
was also given, although the per cent of responses postulating an external force decreased slightly*
The percentage of materialistic responses given by
the kindergarten girls is much lower than that given by
the nursery school girls. Thirty-one per cent of the kindergarten girls explained physical causality in internal
nonmaterlalistie terms, while only 35.7 per cent of the
group have materialistic explanations.
Due to the overwhelming predominance of nonmaterlalistie
explanations among the girls, the percentage of materialistic
answers given by the kindergarten group is 7*8 per cent leas
than in the nursery school* Although there is only a small
difference between the percentage of external nonmaterlalistie replies given in either grade, the number of internal nonmaterlalistie replies given by the kindergarten
children is 19*1 per cent more than the number of explanations on the basis of an Internal force offered by the nursery school children,
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Relation of Our gindin^a to peutaehe»a> - Our flndlnga
with reapeot to the percentage of materialistic and nonmaterialistic responses have little agreement with thoae
of Deutsche. In the flrat place she obtained an exceed*
ingly greater percentage of materialistic reaponaea| 81.3
to 87.8 per cent of all the repllea ahe obtained were materialtatic. Secondly, ahe found that the percentage of mater*
lalistio responses increased from year to year* and finally
that there was close agreement between the responses of
both aexea.
Her© we find not only a amaller percentage of materlallatio repllea* 40 per cent, but also a decrease in the
number of materialistic replies offered by older children.
Our findings also show large difference a between the number
of materlallatio and nonmaterialiatie replies made by boys
and girls.
Summary of Data on Moral Judgment. * The results of
our kindergarten subjects may be classified in those stages
described by Piaget ( 74 ), which we have discussed on
page 39 ffaccording to their application and conscious*
nags of the rules of games.
Three of the twenty-one boya in the kindergarten
group give performances which could be classified at stage
four Insofar as their application of the rules for marble
playing la considered* These individuals showed a comprehensive knowledge of the codification of rules. All
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details of procedure were known and were strictly adhered
to by these three boys.
The responses and behavior of B.F. {6*0) are characteristic of this group. Ills activities in the playing
situation give ua the following c onoeptlon of the applies*
tlon of the rules for marble a. One must first construct
a ring and place therein some marbles, the number being
determined by the else of the group playing. A "lag" or
Haw" line is then drawn and each player next throws toward "taw", the one coming neareat Is the first to "shoot",
and the turn of the other players is determined by the
order of their relative proximity to the "taw" line.
Each player shoots with the purpose of knocking a
marble or marbles from the ring with his "shooter". If
a player's "ahooter" la hit by another player'i, that
person la out of the game) if several children are playing, he must "buy In", or he is "dead"»

In case only two

boys are playing, the other boy takes all the rest of the
marbles from the ring plus those already won by hi a opponent . If one's "shooter" remains in the ring, he must
pass his next turn.
Here we find an application of the rules fully as
good as that obtained from sixth graders with a much hi^ner
chronological age. These subjects have intelligence quotients well over a 100. Furthermore, all had better than
average rating on the basis of their teacher's estl ates
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of social adjustment. We did not find any use of ritual
consecration or ritual interdiction by these three subjects .
Two of our subjects may be classified in stage three
of application of the rules for marbles, Since these
children tried to win, they were concerned with questions
of mutual control. They did not, however, reveal much
knowledge of the codification of rules nor was a definite
procedure established for all the players or all the
situations. The behavior of J.P* (5-11) is characteristic
of children at this stags. He gave the general rules concerning the construction of the ring, placing the "eights",
and determining the order of shooting. In this partiou*
lar case, however, J»P. thought that he should go first,
because, as he said, "I know how, and you don*t»" Additional rules were mentioned, however, only when he was in
a position to profit by their use. The experimenter had
been in similar situations a number of times but J.P.
made no mention of such rules on these occasions. Among
boys at this stage the application of rules and their
codification are not definite things but are determined
by the contingencies of the moment. The most advantageous
order of procedure la determined by the individual at the
time he la playing. This group of boys, like those In the
fourth stage, showed no signs of ritual consecration and
ritual interdiction*

IS 7,

EIglit subjects fall In the second stage Insofar as
the application of rules Is concerned. These subjects
imitate the play of their elders but do not play to win*
T M s stage of application, according to Piaget, reflects
egocentrism*

A representative type of this sort of be-

havior is that of M»V. (5-3). who explained that marbles
must be put in a ring and that the players must "lag"
for "taw" although he said that whoever wished went
first. He also repeated "shots" when he had missed, although lie did not permit the escperimenter to do likewise*
Six subjects may be classified under stage one in
the application of rules. These subjects demonstrated
the same type of performance as did the nursery school
children. They merely rolled the marbles around, getting
as much enjoyment as possible from the physical activity
per se*
Four subjeots in the kindergarten stated that they
could not play marbles and refused to try*
In regard to jack playing six boys were at stage two
In the application of rules. They were able to point out
certain rules and Imitate to some extent the playing of
older girls, but they did not play to win nor was their
application of the rules constant throughout the entire
game. A representative type of activity was that of W*F.
(6-0) who was at stage four In the application of the
rules for marble playing although he was only at the second
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stage in jachs. lie explained the rules regarding the
choice of the person to go first and the nature of "misses" •
His explanations, though somewhat vague, were sufficiently
clear for the examiner to understand the nature of hia
thinking with respect to the purpose and application of
rules.

One of the outstanding characteristics of boys

at this level of the application of rules was the discrepancy between their "honesty" In following the rules
and their verbalisations of them. Prom the standpoint of
the adult, they cheated all the time.
Thirteen subjects, Including some who were at stage
four In marble playing, gave performances which achieved
no higher classification than stage one. A oharacterlatlc
type of activity waa that displayed by aUY» (5-5). who
tried to play the game of jacks aa he played marbles* The
queation of sequence of turns, misses, and phases of the
game to be followed, i.e.. "babies", "pigs", and "ups",
were matters of little or no Importance*
There were two boys in the kindergarten group who refused to play with the jacks at all or to answer questions
concerning their evaluation or definitions of rules.
In order to obtain some comparable means for estimating the performance of girls as compared with boys with
respect to the application of rules to games, we decided
to rate the performance of the girls on the basis of the
same stages pointed out by Piaget in connection with boys'
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applications of the pules of marble playing. Our decision
to make this comparison is based on the assumption that
jacks is a game with a system of rules as codified as that
for marbles. We furthermore believe that Piaget*s classification of girls* application of rules on the basis of
two stages does not include those who have not yet reached
a stage corresponding to the egocentric stage in the application of rules to marble playing•
In regard to Jack playing, the responses and performance of our subjects make It possible to divide them into
certain groups on the basis of the stage of application
of rules displayed*
One girl, H*P* (6-1), on the basis of our classification, was at stage three, This subject played to win and
showed considerable concern for questions of mutual control, in spite of her lack of knowledge concerning the
codification of rules. Those rules were chosen which would
work to her advantage. The same rules, however, would not
hold for the examiner in situations where he would benefit from their application.
Thirteen subjects gave performances characteristic
of stage two* These Individuals verbalised certain rules,
but In actual playing they failed to ea.*ry them out. They
attempted to Imitate the playing of older girls, but showed
little or no knowledge regarding the reasons for such activity* H*M* tp-C) gave a performance characteristic of
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this group. She stated the rules regarding the determination o f sequence o f playing order j ahe enumerated the
various miasosj but in the actual playing situation she
merely scooped the Jacks up in her hand without any apparent concern for the number of times the ball had
bounced. When she dropped a jack* ahe merely smiled and
continued her playing* None of these subjects showed any
use of ritual conaeoratlon or ritual Interdiction.
The romalnlng five subjects stated that they could
not play jacks and made no effort to comply with the experimenter's request that they play any game they desired
just ao long as they used the jacka.
In regard to marble playing, one of the girls, 3.B*
(5-0) » was at stage three. She gave a fairly detailed account of the rules, but the procedure she followed in
playing did not always coincide with the nature of these
rule3*

She was, however, concerned with questions of

mutual control in the playing situation.
Four glrla may be classified in group two as far aa
marble playing is concerned* These glrla imitated the
playing of older girls but had little reason for or knowledge of what they were doing*
Seven subjects may be classed in s /age one* These
glrla merely Indulged in various types of motor activity
involving the uae of the marbles, although their activity
bore no resemblance to the actual game of marbles * The
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responses of this grotip of girls wero quits similar to
those obtained from our nursery school girls.
Seven of the girls refused to attempt any type of
activity Involving the use of the marbles.
In ro.jard to the c^onsol.jusnesa of rules, the responses of our kindergarten boya may be grouped in the
following manner.
Three subjects fall in stage threei they show by
their responses a recognition of the fact that rules are
the product of mutual consent. These three boya believe
that rules for both marbles and Jacks are made by the
children who play the games, The rules used by their
father and mother when they were children were made by
the children who played with them. It Is interesting to
note that the three hoys in this group were all at stage
four with respect to the application of rules for marble
playing, and at least stage two in the application of
rules for Jack playing.
Thirteen siibjeets may be classified under stage two
in regard to consciousness of rules. These individuals
all maintained that rules last forever and should not be
changed. Responses typical of this group are those of
C.J. (6-1) and 3.5. (5-5). who both replied that rules
were something that had to be done and that they were
made by father and mother. Other responses of this group
referred the origin of rules to Jesus, big brother, the
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big bo/s, and teachers.
Five subjects did not know what rules were, nor from

where they came, so they ».ave no responses to this section of the interrogation*
The reap crises of the nineteen kindergarten girls
fall into the following groups, ii*g» (6-1) was the only
girl whose consciousness of rules was characteristic of
stage three. Her responses indicated clearly that she
understood that rules were the result of mutual cooperation, She was also at level three in the application of
rules to jack playing and stage two for marble playing,
3oven girls may be classed under stage two. These
subjects demonstrated through their responses the sacred*
ness and stability of rules, A typical response was offered by ;.I,F. (u-5), who stated that rules are things
which must bo done and wore made by parents. The responses
of the other girls in this group concerning the originators of rules include the same sources mentioned by the
boys*
Four subjects fall in group one • They consider rules
as Interesting from a motor standpoint but not necessarily
obligatory*
Seven subjects were unable to give even the vaguest
definition of the word "rule", nor was it possible to
elicit from thorn any responses concerning the origin of
the "right way" to play marbles or Jacks* The girls in
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this group were virtual!;; the same ones who were at the
lowest stage with respect to the application of the
rules.
We find a decided superiority of the boys over the
girls In the application of rules. Since our table of
quantitative data shows little differences between these
boys and girls we believe that the explanation of these
differences must lie In factors not sampled by this investigation, one of which might be advanced motor coordination of the boys, if such a factor exists. This may lead
to greater skill and a correspondingly more rapid maturation in regard to the application of rules*
We also find that girls are better in the applica1

tion of rules for marbles (predominantly a boys game)
than boys are in the application of the rules for Jack
playing (predominantly a girls* game), This situation,
we believe, is attributable to the greater social significance attached to the game of marbles than to the game
of Jacks, Observation of our subjects offers some support
for such an assumption, for the boys were somewhat reluctant about playing jacks which they considered a "sissy's"
game, although most of the girls welcomed the opportunity
to engage in a marble game.
Our results show a great difference from those obtained from the nursery school group. The kindergarten
subjects are at much higher levels in both application and
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consciousness of rules. This difference may possibly reflect the different types of social opportunities offered
In the kindergarten and in the nursery school. In the
nursery s chool such activity as la engaged in Is generally
of a social type involving the entire group* There Is
little opportunity for the child to engage in games having a system of codified rules for which he must accept
the responsibility for carrying them out. In the kindergarten, however, the child in his recess periods finds
many opportunities either to observe or to engage In such
social games as marbles and Jacks. We believe that it is
In the kindergarten that the child has his first adequate
opportunity to engage in social games such as marbles as
a member of an organised social group.
Relation of Our Findings to Piaget*s* - We find that
our results are somewhat different from those obtained by
Piaget (74) * Pour of our kindergarten boys are at stage
one in application of rules to the game played predominant^
by their sex; though, according to Piaget*a findings, this
stage should have disappeared by the time that the child
was three, most certainly by the age of five, which marks
the upper limit of stage two in the application of rules*
Hone of the girls was classed in this stage In application
of the rules of Jacks, the game which is predominantly the
game of their own sex*
When we consider the activity of the boys in playing
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Jacks and those of the girls

i

n

Playing marbles, we find

a large3? number at s1;age one. In playing jacks thirteen
boys fall in stage one, and in playing marbles seven
girls* behavior could be classed In stage one. Apparently
at this age level, common games have "begun to be distinguished as girls

1

or boys* games and In the acquisition

of skill the efforts of the child have been directed primarily toward the game of his sex. We believe that Piaget
has placed his first and second stages too low. Classifi-

cation of children's stages of thinking purely on the baals
of chronological ag_e neglects several factors, which in
addition to chronological age are operative in the psycho-

logical field of that c M l d .

One of these factors is the

meanlngfulness of the activity to the particular group to
which the child belongs. Evidence for this belief is found
in the different levels reached by the child In the gams
of his own sex as opposed to that of the opposite sex.
Our results also show a larger percentage of the
kindergsrten boys at stages three and four than we would
expect to find on the age bases advanced by Piaget, Here
again we contend that the stage at which the individual
falls is the result of the interaction of several factors
including among others intelligence anc high social adjust*
ment, for our subjects who reach stages three and four,
although of low chronological age, had high intelligence
quotients and social ratings above average.
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In regard to trio consciousness of rules we find that
our results are la substantial agreement with those of
Piaget* We find but a slightly higher number in the upper
stages than we would expect on the basis of the ages whieh
he has set up as limits for each stage*
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First grade Results
Data were secured from a total of thirty-four pupils,
fourteen girls and twenty boys, enrolled in the first
grade at MeAllaster school. The quantitative information on these pupils is summarised in Table XV,
TABLE XV
SUMMARY OF QUANTITATIVE DATA — FIRST GRADE
Subjects

No

ACA

AMA

AIQ,

AMAGP

ASS ASAR

Boys
Girls
Both

14
20
64

80.1
83.2
81.9

82.9
88.3
86.4

104.6
106*2
105*6

1*83
2*33
2.14

4*08 3*17
6*05 3,80
4*66 3*66

According to this tabulation all the mean scores of
the girls surpass those of the boys. Although some of
these differences between the boys and girls are small,
as In the case of intelligence quotients, other; arc sc
large that in view of this superiority of the girls in
chronological age, mental age, intelligence quotient*
et al., we expect to find a noticeable difference in their
causal thinking and that of the boys in their grade*
It should be pointed out here that the average mental
age grade placement of the group, due to the high rating
achieved by the girls, is somewhat above their present
grade status, although the average socio-economic environment of this group is not quite as high as that of
the kindergarten group just considered.
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Summary of Brother-Slater Relationahlpa. • Tho responses of our fourteen flrat grade boya to the Inter*
rogation on brother-alster relationships may be divided
Into the following groups acoording to the boy*a perception of the existing relationships.
Two subjects gave entirely oorreot responses * These
children gave the correct number of siblings fcr every
child in the family. A response illustrative of this
type Is that of R.W. (7-7), who said that he had two
slaters and two brothers, and that each sister had three
brothers and each brother two sisters*
Partial insight waa displayed by four aubjecta*
Their reaponaea appeared to be Influenced greatly by the
age relations between the siblings. For example, J.R.
(6*8) replied that he had a brother and two sisters,
When questioned about the relationships existing between
the remaining siblings he replied that his brother had
two sisters but no brothers, and that his sis tors had
two brothers and one sister* The responses of «T*H« (6-4)
showed insight into the relationships among all the siblings except with reference to himself* He replied that
he had two brothers and two sisters} his sisters each had
two brothers and one sister j and his brothers each had
one brother and two sisters*
The remaining eight subjects failed to show any
grasp of brother-sister relationships* Their responses
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were similar j they stated that they had brothers and
sisters, but denied that any of the rest of the siblings
had either brothers or sisters.
The responses of the twenty first grade girls showed
better insight into brother-sister relationships. The
glrla have higher chronological ages and higher Intel*
ligenoe quotients than the boys, which partially accounts
for their superiority.
Three subjects gave responses which showed complete
insight into brother*slster relationships. These subjects
all had mental ages over eight years and intelligence
quotients above one hundred fifteen. An answer illustrative of their replies is that of W.V. (6*9) who stated
that she had a brother and a sister I her sister had a
slater and a brother, but her brother had no brother*
only two sisters.
Three subjects who had only sisters gave responses
which were entirely correct, although limited to the degree of relationship possible in the existing situation*
namely, the sister-sister relationship* A response typical
of this group is that of P.L. (6*6). who said, "I have a
sister, and she has a slater, mef we're sisters, me and
her*"
The replies of four subjects showed a partial insight into brother-sister relationships* These responses
showed a comprehension of either brother-brother or
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sister-slater relationships, or sisfcer-br other relationships* between themselves and part of the siblings, or
among the other siblings excepting themselves* An example
of this type of answer is that of 0»P« (3*6). who said
that ahe had brothers and sisters,, but in dlseuaaing the
relations of the other siblings, she correctly explained
all their relatione except in connection with herself.
The reaponaea of eight aubjecta indicated a complete
failure to grasp brother-slater relationships. The answers of this group showed that while the subjects
claimed to have brothers and sisters, they denied sibling
relationships to any of the remaining siblings*
In regard to defining the terms "brother" and "sister" the first grade boys showed little superiority over
the nuraery aohool boya* One aubjeet, Q*T* (6*8), said
that brothers and alatera were boys and girls with the
same mama. The remaining thirteen subjects either gave
a very primitive definition or replied that they did not
know. Typical definitions were those which defined
w

brother as "a boy," and sister as a gir3#" and brother
as "a brother," and sister as "a sister,"
These thirteen individuals differed considerably in
response to persons they would admit to membership as
siblings* Five denied the experimenter and the principal
as siblings because they were "too old* to be a brother
or a slater. Three accepted the principal as a sister,
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but denied the experimenter' a a a brother. Two accepted
the experimenter as a brother, but not the principal as
a slater. Three responded that they did not know whether
the principal and the experimenter were their siblings.
All aubjecta except one denied aiblingahlp to all clase*
mates.
The queationa concerning the definltlona of the
1

terms "brother * and aiater" elicited a correct reaponse
from one of the firat grade glrla, V*W* (6-9). who re*
plied that brothers and alaters were boys and glrla who
had the aame mama. Another aubjeet, M»L* (6*7). who had
failed completely on distinguishing brother-sister re*
latlonahipa, gave a correct response, stating that
brothers and alaters were children who had the "same
folks."

Both of these aubjecta denied the possibility

of sibling relationship with either the experimenter or
principal.or to any claasmate on the grounds that they
did not have the same parents*
Two of our subjects showed the beginning of a realisation of certain factors involved in slbllngship. They
said that brothers and slaters were children who lived in
"the same rooms you live in"* They denied slbllngship to
either the experimenter or the principal since neither
satisfied this requirement*
Twelve of our subjects defined brother as "a boy"
and sister as "a girl". These subjects, while in
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agreement on their definitions, differed somewhat in regard to those whom they would admit Into the sibling
group*. Two denied the experimenter and principal as
their brother or sister on the grounds that both were
"too old to be anybody*s brother or sister"* Two accepted the principal because, as they stated It, "she
knew everything"* The experimenter, however, did not have
sufficient mental prestige to qualify as a brother. Pour
denied sibling relationship with either principal or experimenter, but when pressed for reasons were unable to
give any, All *ight of these subjects disclaimed brotherhood or sisterhood with any classmates of either sex*
Three of them said they could not be a brother or a
sister to any classmate because they were not related*
One pupil aocepted classmates as brothers and sisters,
although he denied any relation to either the experimente.
or the principal*
Pour subjects responded that they did not know what
a brother or sister was, and did not know whether either
the principal or the experimenter was their sister or
brother,
Kelatjon of Our Findings to Piaget*s« - We found
our results to be in general agreement with those of
Piaget* These children, with an average chronological
age of seven years and two months, did not show complete
insight into th© brother-sister relationship, though they
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did show partial Insight* The, re suits from this group
are quite similar to those from the kindergarten group*
Here again we believe that failure to comprehend the
Intricacies of the brother-sister relationship is due
to the inability of the child to place the proper emphasis upon the various factors involved in connection with
membership charaoter in the family.
Summary of Pata on Physical Causality. - in Table
XVI, page 174. which gives the percentage of first grade
responses falling into each type of causal relation, the
same variation from question to question noted in the pre*
ceding groups is evident.
Among the boys, however, the range of responses to
items 1 to 6, inclusive, and item 8 are confined to four
types of explanations^ vie., finallam, phenomenistlc
causality, animistic causality, and dynamic causality.
Explanations of the floating of the baseball and the boat
cover a wider range of types of causal relation. Phenomenistlc causality is still the most frequent type of ex*
planatlon given for the buoyanoe of objects, and 36.5 per
cent of the first grade boys' responses are of this type.
Although the first grade boys* explanations of buoyanoe
differ little from those given by the kindergarten boys,
more boya in the first grade explain the movement of the
boat in terms of deductive reasoning, i.e.* by stating
that the wind pushing against the sails makes the boat

TABLE

XVI - PERCENTAGE OF FIRST GRAD

'
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1

Totalsi 3*2
Item

1
2
5
4
5
6
7
8
9

2
10
10
5
5
15
5
5.

Totals 5.6
Item

2

5.9
1
2*9
2
5.9
3
2.9
4
5.9
5 11.8
6
2.9
7
2,9
8
9
Totals 4.6

3
57,1
35.7
28.6
42.9
57.1
42.9
28.6
7.1
28,6
56.5
3
45
40
50
25
45
30
30
15
25
33.9

RESPONSES

THAT

FAIL INTO CERTAIN

TYPES OF CAUSAL RELATION (according to sax)
Type of Causal Halation
6

7

8
14.3
7.1
21.4

7.1
64.5
7.9
6
5
5
IP

7

5
15
55
10

3

6

50.0
38.2
41.2
32.4
50.0
35.3
29.4
11.8
26.5
35.0

2*9
5,9
2.9
11.8
58.8
9,2

.6
7

2.9

.3

11

16

17

18

28.6
50.0
21.4
50.0
7.1
21,4
42.9
7.1
25.4

8

9

S
5

10

0

?

Boys

14.3
7,1
7.1
7.1
8.7

5
40
10

5

9

30
20
60
45
45
50

3.3

20
34.4

3

9

8.8
5.9
14.7
5.9
2,9
5.9
5.9
5.6

29.4
44.1
20 ,6
55.9
29.4
55,3
47.1
14.7
30.7

7.1
7.1 14.3

14.3
1.6

28,6
3.2

7.1
.8

28.6
5.2

10
Girls

11

16

17

5
55

20

5.9
10

11

IS

32.4
3.6

2.9
.3

5

14.3
14.3
21.4

2.4

7.1

0

2

5
5

5

2.8

1.1

1.1

17

IS

0

2.9
5,9
.7

18

7.1

23.5
2.9

2.9
2.9
.7

5
5
5
5
5
5
3.3

2.9
5.9
2.9

2.9
5.9
2.9
8.8
8.8
2.9
11.8
2.9
1.3

4.9
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move, than at the preceding age levels. At the first
grade level we find more boys turning to moral causality
to explain the buoyance of the boat j for them the explanation "'cause they*re supposed to" offers an adequate
explanation of tho floating of boats.
The responses of the girls of the first grade are
quite similar to those of the boya* The girls, however*
offer a greater number of explanations In terms of dynamic
causality than phenomenlatlo causality* The percentages
of these types are 34*4 and 35*9* respectively* The girls,
on the other hand, gave fewer responses which could be
classified as Illustrative of logical deduction than did
th© boys*
As a group the first grade exceeds the percentage
of kindergarten responses in the following typest phene*
menlatic causality, moral causality, dynamic causality,
and logical deduction, The percentage of explanations
embracing mechanical causality in both groups is equal*
Relation of Our Results to Placet's* - Piaget (71)
contends that causal reasoning In the child develops by
stages. He postulates a first stage which ends at about
five years of age, in which floating is explained by
anl.nl a tic and moral reasons, His second stage extends,
on the average, from five to six years { in this stage, as
mentioned above, the child thinks that objects float because they are heavy* However, we found only a very few
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pupils In the kindergarten who gave this explanation.
Most of the children Investigated seemed to have a
pretty thorough understanding of the meaning of the
terms "heavy" and light". Many of the children in the
kindergarten and first grade groups, whose average
chronological ages are five years and seven months and
six years and ten months, respectively, have reached
what Piaget refers to as the third stage, average age
6 to 8, for although they fall to explain the true re la*
tion between the weight of the object and the liquid
element, they state that objects float because they are
light and sink because they are heavy.
We find that development of thought In these children is gradual rather than by stages, for there is con*
slderably less difference between the responses of the
kindergarten and first grade children than there was be*
tween the replies of the kindergarten and nursery-school
children*

Dynamic and animistic explanations still pre-

dominate*
The ability of first-grade pupils to predict what
the object will do when placed in the water is little
better than the predictive ability of kindergarten children* About the same per cent of either group could accurately foretell whether the objects would stay on top
or go to the bottom*
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Materialistic and Konma.terlaliatlo Classification* «
Table XVII, page 178, presents the percentages of answers
to each question which are classified in each sequence
1

category of Deutsche s materialist!© and nomaaterlallstic
classifications•
The percentages vary from question to question, but
the percentage in the materialistic sequence for the boys
is 45.2 per cent* which is larger than the portion of
materialistic responses elicited from the boys at either
of the preceding levels. The percentage of explanations
In terms of an external force is much smaller than the
per oent of such responses by the boys in the preceding
groups • The first grade boys have a much larger percentage
of answers that explain materialistic change by means of
a force within the material substance itself.
It Is interesting to note that those postulating
materlallatio explanations for the changes observed during the Investigation were not neoeaaarily those of the
higher intellectual levels as indicated by their intolli*
genoe quotients. On the other hand, ifl.W* „«He), with an
intelligence quotient of 109, offered predominately
materialistic responsea, while R,W» (7*7), whose intelligence quotient la 107, gave responses that belong in the
internal nonmaterialiatic classification. Only three of
the responses of J.K. (8*6). who has the highest intelligence quotient of the group, fell into the materialistic
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TABLE XVII
PERCENTAGE OF FIRST GEkm RESPONSES TELiT FALL INTO
CERTAIN MATERIALISTIC AND NONMATKRIALI3TI0
TYPHIS OF CiiUSAL RELATION
(according to sex)

Item
I

M

4
6
6
7
8
9
Totals

©7.1
35.7
20.6
42.9
57.1
42.9
88.6
85.7
21.4
45.2

Item

M

a3

EX
Boys'
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1

IN

?

0

42.9
57.1
42,9
60

14.3

7.1
7.1

14.9
14.3
21.4

7.1

7.1

£.4

81.4
28.6
80
7.1
7,1
34.1

7.1
64.3
11.1
EX

IH

f

. .9

6

6
5

1

"Girls""
1
2

3
4

56

7
8

9
Totals
Item
1
2
3
4
3
6
7
8
9
Totals

45
40
56
30
45
30
35
70
26
41.7
M
60
38.2
44*1
35.3
60
35*3
32.4
76.5
26.5
45.1

16
5
16
5
6
20
5
20
65
16.1
EX
Totals
8.8
2.9
11.8
5.9
5.9
14.7
2.9
14.7
58.8
14.1

36
45
30
60
45
46
66
6
80
37.6

6
6
6
5
6
3.3

1*1

8.9
5.9
2.9

5.9

III
38.2

50
36.3
65*9
35*3
36.2

52*9
6.9
14.7
36*3

2*9

8*9

8.8
8»8
11 «8
8.9

2.9

4.9

1*6
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sequence*

His preponderance of dynamic causality explana-

tions throws the majority of his responses in the Internal
nonmaterlalistie classification.
The types of responses offered by the first grade
girls are quite similar to those given by the boysj they
are also distributed similar!ly throughout the materialistic and nonmaterlalistie sequences. As in the ease of
the boys- the number of materialistic responses does not
Increase in proportion to the ratio between chronological
age and mental age. V.W. (6-9), with an intelligence
quotient of 125* gave only three materialistic responses,
while Jr.fu (7-7). with the same intelligence quotient,
gave materialistic explanations in all cases excepting
two.

I.W. (8-9). whose Intelligence quotient is only

three points less than that of the two girls cited,
achieved only three materialistic explanations*
Although, the total percentage of materialistic responses given in the first grade is greater than the per
cent found in the kindergarten, the highest percentage of
explanations In materialistic terms were given by the
nursery school group. The distribution of the responses
of the first grade differs little from that of the kindergarten with the exception of a decrease in the number of
external nonmaterlalistie responses which is balanced by
an increased number of internal nonmaterlalistie responses*
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Relation of Our Findings, to Deutsche I g. - Although
Deutsche (16) finds that there la no classification into
stages of development on the basis of materialistic responses, she notes a definite improvement with age in the
materialistic explanations given* However, we find little
difference in the percentage of materialistic responses
given by groups of pupils ranging in age from two years
six months to eight years six months* A range of six
years yields no increment in the frequency of materialistic
responses*
It should be noted here that Deutsche's materialistic
and nonmaterlalistie sequence, so far as the findings of
this investigations are concerned, works at cross purposes with Piaget*s classification into types of causal
relation*

Piaget ( 7 3 ) places explanation in terms of

dynamic causality above mere phenomenlstio causality, but
according to the materialistic and nonmaterlalistie
classification, dynamic causality explanations fall into
the nonmaterlalistio classification, a lower type. Unless
the child arrives at an explanation in terms of logloal
deduction, his response will be most frequently classified
as nonmaterlalistie* Many of the types of causal relation
which fall between nine and seventeen in Piaget * s classification, and for him represent higher levels of thought,
have been placed by Deutsche in her nonmaterlalistie sequences, representative of a lower type of thinking*
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Summary of Data on Moral Judgment. - The results of
our first grade subjects may be classified into the
various atagos given by Piaget.
Three of the fourteen boys in the first grade gave
performances which could be classified at stage four in*
sofar as tholr application of rules was concerned. All
details of procedure were known to these boys and were
strictly adhered to. They also showed a comprehensive
knowledge of the codlfloation of rules. The reaponaea
and performances of these three individuals were similar
to those of B.P. (6*0). already dlacuaaed In the kinder*
garton results, page 15§
Five subjects gave responses and performanoea char*
aeteristio of the third stage. These individuals all
tried to win, and all had some idaa of the prooedure to
be followed. This procedure, however, waa not a table,
but varied with the existing contingencies of the game.
The performance of Individuals In this group is so simi*
lar to that previously discussed In the kindergarten re*
suits as to need no further elaboration.
Six aubjecta fell into stage two. These children
had some knowledge of the rules and attempted to copy
the performances of their elders with regard to marble
playing. Their performances were at a level higher than
those of individuals at the same stage in the kinder*
garten group, due to the fact that Increased chronological
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Age had given them greater opportunity for observation*
They were not, however, sufficiently advanced to fall
into the third stage, Hone of the boys In this group
made use of either ritual consecration or ritual, interdiction.
In regard to jack playing, nine boys were classified
as being at stage two in the application of rules, These
boys were able to point out and to a certain extent explain a few rules for jacks • These individuals did not
play to win, however, nor was their appllcatlpn of the
rules consistent throughout the course of the game.
Several members of this group were individuals who were
classified under stages four and three in regard to the
application of rules in marbles.
Five subjects said they were unable to play jacks
and refused to attempt any sort of performance with them.
Following the method of rating used by Piaget (74)
in rating boys as to application of rules In playing
marbles we classified the performances of our twenty
first grade girls In playing jacks. Two subjects,
B.W* (6-9) and B.L, (6-6). fell at stage four in their
application of rules to jack playing* The former explained the manner of determining the sequence of turns
of the players, enumerated the various types of misses,
and informed the examiner of the numerous phases of the
w

game, such as "babies," "pigs," *ups, "downs," etc*
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She also applied these pules in her jack playing and Insisted on a rigorous observance of them on the part of
the experimenter.
Fotir subjects were at level three in Jack playing.
They were able to verballae the rulea, although their
actual playing did not always demonstrate a strict adherence to them. In a manner similar to that of the boys
they adapted the rules to their own specif Ic, need for
them.
Eleven girls gave performances characteristic of
stage two. They played in Imitation of their elders but
showed little or no insight into the application of rules.
Three subjects were classified under group one in
view of their responses and behavior. These subjects
were not aware of any rules , and played games whloh bore
little resemblance to the ordinary game of Jacks* R.R*
(6-3) explained that jacks were played like "ten plns%
She then proceeded to line up the jacks in a row and roll
the jack hall at them. The winner of the game was the
one who hit the moat jacks*
In regard to marble playing, two subjects were at
stage four, seven subjects were at stage three, eight
were at stag© two, and one was at stage one. Since the
degree of performance of these individuals in regard to
the application of rules Is similar to that displayed In
the jack situation, we will make no further interpretation*
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Considering the consciousness o.f rulee, eight boys
fell at stage two« They defined rules as either something which had to he done or something which could not
be done, or a combination of both* The rules for both
marbles and jacks were sacred and unchangeable* They
were originated by persons In authority, such as mother,
father, teacher, etc.
Two boys were at stage one, being unable to define
rules and observing them In their game activity only be*
oause they were Interesting from a motor standpoint*
Three girls may be classified under stage three.
All these girls pointed out that the rules for both
marbles and jacks were made up by th© children who
played the game, and could be changed whenever enough of
them wished to do ao»
Thirteen subjects were classified under stage two*
They showed the same regard for the sanctity of rules as
did the boys in this stage*
Pour girls were at stage one in regard to conscious*'
ness of rules. To them rules were merely Interesting
types of motor activity*
The first grade boya show little advance over the
kindergarten boys so far as the application of rules Ic
concerned, nor does their consciousness of rules differ
to any great extent.
An interesting fact about the girls of this group is
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that compared to the kindergarten girl©, their stage in
regard to the application of rules to jack playing has
remained relatively the semes, hut in marbles they show a
noticeable increase in the average level of the group in
this regard*

This offers some further support, for the

hypothesis already advanced concerning the social value
of the game of marbles as opposed to the game of Jacks,
Relation of Our Findings to Placet*a. * We find that
our subjects here approximate more closely the age stages
of Piaget than did our kindergarten subjects. A partial
explanation may be that sine© the level of application
of rules la relatively the same as that found in our
kindergarten subjects and since the chronological age is
greater, v;e will therefor© more closely approximate
1

Piaget a stage for this age than w© did with our younger
subjects.
In regard to tho consciousness of rules Piaget has
neglected to make very clear the relation between the
stage of consciousness of rules attained by the child and
the honesty of the child as revealed by the use of the
rule a in actual practice. It Is Interesting to note
that In this group we found in approximately eighty per
cent of all our subjects what, frwi the adult point of
view, would be considered cheating in the light of the
rules laid down by the aubjecta in answer to the Interrogation. This cheating was not, we believe, considered

18.6*

eheatlng by the child. Cheating was moot common when
playing a gone which was predominately that of the

opposite sex. This bit of experimental evidence seems
to lead to the view that In addition to the moral realism
mentioned by Piaget, there exists also a sort of moral
relativity which 13 dependent, at least to some degree,
on the social significance of the aativlty in which the
child is engaged; that is to say, a violation of some
rale is considered as cheating only In those activities
which have definite social significance for the child at
that time*
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Second Grade Reunite
Twenty-two boys and nineteen girls comprise the second
grade group of children considered in this Investigation,
Their mean chronological ages, mental ages. Intelligence
quotient©, mental age grade placement, socio-economic status,
and social adjustment ratings are summarized In Table XVIII.
TABLE XVIII
SUMMARY OF QUANTITATIVE DATA ~- SECOND GRADE
Subjects

m

ACA

AHA

Boys
Girls
Both

22
19
41

96.3
89.3
93,1

98.2
96.1
96.8

AIQ

AKAGF

103.2 3.21
105.9 2.98
104.5 3.08

ASS
4.68
5,68
5,10

ASAR
2.85
3.68
3.29

This tabulation shows that the average chronological and
mental ages of the boys are higher than those of the girls,
although the girls have larger intelligence quotients. The
average mental-age grade placement of th® boys la somewhat
above their grade status, but the socio-economic background
of the girls Is approximately one point above that of the
boys.

The girls also exoell in aoolal adjustment, aa es-

timated by their teacher.
However, with the exception of the difference between
the average chronological ages of the sexes, these differences
are so small that they will not be reflected In the Investigational results of this group.
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Summary of Brother-Sister Relationships.—The responses of the twenty-two second grade boys to the inter*
rogation on brother-slater relationships may be classified
in the following groups according to the boys' grasp of the
existing relationships.
Four subjects gave entirely correct responses, eight
subjects gave responses showing partial insight, three subject© gave responses which were lnoorreot, but since they
had no sisters, it was only possible to consider their
answers with respect to the brother-brother relationship,
and we do not know that their failure would have extended
to the perception of the brother-sister, sister-brother,
or sister-sister relationships. Six subjects gave responses
that were completely Incorrect, while one subject had no
brothers nor sisters; therefore he could give no response
for consideration In this investigation.
The distribution of the responses of the nineteen
second grade girls was relatively the same as that of the
boys.

Three girls gave responses which showed complete

insight into the brother-sister relationship. Two subjects,
who had only sisters, gave responses which were correct
so far as sifter-sister relationship was concerned, but we
do not know whether this Insight would have extended to
brother-*sister relationships. Six subjects gave responses
which showed partial insight Into brother-sister relationships, while five subjects gave responses Indicating
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a complete lack of Insight Into brother-sistar relation'
ships.

Three girls had no siblings, and were, therefore,

unable to participate In this part of the Interrogation.
in response to questions oonoernlng the definition
of the words "brother" and "sister," we find that three
of our second grade boys defined both terras correctly by
pointing out that brothers and sisters were children who
had the same mother and father. The remainder of the
group either defined mother ae "a boy," and sister aa
H

"a girl," or brother as "a brother, and alater as "a
elster."

These subjects were, however, almost unanimous

in denying both the principal and the experimenter as
their siblings. This refusal to admit either the principal or the experimenter to alblingehlp was offered more
frequently on the ba^ls that no relation existed rather
than because the child felt that the experimenter or
principal was too old to be a brother or a sister. The
kindergarten and first grade children had more often denied
the relationship on the latter ground.
In defining the same terms, J,, je., brother and slater,
three girls gave responses which were entirely correct.
The remainder of the group, with the exception of two Individuals who did not have either a brother or a slater,
and therefore could not respond, defined the terms in a
fashion similar to that illustrated above when describing
the boys' responses. Three members of this group were,
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however, willing to admit the principal and the examiner
as siblings, while the rest of the girls denied this relationship.
Relation of Our Findings to Placet' a.—Our results
appear to he In general agreement with those of Piaget
(71), who maintained that complete insight into the brothersister relationship did not occur until age ten. As
pointed out before, we believe that the failure of the child
to grasp brother-sinter relationships la due to his inability
to evaluate properly the various faotora involved in the
problem of membership character In the family.

Bummary of jData on Physical Causality. —The percentages of all the answers of the second grade c h i l d r e n which
were classified within the eighteen types of c a u s a l i t y are
given i n Table XIX, page 108* From t h i s tabulation i t oan
e a s i l y be seen that the number of explanations on the basis

of dynamic c a u s a l i t y i s increasing.
E s p e c i a l l y among the second grade boys does dynamic
causality outnumber the other types of causality occurring
as explanation of the phenomena observed.

Almost h a l f of

the boys' explanations f a l l Into t h i s c l a s s i f i c a t i o n .

The

number of explanations on the ba-1? of l o g i c a l deduction
are alno increasing; 8.1 per cent of the second grade boys
explained the buoyanoe of objects on thlf basis*

Many of

the second grade boya, however, s t i l l explain physical
phenomena i n terms of phenomenletie causality <26.8 per
cent o f t h e i r responsesh

Although several types o f causal

r e l a t i o n are 11 nted i n Table XIX, over 70 per oent of these
responses f a l l within two types*
and dynamic causality*

phenomenistio c a u s a l i t y

The boys gave only a few responses

i n which explanations were made on the ba d s of f i n a l ism,
moral Judgment, animistic causality, reaction of surrounding
medium, and mechanical causality.
The g i r l s i n the second grade made many more responses
i n terms of phenoraenlstlo causality than d i d the boys and
only h a l f as many i n terms of dynamic causality.

A re»

l a t l v e l y large percentage of the g i r l s r e l i e d upon moral

TABLE XIX - PERCENTAGE OP SECOSD GRADE RESPONSES TEAT FALL

JMO

CERTAIH

TYPES OF CAUSAL RELATION (according to sex)

Type of Causal Relation

4.5

.5

Itam
1
15.8
2
5.3
5.5
3
4
5
5.5
6
5.3
7
5.3
8
9
Totals .6 4.1

36.4
22.7
27.3
18.2
• t3
40,9
4.5
4.5
31.8
26.8

31.6

Shi
47.4
26.3
10.5
31.6
33.9

9

Totals

8

18.2
2.0
6
10.5
10.5
5,3
S.3
5.3
16.8
26.5
52.6
14.6

8

10.5
5.3
5.3
5,3
2.9

2.4

7.3
4.9
8,4
2,4
2.4
2.2

34.1
26.8
31.7
24.4
56.1
43.9

*M

51.7
30.1

9
Girls—
51.6
5.5
47.4
36.8
47.4
31.6
31.6
5.3
10.5
10*5
27.5
1.2
8

6

Iten
3
4
5
6

9
Boys
4.5
59.1
72,7
45,4
4.5
53.6
45,4
54.5
63,6
4.5
36.4
49.5
1.0

6

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals

4.9
4,9
2.4
2.4
2.4

4.9
2.4

54,1

fct

7,9

1.4

9
Totals
2.4
!!:§
2.4
2.4
41.5
56.1
39.0
43.9
5
2.4
S:8
24.4
39.3
1.1

10

11

17

18

4.5

0
9.1

9.1

18,2
33.4
4.5
4.5

4.5
45.4
8.1

11

17

5.3
.6

36.8
5.5
4.7

5.3
5.5
5.3
5.3
5.5
15.8
4.7

10

11

9.1
9.1
2.0
10

7.5
4.9
1.4

56.6
4.9
4.6

17
2.4
2.4
2.4
12.2
2.4
s

4.5
13.6 13.6
3.0
18
5.5
10.5
5.3
5.3

21.1

1.2

4.1

18
2.4

2.4
4.9
4.9

4.9

2.4

2.4
17.1

7.3

l;f

6.5

2.5

.5

cau allty as a means of explaining the occurrence of
physical phenomena. Only half as many logical deduction
responses were offered by the girls of this group as by
the second grade boys.
The second grade marks the level at which a large
percentage, 30,1 per cent, of explanations on th© basis
of phenomenletio causality occur* This type of response,
je. jg., the marble sinks because "it is hard" was quit©
common at the four lower age levels, W© notice, too,
that as the number of explanations in terms of phenomena
istic causality decreases, the number of dynamic causality
responses increases. Also In the second grade a larger
percentage, 6,5 per cent, of logical deduction is Introduced ,
1

Relation of Our Findings jjo Placet 8,—At the second
grade level, our results are apparently still In pretty
close agreement with the findings of Piaget. Although he
postulates nine years as the age when children begin to
understand the true relation between the weight of the
object and that of the water, some of our second grade subjects explain the floating of objects by stating that they
"are not as heavy an the water," Although we do not know
exaotly what the child means by such a statement, we feel
that the child who gives this reply has an undifferentiated
insight into the concept of density and the relation between
weight and volume.
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However, the responses of the seoond grade pupils show
that the majority of them are still explaining physical
1

phenomena in terras characteristic of Piaget s third stage
of causal thinking, which he suggested reaches its limit
at about nine years of age.
Materialistic and MoiysafterlalAB^ Classification.-Table XX, page 195 , presents the percentage of answers to
each item which are classified in each sequence category.
Th© percentage of materialistic responses in this distribution differs little from that of the first grade.
Although the number of materialistic responses made
f

by the girls is almost equivalent to the percentage of boys
responses in this olasslflcatlon, 60«5 per cent of the
boys' explanations are olassifled in the internal nonmaterialistic sequence.
The girls' responses, on the other hand, show almost
as great a percentage of answers in external nonmateriallstio sequences as are listed under internal nonmaterialistic sequences. The total number of responses for the
group show that there are about as many explanations which
fall into the internal nonraaterlallstlo classification as
are classified In the materialistic sequences.
fielatlpn between Our Fj,nd;nR8 fieutso^e's,.—Although we have studied the number of materialistic responses at each age level from the nursery school level
on, we still fail to find an increase In the number of

TABLE XX
PERCENTAGE OP SECOND GRADE RESPONSES THAT PALL INTO
CERTAIN MATERIALISTIC AND NONMriTERIaLISTIO
TYPES OF CAUSAL RELATION
(according to sax)

Item
1
S
3
4
8
6
7
8
9
Totals
Item
1

a3

4
6
6
7
8
9
Totals
Item
1
8
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals

M
56.4
27.3
37.3
33.4
34.6
40*9
9.1
93.4
45.4
41*4
M
36.8
31*6
47.4
*K iSI

Ok

57.9
52.6
36.8
68.4
36.8
43

EX
boys

18
63.6
78.7
50
63*6
43*4
64.5
63*6
4.3
36*4
30.3

4*3

18.2
2*5
EX
Girls
26 #3
5.3
16 .8
16.0
10.5
15.8
26.3
31.6
62.6
22.2

IN

t

0 ,

9.1

9* 1

13.3

4.3
13.6

2.5
t

3
0

31.6
62.6
36.8
47.4
31.6
31.6
16.3

5.3
10*3

21.1

10.5
88.7

4.1

IN

It

EX

36.6
29.3
36.0
36.6
36.1
46.3
81.1
83
41.5
43.1

12*2
2*4
9*8
7.3
4.9

ToHIs

12*|
14.6
34.1
11*7

48*8
85*4

2.4
4«»
4.9

4.9

41*6

17.1

7*3

24*4
40.4

1.4

5.5

43.9

56.1
39

43.9

2.4

J**

B
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materialistic explanations at th© higher age levels. Although Deutsche (16) contends that there is a slight increase with age of the percentage of responses classified
as materialistic, one percentage of materialistic answers
has never been as great at later ages as that obtained
with the nursery school pupils*
Summary of Data on .Moral Judgment. —The responses and
performances of twenty-two second grade boys may be classified into the various Piaget (74) stages* Th© results
of this grade are quite similar to those of the first
grade with the exception of an Increase In those at the
higher stages of application of rules to marble playing.
Due to this similarity we will present merely an enumeration of the individuals* classification.
Eight subjects may be grouped under stage four, ten
subjects may be grouped under stage three, and the remaining four subjects may be grouped under stage two.
The one interesting phenomenon revealed by those
Individuals at stage four was the beginning of the use of
ritual consecration and ritual interdiction. The two
commonly used examples being, * everything s, * which when
called by the player permitted him to change his position,
to pass his turn, to 'tee' up a marble in the ring, or
to stand up and project his marble from an upright position.
When called by an opponent It means the player must ta&e
hie shot from the situation in which he finds himself re*

{-ardless of the disadvantages involved. The second
example la that of "taws" and "no taws" which either
permits or prohibits the individual from going to the
"taw" line in order to obtain a more advantageous shot.
In regard to jack playing we do not find our subjects attaining higher stages of application of rules
in spite of Increasing chronological age. Two subjects
of our group of twenty-two boys may be classified as
being at the third stage, seventeen subjects were at
the aeoond stage, and two subjects revealed performances
characteristic of the first stage. Since these aubjecta
showed no responses greatly different from those previoualy enumerated, we shall diaouas them no further.
The responses and performances of nineteen second
grade girls were similar to those exhibited by first
grade aubjecta. The group as a whole demonstrated
application of rules both in marble and Jack playing
with the greatest increase being shown In marble playing.
Sine© the types of responses given by Individuals at
the various stages are relatively the same as those previously discussed, we shall merely enumerate the distribution of our subjects. Three subjects were at stage
four in the application of rules to the playing of Jacks,
seven subjects were at stage three, seven at stag© two,
and the remaining two subjects ware at stage one.

The £,irla did not use ritual consecration or
ritual interdiction in connection with either marbles
or jacks*
In regard to consciousness of rules both boys and
girls showed approximately the same distribution as to
stages as was found in our first grade subjects.
Three boys were at stage three, fifteen boys were
at stage two, and four were at stag® one* Some of these
individuals now defined rules as laws which one must
obey.
In regard to those individuals in the second stage
of consciousness of rules we find the appearance of a
new group of originators of rules for both marbles and
Jacks, Examples of these originators are the President
and Judges* One may postulate some connection between
the definition of rules as laws and the originators just
mentioned*
The responses of the nineteen second grade girls
with regard to consciousness of rules may be classified
as followst

three subjects at stage three, fourteen at

stage two, and two subjects at stage one. The girls
also mentioned a new class of originators similar to
those mentioned by the boys*
Relation of Our Findings to Placet's,—We find our
results in substantial agreement with Piaget's in regard
to the application of rules. Considering, the conscious'*
ness of rules, however, we find that our subjects are
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remaining in general at stage two although according to
Piaget'a theory on the basis of chronological age, there
should he a greater percentage at level three.
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Third Grade ResultB
The results obtained from the thirty*two pupils In
the third grade at MoAllaster school are summarised and
Interpret©:; here. The quantitative data collected on
these fifteen boys and seventeen girls are presented in
Table XXI, which gives the mean scores obtained.
TABLE XXI
SUMMARY OF QUANTITATIVE DATA — THIRD GRADE
Sub.leets NO ACA
Boys
Olrla
Both

AMA

AIQ,

A&AQP

15 105.1 105.8 99.1 $.66
17 105 119.5 114.7 4.95
32 105.1 112.2 107.4 4.47

ASS

ASAR

4.4
5.8
5.2

2.75
4.00
3.41

The average chronological ages of the boys and the
girls in this grade group are virtually equivalent, but
there is a difference of over a year In the mental ages
represented. Consequently the intelligence quotients of
the girls average much above the mean intelligence quotients of the boys. The average mental age grade placement of the girls Is* of course, above that of the boys.
Th© girls* average socio-economic status and their social
adjustment rating is considerably higher than the boys*
Summary of Data on Brother-Slater Relationship««•*»
The responses of the fifteen third grade boys to the
interrogation on brother-alster relationship may be
divided into groupa which we have already described.
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Three subjects had responses showing complete Insight
Into the brother-sister relationships. These not only
realized that siblings must belong to the same family,
but were also able to assign to each sibling, including
themselves, the proper relationship.
Seven subjects gave partially correct responses in
which they pointed out either brother-brother, sister*
•later, or brother-sister relationships existing either
between each sibling and themselves, or between some of
the siblings excluding themselves. Five subjects gave
responses showing a complete lack of insight Into brotherbrother, sister-sister, or any brother-sister relationship.
The type of responses given by the seventeen third
grade girls may be grouped la similar classifications«
Seven subjects gave responses showing complete insight
into the brother-sister relationship, give subjects gave
responses showing partial insight into the relationships,
and seven subjects gave responses showing complete lack
of insight into the relationship.
The third grade showed a distinct improvement ever
the second grade in regard to the number of individuals
falling in the group showing complete Insight into the
brother-sister relationship.
in defining the terms "brother" and '•sister" we
find only a slight improvement in boys over the performances
of seoond grade boys. Two subjects defined the terms
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"brother" and "sister" In relation to parents. A» J. (8-5).
with a mental age of thirteen years ten months, said,
"brothers and sisters are children Born . *»om the same
one that bore $rou."
One subject defined "brother" and "sister" as.
"your mother's boy, or your mother's girl." The greater
portion of our subjects, however, continued to define
brother as a boy and sister as a girl. Although not
showing complete insight as to this definition, these
children gave correct responses When questioned eon*
oeming the possibility of either the principal or the
experimenter being a sibling to the subject.
Of the seventeen girls, no one was able to give a
correct definition of the term "brother", although two
girls did point out that brothers and sisters were girls
and boya who lived in the same home*
Relation of Our Findings to Piaget's

Our results

continue to be in general agreement with those of Piaget
(71) •

The development of the logic of relations is

apparently keeping pace with the chronological development of the child. When we consider the definition of
the terms, however, there appears to be no progress which
can be correlated exactly with Increasing chronological
age. According to Piaget, children at the age of nine
should be able to pass correctly his test regarding
definitions of the terms "brother" or "sister."
Summary of Data on Physical Causality.— In Table XXII
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TABLE XXII
PERCENTAGE OP THIRD GRADE RESPONSES THAT PALL
INTO CERTAIN TYPES OP CAUSAL RELATION
(according to a esc)
Type of Causal Relation.
Item
1

3

6

7

26,7

93.5

93.3
93.3

4

5

Totals
Item

Boya

93.3

3

9

^1

66.7

2

6
7
8

9

6.7
46.7
6.7

20.0
11.9

3

86.7

13.5
1.5

6

6.7
.7

7

86,7
20,0
60,0
70,4

20,0
2 ,2

9

17

w
0,7
6.7
6,7
6,7
6.7
6.7
6.7

18

6*7

46,7

20.0

5.2

6.0

2.2

16

17

18

?

Girls
1
2
5
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals

asa

1
B
3
4
6
6
7
8
9
Totals

94,1
70,6
70.6
82.4
82.4
94.1
52.9

17.6
17.6
5.9
5.9
23.6
11.8
5.9 23 . 5
9.8
2.6

2

§

12.5
9,4
9,4
3.1
3.1
3.1
34.4
9.4
12.5 18.7
10,8 2.1

5.9
11.8
11.8
11*8
11,8
5,9
11.8 11 * 8
11.8

64,6
68,0
1

»

T

76*8
6*9
15.7

1.2

o

t

&

81,3
81,3
81,3
87,5
87.5
90.6
40.0
3.1 9.4 16,6
62.5
.5 69.1 1.7

&

3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
5.1
5.1
3.1
2.4

*

7

1*3

1

1.3

8

3.1
6.5
9,4
6.3
6.3
3.1 ^
16.6
62.6
5.1
11.1 1.7
n

6.5
.7
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in whloh the percentage of the responses of the third
grade pupils falling in every type of causal r elation
is given* the superiority of the girls, acted at the
beginning of this section, is r ©fleeted in the type of
explanation they offered with respect to fee phenomena
observed*
Among the hoys* responses there Is a concentration
of explanations by means of dynamic causality} over 70
per oent of their answers are listed is this classifi*
cation. Only 11,9 per oent of the explanations of physical causality at this level resort to phenomenlstlo
causality. Seven of the explanations of the movement
of the boat Indicated logical deduction* although the
buoyanoe of the majority of the other objects was explained in terms of "heavy" and "light" witaaut any
reference to the relative weights cf the object and she
liquid.
The third grade girls» responses reflect a higher
type of causal thought than that represented by the beys*
explanations, Only 9.3 per oent cf the girls' responses
were of the phenomenlstle causality type, while 16,7 per
cent of their answers were classified as logical deduction.
Only three girls failed to utilise logical deduction tc
explain the movement of the boat, and one girl, 8.8. (S-10).
who has the highest intelligence quotient la the class
gave logical deduction explanations far all the phenomena
encountered excepting the floating of the baseball*
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m & whole the third grade response* outrank any
of the preceding grades, with 60,1 per oent of the explanations classified under dynamic causality and an additional
11.1 per cent of them on the basis of logical deduction*
It is significant to note that those girls and boys
who offered responses at the logical d eduction level pea*
aesaed high intelligence quotients ranking first in this
respect among the members of their group*
Relation, of .Our Finding,

average

chronological age of this third grade group is slightly
below nine years, the level at which Piaget (73) found
expressions of a very rudimentary form of relativity,
supplanted by statements that objects float because they
w

are "lighter than water.

Especially among the mentally

older children do we find explanations of this type, although they usually confine themselves to an explanation
of why the boat stays up. However, we feel that Piaget,
In the light of our findings, has Indicated the proper
age at which the concept of density begins to play a
part in the child's explanation of the floating of ob*
jects•
Materialistic and. sonmaterlalistlo Classification*—
A tabulation of the third grade responses on the basis
of Deutsche*s materialistic and nonmaterlalistlo sequences
aeeme to level off the difference noted between the
boya and the girls of the group la the other classifications*
Table XXIII, page 206, shows that 27,4 per seat of the oejra
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TABLE XXIII
PERCENTAGE OF THIRL GR„DE RESPONSES THAT FALL INTO
CERTAIN MATERIALISTIC AND NONMATERIALISTIC
TYPES OF CAHSriL RELATIONS
(according to aax)

Item
1

2

3

4

8
6
7
8
9
Totals
Item

M
33 *5
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
13.3
73.3
73.5
86.7

70.4

M

EX

II

5
8
7
8
9
Totals

17.6
17.6
5.9
36.3
100
11.8
87.8

1
3
3

4

5
6
7
8
9
Totals

Glris

t

0

70.0
70,0
82 .4
88.4

94.1
52.9

25*5

04.6

2.4

09.1

EX

..

.

-

11*8
.7
0

*

Totals
81.3
81.3
81*3
87.6

18.7
18.7
18.7
12.5
12.6

87.5

90.0
40.0
9.4
62. 6

6*3

3*1
18.7
2*4

09*1

*7

9.4

33.1
87.8
18.7
87 .8

0

94.1

5.9

M

f

66.7
93,3
93*3
93.3
93.3
86.7
80.7
20
60

27.4

89.4
29.4

Item

IN

6.7
13.3
2.2

1
2
3
4

EX
Boys
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gave materialistic responses, while 27*8 per eent or the
glrla gave the same type of answers* likewise there Is
little difference between the percentage of internal
nonmaterlalistio reaponaea given by either group. It
should be noted that the percentage of materlallatio
responses as we go from grade to grade is gradually
decreasing in aplte of the incrementa in both ehrono*
logical and mental age represented by the pupils in the
higher grade groups* It seems apparent from the findings
of this investigation that whatever factor operataa to
increase the number of materialistic reaponaea is but
slightly depend* nt upon chronological or mental age.
•Relation of Our Findings to Deutaohe'a.— We have retabulated the responses given by children at five age
levela according to Deutsche's materialistic and nonmaterlalistio sequence, but we have failed to find much
evidence to substantiate her conclusions regarding the pro*
gross ion of materialistic and nonmaterlalistio responses*
Summary of Data on Moral .Tudgnent**-The responses
and performances of fifteen third grade boys may be
grouped into various stages discussed by Piaget (74) *
The resulta of this grade show an increase in the
percentage of individuals found in the higher stages of
application of rules to marble playing*
We will not present discussions of the type of
reaponaea given at the various stages, since these have
already been presented in foregoing sections. Seven-
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subjects, 02? approximately 50 per cent fall In stag*
four; five subjects fall in stage three* and the remaining three subjects fall in stage two*
This group shows increasing use of ritual consecration and ritual interdiction* la addition to examples
already given we find "kicks" which means the player may
take his shot over if his shooter hits some obstacle
other than a marble, providing he called it first* when
uttered by an opponent, it means that the individual,
will have to abide by whatever consequences fellow she
contact with the obstacle. Other use cf these devices
occur, but we feel sufficient examples have been given
to enable the reader to understand their use*
In regard to jack playing the boys shew so attainment of a higher stage in the application cf rales. In
fact, a slight drop maj be acted, one subject la at ctsge
three, nine are at stage two, and four subjects arc at
stage one, and one subject refused to attempt any activity,
and so could not be classified.
This falling off in the stage attained in the
application cf the rules cf jacks may indicate that with
increasing chronological age boys tend to show lecs and
less interest in this game, It la certain at any rate,
that they violate the rales la actual practice, although
atost of them show a precise observance of the roles for
marbles•
The seventeen girls fall Into the following groups t
six subjects were at stage four* four at stage three,

got*
five at stag© two, and two at stag© one* The girls at
this age level do not show as much Improvement as do the
boys.

m relation to the application of rules to marble
playing, the subjects may be classified accordingly.two subjects at stage three, six at stage two, six at
stage one, and three who refused to attempt any type
of activity.
The results on consolousnepa of rules show that
the third grade subjects have made some progress beyond
the general level reached by second grade. Pour boys
are at stage three and eleven at stage two* This latter
group includes certain subjects whose responses we had
great difficulty in placing* These were Individual*
who did not believe that rules were made by the teachers,
parents, and older people* etc., but that they were
mad© by them themselves, and were subject te change only
when they so desired* Also included in this group were
five subjects who maintained that rules could not be
broken, but pointed out as the originators of rules the
inventor of marbles, and the inventor of jacks* One
interesting response was that of 0* S* (8*7)» with an
Intelligence Quotient of sixty-three, who said, •we
make the rules, you and me, cause we*re the best} ood
makes the rules for jacks** Another Interesting response
was that of E. C* (8*>1) who stated that President Roosevelt
mad© the rules for marbles, and Mrs. Roosevelt made the
rules for jacks*
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The seventeen girls of the third grade gave
responses classifiable into Piaget's stages as fellowss
four subjects in stage three, eleven in stage two, and
two subjects in stage one. These girls, like the boys,
also gave the inventor as the source of rules for Barbies and jacks.
Relation of Our Findings to Placet's.--In regard
to the application of rules our findings are in close
agreement with those of Piaget. When we consider consciousness of rules, however, we find that it is very
difficult for us to classify certain responses wader
1

any of piaget s three stages. The mention by the subjects of several entirely new agents as originators of
the various rules employed in these social games may
indicate the beginning of a weakening of the prestige
of the parents, teachers, etc.

Fourth &rade ;ne suits
'•'hlrty-aix pupils from th® fourth grade at McAllaster school were studied her®. The quantitative
data secured concerning, these children are summarised
in Table XXIV, which shows that the sixteen girls in
this group outrank the twenty boys In all the measure a
taken.
TABLE XXIV
SUMMARY OP QUANTITATIVE l&TE — FOURTH GRADE
Subjects
Boys
Girls
30th

No,
20
16
36

ACA

AMa , AIQ

128.4 113*4 05.1
124.4 125.7 100*5
123.3 118*4 97*3

AMAGP

ASS

ASAR

4.63
6*35
4*89

5.3 3*35
4,07 3.67
5.06 3*45

Although the difference between the average ohoao*
logical ages of the boys and girls is small, there is
a difference of more than ten months between their mental a^es, and ever five points between their average intelligence quotients. The average mental age grade
placement of the group is commensurate with present
grade status, although the placement of the girls is
about half a year above that of the boya,
This la the first group of regularly enrolled school
boya whose intelligence quotients fall to average close
to a hundred. In their performance on the experimental
tasks, we expect this group's achievement to fall somewhat

short of the attainment of pupils with higher intelligence quotients*
Summary of Data on Brother-Slater Relationshlpa * —
The responses of the twenty fourth grade hoys were
classified In the usual manner* Seven of the boys gave
entirely correct responses, six gave partially correct
responses, but seven boys gave entirely incorrect res*
ponsee*
in this group, the responses which were correct
were elaborated a little more than the responses from
boys- In the third rada*
0

M«, (1Q*I| said a brother

was a relative in the family* The responses which showed
lack of insight in this group, however, were still on a
very low level* W, 3* (9-7) said, "I'm no relation to
my brother**
The sixteen girls in the group answered in this
manner: nine with entirely correct responses, one with
a response as correct as she was able to make since she
had only a sister, but understood that relationship,
and six with partially correct responses*
Although a few members of tails group defined the
terms "brother" and "sister" as belonging to the same
parents, we found a more frequent use of the word *born "
#

yet the majority of responses still stated that brother
was a boy and sister was a girl. This seeming lack of
Insight Into the brother-sister relationships put our sub*
jects below the level achieved by the groups tested by
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Piaget. He maintained on the basis of his findings that
children should grasp the brother-sister relationship by
the age of ten.
Summary of Data on Physical Causality.—Table XXV
presents the percentages of fourth grade responses that
are classified according, to eighteen types of oausal
relation* This classification reflects the general
superiority of the girls whose explanations of physical
causality represent a hi-her level of thinking, according
to Pia£;et, than the type of responses made by the boya,
Although dynamic causality was the most frequent
explanation in both groups, one of th© fourth grade
boys, F|fi«(11-11 ) who has an intelligence quotient
t

of only 55, explained all the phenomena encountered In
finaliatic terras excepting the movement and floating of
the boat. Another boy in this group, K» jr. (9-5). with
an Intelligence quotient of 108, responded to all Items
in terms of logical deduction, ' Only 12,9 per cent of the
responses of the fourth grade boys were classified as
belonging to the logical deduction type.
The effect of higher Intelligence ratings is further
brought out by the responses of the girls In this group.
They offer 22.9 per cent of their explanations in terms
that were interpreted to signify logical deducation. Only
7 per cent of their responses fall below what Piaget terms
the dynamic stage of physical causality.
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TABLE XXV
PERCENTAGE OP FOURTH GRADE RESPONSES THAT FALL
INTO CERTAIN TYPES OF CAUSAL RELATION
(according to sex)
Type of causal Relation
§

1

6.0
10.0
5.0
5.0
5,0
5.0
5.0

2

3
4
5
6
7
e

9
Totals 4.4

Item

2

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
lofcals

*

t

e

m

3

§

2

§

10

II

Boys
85,0
75,0
80.0
86.0
86.0
85.0
60.0

5.0

20.0
5.0
6.0 10.0
5.9 1.1

3

V

18

5.0
5.0
10.0
5,0
5.0
6.0
5.0
2S.0 65.0
5,0
2.8 12.2

76.0
70.G

0

0

18

0

—

6

8

8

U f f

a

17

?

5.0
6.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
5,0 5.0
6.0
6.0
5.0
.6

9
10
17
18
Girls
25.0
6.5 68.8
12.6
12.5 76.0
75.0
25.0
68.8
31.3
93,8
6.3
93.8
6*3
25.0
43.8
12.6 6*3
6,3
6,3 18.8 68*8
6.3 6.3
68 .8
18,8
4.2
.7 2.1 65,5 .7 2,1 22.9 .7

5

6

17

?

12,5
1.4

13.9
2.8
1
2.8
2,8 77,8
8.3
2.8
2
5,6
2.8
5.6 76.0
16*7
2*0
3
2.8
77*8
16,7
2*8
4
2.8
77*8
5,6
2,8
5
2.8
89*9
5.6
8*8
6
2,8
89.9
8*5
2.8
7
2.8 22.8
52.8
8*5 2.8 2.8 8.3
60.7
2.8
3
5,6
2.8 22.2
11*1
2*
8
9
5.6 8.3
72.2
17.0
totals 2.5
4.0
. 9 . 9 67.9 .3 2.6 17.0 .3.3 2.8
2.8 .9
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TABLE XXV
PERCENTAGE OF FOURTH GRADE RESPONSES THAT PALL
INTO CERTAIN TYPES OF CAUSAL RELATION
(aooordlng to sex)
Type off Causal Relation
Item

2

3

6

8

1
5.0
2 10.0
5.0
3
5*0
4
5.0
6
5.0
6
5.0
7
5.0 20.0
8
5.0
9
5.0 10.0
Totals 4,4 3.9 1*1

Item

2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals

Item

2

3

76*0
70 ,Q

1
2.8
2
5.6
2.8
3
2.8
4
2*8
5
2*8
6
2,8
7
2*8 22.2
8
6.6
Totals 2.8
4.0

8

11

17

18

5.0
5.0
10.0
5*0
6.0
5.0
8.0
25,0 65.0
6.0
2.8 12.2

9
10 11
17
18
Girls'
6.3 68.8
23*0
12.6 75*0
12*6
75.0
26*0
68*8
31*3
93*8
6*3
93.8
6*3
25.0
43.8
12*3 6*3
6*3
6.3 13.3 68*8
6*3 6.3
68 * 8
18*8
4.2
.7 2.1 65*5 .7 8.1 22.9 .7

3

6

9
10
Boys
85.0
75*0
80*0
85.0
86*0
85.0
60*0

0
5.0
6.0
5.0
6.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
5*0
6.0
5*0

0

?

12*6
1.4

18 0
9
10
V*
Totals
2*8 77* 8
13*9
2*8
5.6 76*0
8*3
2*8
77.8
16.7
2*8
77,8
16.7
2*8
89* 9
6.6
2*8
89.9
5.6
2.8
52*3
8*3
2*8
52*8
8.3 2*8 2*8
2.8 8*5
2*8 22*2 66.7
2.8
72*2
11*1
2*8
.9 •
.99 67.9
2.3 17.0 .3 2*8 .9
67*9 .3
*3 2*3

6

8
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In spite of the relatively poorer performance of the
boys in this trade, the results show that the number of
explanations by moans of logical deduction is increasing

In proportion to the chronological age of the subjects*
I'he fourth rade pupils offered logical deductive explanau

tions in 17 per cont of the situations, while logical
deduction was used by the third grade pupils in only 11
per oent of the explanations*
.Relation of our Findings wj.,th Piaget's.—We find that
the number of responses on the logical deduction level
Increases from grade to grade. At the fourth grade
level the majority of the pupils in this group, which has
an average chronological age of ten years and one month,
explain the motion of the boat in terms of logical deduction although few of them are able to explain the
buoyance of all the objects presented in the same terms.
These findings show that in general the type of
answer ^iven is related somewhat to the type of question asked rather than being entirely dependent upon a
general sta^e of development of causal thinking* Placet
(71) postulates the concept of developmental stages which
our results do not wholly substantiate*
The accuracy of prediction does not tend to increase
after about the third or fourth grade level* The pupils
In these grades are able to make as many correct predictions concerning whether the objects will float or

sinlt as pupils of higher chronological ages* The type c
reasoning used to explain phenomena does not Insure
correct prediction} the pupils in the upper grades, In
spite of oeln-- able to offer better explanations, were
not able to tell what each of the objects, especially
the baseball, would do If put in water*
materialistic and g onma t eriali a tic Classification*Table XXVI, page 217, which gives the percentages of the
responses of the fourth grade children which fall into
1

Deutsche a materialistic and nonmaterlalistie sequences,
shows that the distribution of these responses differs
little from the percentages obtained with the third
grade pupils* Although the differences between the
boya' and girls' responses in each group show some differences, the distribution of the total number of responses la quite similar*' In the fourth grade we find, a
few more responses in the external nonmaterlalistie
classification due to F* A*'s flnalistio explanations*
delation of Our. Results Jso Deutsche's*—This investigation of the pupils in the fourth grade found no
data that seem to produce agreement between our resulta
with the materialistic and nonmaterlalistie classification and those secured by Deutsche {16) with a larger
and older group of children.
Summary of Data 03 Moral Judgments—The responses
of the twenty fourth grade boys in the application of

TABIB xxvi
PERCENTAGE OP FOURTH GRADE RESPONSES THAT FaLL INTO
CERTAIN MATERIALISTIC AND NONMATERIALI8TIC
TYPES OP CAUSAL RELATION

(according to sex)

Item
1

2
5
4

6
6
7

8
9
Totals
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals
Item

M
5.0
10.0
10.0
6.0
6.0
5.0
26,0
95.0
10,0,
18.9

. EX
, IN „
Beys
5.0
86*0
10.0
76.0
5,0
80.0
85.0
5.0
86.0
6.0
85.0
5*0
60.0
10*0
5.6

76.0
70.0

If
25.0
12.6
26.0
31.3
0,3
6.3
43.8
100.0
25.0
30.6
U

1

EX

5.0
6.0
5.0
5.0
5,0
5.0
5,0
5.0
5.0
5.0

6.0

&
X

6.3
.7

o

75.0
87.6
76.0
68.8
93.8
93.6
43.8

12.5

67.4

1.4

IN

t

«.

„,„r

0

"'"^TefaXs

1

2

3
4
5
6
7

3
9
Totals

13.9
11.1
16.7
16.7
6.6
6.6

33.9
97.2
16.7
24.1

8.9
5.6
2,8
2,8
8.8
9 if
2.8
8.9

9.4

80*6
80,6
77.8

T7.S
89.9

89.9
92.8

&#5

78.2
68.8

.9

2 id
2.3
2.8
2.3
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2*8
2.8
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rales to marble playing wore grouped according to
Placet*a stages as followsi

seven at stage four, nine

at sba^o three, and four at stag© two*
As to the application of rules to the playing of
Jacks we found three subjects at stage four, four at
ata^e three, nine at stage two, and two at atage one,
while the retraining two subjects refused to engage in
any type of activity in connection with jacks*
The responses of the sixteen fourth grade girls
l

n

fche

application of rulos to jaek playing showed eleven

at sta^e four, throe at atage three, and two at stage
on© *
As to the application of rules to marble playing,
our subjects were classified in the following groups.
On© at stage four, five at stage three, seven at stage
two, one at atage one, and two who refused to engage
in any type of activity la connection with marbles*
\rtien we consider the consciousness of rules, we
find that of our twenty fourth grade boys, five are at
sta^e three, and twelve at stage two. The remaining
throe responses we were unable to rate due to the odd
answers given* These answers told nothing regarding the
sac redness or stability of the rules, although they did
tend to show that rules were made by some prestige group
rather than being the result of mutual cooperation. An
Illustrative response of this type is that of D c. (10*51
t
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who sail that, a rule is something Ilk© a Joke, and It
is 'male by people in Hollywood."
In considering the consciousness of rules in our
fourth ^rade girls, we find that they may be grouped
in tills fashion; eight in the third stage, five in the
second sta&e, and one at the first stage, while the re*
raalning two subjects did not know what a rule was.
1

Relation of Our Flndinga to Placet a«—»ffc found
our subjects, both boys and girls, when playing the game
which was predominantly that of their own sex to be in
advance of the stages in regard to application of rules
aa predicted by Piaget. Thla was especially true in the
case of the fourth rade glrla, where over 60 per cent
0

were at atage four, although the average chronological
a^e was ten years and one month*
Our aubjecta, when playing the game predominantly
that of the opposite sex fell at lower stages of developraont. The boya, however, showed a distinct superiority
over the girls when playing the game of the opposite aex.
In conaideratlon of conaolousaess of rules we find
that on the basia of Piaget's prediction of nine to ten
years aa the age for reaching the third atage with regard to nonaolousneaa of rules, our boys are considerably
retarded, while the girls, although showing a decided
superiority to the boys, are nevertheless slightly retarded.

j-t may be worth while to point out that this
particular grade is approximately' a la months retarded
on the baa is of chronological age grade placement and
has an average intelligence quotient of ninety-seven*
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fifth Grade Result a
Proa the fifth grada of the MoAllaater Elementary
School thirty-four children, fifteen boys and nineteen
girls were studied* Table XXVII summarised the quantitative scores obtained for each of the pupils*
TABLE XXVII
SUMMARY OP QUANTITATIVE DATA - FIFTH GRADE

Subjects

NO

AOA

AMA

Alft

AMAQP

ASS

Boys
Girls
Both

16
19
34

135*7
128*0
130.9

136*0
133*3

102*3
103*6
105*0

6.31
6.13
6*20

3.33

134*3

4*64

5*04

ASAR
3*40

3*37

3.38

Although the average chronological age and the average
mental age of the boys is somewhat higher than the girls'*
there Is little difference between their average intelligence
quotients, their average mental age grade placement, and
their average social adjustment rating* The socio-economic
background of the girls is somewhat higher- according to the
average Sims score than that cf the beys.
9

With respect to mental age grade placement, this group
Is a little aooelcratcd, for their present grade status is
less than the rating equivalent to their mental age*

8&g*

Summary of Data on Brother-Sister Relationships,—
The responses of our fifteen, fifth grade hoys fell into
these groups?

seven sub jests whose responses were entire-

ly correct* one subject who gave a correct brother-brother
response, but had no sisters} five subjects whose responses
were partially incorrect? and two subjects whose responses
were entirely incorrect*
The responses of our nineteen fifth grade girls fall
into like groupings, with eight subjects giving entirely
correct responses, two giving correct sister-sister
relationships but having no brothers, four subjects
giving partially correct responses, one subject having
only sisters falling to grasp the sister relationship,
and four subjects giving entirely incorrect responses*
Most of our subjects stated that brothers and
slaters were children with the same parents or bora to
the same mother* Approximately one third of the group,
however, still gave a primitive definition, saying that
brother was a boy and sister was a girl*
1

Relation of our Findings to Piaget a •—We find our
subjects below the stages of development expected In
terms of Piaget'a studies* This group has an average
mental age of ten years and eleven months and am average
intelligence quotient of eleven years and two months,
but they still exhibit failure to grasp the brotherslater relationship in approximately 60 per cent of the
oases* Ho sex differences were apparent In regard to

883
the level of development attained*
Summary of Data on Phyaleal Caueality**»-In Table
XXVIII, page 224, In whloh the percentage of the total
responses classified according to eighteen types of
causal relation are given chows that the percentage of
1

boys explanations in terms of logical deduction Is
double the percentage given by the fourth grade boys.
However, the girls did not give as many logical deduction
explanations as the girls in the neat lower grade* The
percentage of causal relations of this type encountered
among the explanations offered by the fifth grade girls
le about half the percentage given by the fourth grade
girls. This difference between the percentage of
logical deduction responses given by the boys and girls
is so great, that when the total responses of the total
group are considered, the number of responses in the logical
deduction classification is less than the total number
in the fourth grade. However wc find that all the boys
and the majority of the girls in this group explain
the motion of the boat* end some pupils are explaining
the sinking or floating of other objects la logical
deduction terms.

ohief criterion for the recognition of developmental
levels in the child's thought la chronological age*
Here our findings agree somewhat with his, for the
slder boys seemed to exeell younger girls having the
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TABLE XXVIII
PERCENTAGE OF FIFTH GRADS RESPONSES THAT FALL
IJuTO CHiTAII'j TYPiS
CAUSAL RELATION
(Recording to sex)
Typo of Causal Relation
5

Item

6

9

1
66.7
©• /
2
53.3
3 26.7
33*3
4
86.7
5
6.7
73.3
6
13.3
60.0
7
33.3
20.0
8
9
33.5 15.3 40.0
Totals 13.3 1.5 45,9
3

Item

6

89.5
78.9
57.9
78.9
94.7
100.0
36.8

1
2

9

5.3

3
31,6
4
15.8
5
5.3
8
7
31.0
8
9
21.1 26.3 47.4
Totals 12.3 2.9 64.9

Item

3

6

9

•

79*4
1
5*9
67.6
2
29.4
47,1
3
4
0,8
82*4
5
5*9
85*5
6
5*9
82*4
32.4
29
*4
7
8
9 86.5 20*6 44*1
Totalsi 12*7 2*3 56,5

10 11
0 „ t
18
A7
Boys
6.7 20*,0
6.7
6.7
26*7
6.7
33 *3
8.7
6*7
6*7
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7 15*3
6.7
6.7
6*7 80*0 0*7 6.7
6.7
26.7 66*7
6*7
6*7
1.5
0*2 23*0 2.2 6.7
•7
10 11 . ,.
Girls
10*5
6.3
10*6
10*5
5.3

~#

5*3 10*5
36*8 63*2
.6

4*1 11*7

1*8

0

?

15*8
5*3
2.3

10
11 17
T
ToFals
8*9 14*7
2 #9
5*9
17.6
2*9
20*6
2*9
5*9
2*9
2*9 2*9
2 *9
2*9 5*9
2*9
2*9
5*9 34*7 2*9 11.8
32*4 64*7
2*9
2*9
2.9 3.9
4.6
16*7
1.0
1*6 2.9 1*6
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same Intelligence quotient In employing logical
deduction to explain th© phenomena observed.
Materialistic and Nonmaterlalistie Qlaasifioatlon.-.
The re tabulation of the responses cf the fifth grade
pupils according to Deutsche »s materialistic and nonmaterialistic sequences is given in Table XXIX. en page
The percentage of materialistic responses given by
the boys Is much larger than the percentage of materialistic
responses by the girls j the boyo gave 14.1 per oent mere
materialistic responses to obtain a percentage of 43

#

The total number of materialistic responses is 36,8 per
cent which is considerably larger than the percentage
of materialistic responses given in the fourth grade.
Fluctuations in "the percentage of materialistic
responses given are balanced by corresponding variations
in the number of nonmaterialistlo responses, although,
at. the fifth. grade level v»*»y few explanations of
physical causality postulated an external force*
Relation of Our Findings to Deutsche'a.**The findings
obtained from the classification of responses into
Deutsche »s materialistic and nonmaterialistic sequences
does not produce the results that she obtained. Although
we have an increment of responses of a materialistic
nature over the number of this same type cf responses
given in the previous year level, the Increment is neither
proportional to increases in chronological age nor arc
as many materialistic responses encountered as by Deutsche.

TABLE XXIX
PERCENTAGE OF FIFTH GRADE RESPONSES THAT FALL INTO
CERTAIN MATERIALISTIC AND NQNMtATERlALISTIC
TYPES OP CAUSAL RELATION
(according to sex)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals
Itom
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals
Item
1
2

3
4

£

6
7
8
9
Totals

III

EX
Boys

83.7
40
00
6.7
ao

33,3
68.7
93,3
40
43
M

13.3
1.6
EX
Girls

10.5
81.1
42.1
21.1
5.3
47.4
100
21.1
28.9
M
17.8
29.4
50
14.7
11.8
14.7
55.9
97.1
29,4
36.6

26.3
2.9

IN
66.7
53.3
33.3
86.7
73.3
60.0
20

9.7

40
48.1

•7

IN

?

89.3
78.9
67,9
78.9
94.7
100
36.8

15.8

47.4
64.9

IN
EX
Totals
79.4
07.6
47.1
32.4
85.3
82.4
29.4
20.6
2 .3

t

44.1
67.6

o

Item

0.7
6.7
*.7
6.7
0*7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
6.7
0

5.3
2.3
t

11*8
1.6

0
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
8.9
2.9
5*9
2*9
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Summary of Data on Moral judgment*—The reaponaea
and performances of our fifteen fifth grade boys show
that they fall In these classifications with relation
to the appllcat ion of rules of marble playing i five at
stage four, seven at stage three, two at stage two, and
one at stage one*
m the application of rules to jack playing, they
showed the following distribution t three at atage four,
four at stage three, and eight at stage two*
In regard to the application of rules to jack
playing among the girls we obtained the following groupingst nine at stage four, seven at stage three, and
three at stage two. m application of rules to marble
playing, however, we obtained this distribution among
the girls i two at stage four, five at stage three, nine
at atage two, and five at stage one*
With regard to the conselottsnesa of rules we find
five boys at stage three and the remainder at stage
two* Two responses in the stage three group are noteworthy* R* W» (10**), and T. B» (11-0) said that rules
for marbles and Jacks were made by the companies making
the Jacks and marbles, and could be changed whenever
enough people wished them changed*
Three subjects in the second stage said that the
rules for marbles were made many years ago and could
not be changed, but that anybody could make rules for
Jacks.

22C*
•

with

regard to the cwo.lousnosf, of rules concern-

ing girls, we find nine girla at stage three, and ten
girls at stage two, The response of S«,. g«, {3fl»6) is
enlightening I She said that someone Important made
the marble rules, but that Jesus made the Jack rules*
Relation of Our Findings to Piaget <s.,—As In the
fourth grade, we still find our subjsets retarded
from the standpoint of Piaget*s classifications on the
basis of application of rules,. There wo found a
decided superiority in the girls when playing the game
of their own sex,. When playing the game of the
opposite sex the boys showed superiority over the girls,
in regard to the consciousness of rules, we find our
children to be somewhat retarded in comparison to
1

piaget s, Little or no sex differences were noticeable
in regard to consciousness of rules..
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Sixth Grade ilo suits
Thirty sixth graders, fifteen boys and fifteen
twirls were investigated. Their chronological ages,
mental ages, intelligence quotients,, mental age grade
placement, socio-economic status and social adjustment
ratings arc summarised in Table XXX, on page §§9^ which
shows that the boys of this group outrank the girls in
TABLE XXX
SUMMARY OF QUANTITATIVE DATE — SIXTH GRADE
Subjects
Boys
Girls
Both

No,
15
15
30

ACA

AMA

141.1 157.6
147.3 145.2
144.3 151.5

AIQ

ASIAGP

ASS

ASAR

111.9
98.7
106.3

7.60
7.10
7.35

6.53
5.37
5.90

3.87
4.00
3.93

average mental age, Intelligence quotients, average mental
age grade placement, and average socio-economic status.
The sixth grade girls, who have an average chronological
age above the boys' also have a higher social adjustment
rating.
The responses of this group to the interrogations
and experimental techniques are summarisedi
Summary of Brother-Sister Relationships.—Our fifteen sixth grade boys in their responses indicating
their grasp of the brother-sister relationships, re*
sponded in this groupings

five showing complete in*

Sight, five shewing partial insight, three showing complete lack of insight, and two be^ng unable to respond
because they had neither brothers nor sisters.
Eight of the fifteen girls in the sixth, grade
a

group b ve entirely correct responses, two gave partially correct responses, three gave completely incorrect responses, and one girl who had neither brothers
nor sisters was unable to respond.
The responses to the definitions of the terms
"brother" and "sister" showed considerable similarity
between the boys and girls. Three boys and three girls
stated that they did not know what brothers or sistera
were, but the larger portion of the remaining groups
definedtorotheraand sisters as a boy or a girl, or as
brother and slater, with only a few responding that
brothers and sisters were relatives, or children having
the same name, or born of the saine mother*
Relations of Our Findlnfta to Piaget,—* The results
of thlo B^oup showed continued retardation In comparison
with Placet's subjects of like age, The type of dsflni*
tlon given continued to be largely primitive, and here
again we find our re suit a opposed to those of Piaget*
Summary of Data on Physical Causality.—»The percentage of the sixth grade pupils responses under each of
the types of causal relation by which they explained the
phenomena observed are Hated in Table XXXI, on page 231*
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in \ r>rr/ Y W T

:.F SIXTH GRADE RESPONSES THAT FALL
INTO CERTAIN TYPES OF CAUSAL RELATION
(according to sex)
Typo of Causal Relation
Item

3

G

9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals

G.7

13*3
20.0

6.7

4G.7
53*3
40.0
66.7
53.3
60.0
40.0

13.3
9.6

6.7
1.5

60.0
46.7

26.7
6.7

9

3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals

6.7
26.7
G.7
6.7
G.7
20.0
20.0
10.4

6.7
.7

46.7
33.3
33*3
46.7
46.7
40.0
20.0
13.3
33*3
37.0

Item

3

6

9

1
2

6.7

to

Item

26.7
6.7
3.3
10.0
20.0

4
3
6
7
8
9
16.7
Totals 10.0

•

,fi

3.3
3.3
•7

46.7
53.3
36.7
56.7
50.0
50.0
40,0
0*7
46.7
43*0

11
Boys

17
45.7
40*7
33.5
88.7
40.0
80.7
6.7
100.0
80.0
38.6

11
Girls

6.7
6.7
13.3
13*3
20.0
6.7

11

46,7
4Q.0
40*0
40,0
40*0
40 ,0
86.7
60.0
86.7
40.0

11
17
Totals
40.7
43*3
36.7
3*3
33*5
3.3 40.0
6.7
33.3
6.7
16,7
10.0 80,0
23.3
3*3

39.3

18

0

6.7
13.3
1*3

18

•7

<>

r

6.7
6,7

0.7

13.3
6.7

*7
18

*7
0

13,5
3.7

?
3*5

10.0
1*1

13.3
6*7
.7

1*9

£.32,
The number of responses explaining causality in
terms of logical deduction far outnumbers those given at

any previous grade level* Over 38 per cent of all the
responses given by the boya fit into this classification,

40 per cent of the' girls' responses made use of logical
deduction, while 39.3 per cent of th© responses of the
entire group fall into this classification.
Nevertheless, at this highest grade level sampled,
the sixth, th© greatest number of responses explain
physical causality in terms of dynamic causality, and
10 per cent of these sixth grade pupils' responses suggest explanations on the basis of phenomenlatlo causality.
It is interesting to note that even at these higher age
levels primitive types of thinking are still existent•
Although there is a tendency for those pupils who have
higher intelligence quotients to give replies reflecting
a higher type of thinking, M. S, (11-10). with an X* Q»
of 122, gave only one response that could be Interpreted
as indicative of logical deduction, five responses reflected dynamic causality, and two explanations were made
on the grounds of phenomenistic causality. On the other
hand, D. N. (13-1) * with an I. Q, of only 75, gave responses showing logioal deduction on all the items excepting the baseball.
Materialistic and Sonmateriallstio classification.—
The percentage of sixth grade responses that fall Into

materialistic and nonmateriallatic sequences are given
in Table XHXII* This tabulation show a an Increase In
the number of materialistic responses at the sixth grade
level. Over 56 per cent of all the sixth grade pupils*
explanations of physical causality were materialistic.
A very small portion of the responses, 0*7 per cent,
offered explanations of change in terms of an external
force.
delation of Our Results to jjsutsche's, —At the fifth,
and sixth grade levels we find that the number of material*
istic responses are Increasing, This finding seems to be
somewhat in agreement with Deutsche*e {II ) findings*
She reports an increase in the frequency of materialistic
responses with age, and we, too, found a larger number
of materialistic explanations at the upper grade levels.
The subjects in the intermediate grades are older, and
since many of our subjects were younger than the children
1

investigated in jJeutsche a study, this increase at grades
1

five and six indicate a that Deutsche a findings might be
valid for a comparable age group* However, nowhere in
the present study did we find as high a percentage of
materialistic responses as Deutsche reports.
Summary of Data on Moral Ju<fc:ment,>-In our consideration of the application of rules to marble playing
by alxth grade boys, we found that six of our subjects
fell at ata,e four, six at stage three, and three at
{

stage two.
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TABLE XXXII
PERCENTAGE OF S I X T H G R A D E R E S P O N S E S TRaT F A L L INTO
G2RTA.IH M A T E R I A L I S T I C him HQNMaTE.;X*LI3TIC
T Y P E S OF ChUSAL RELATION

(according to sax):

»

Item
1
S
3
4
6
6
7
8
9
Totals
Itom

|

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals
Item
1

2

3
' 5
6
7
8
9
Totals

53,3
46.7
60
53.3
40
40
40
100
33.3
49 ^
M

53.5
40
66.7
53.3
53.3
60
66.7
80
46.7
57.8
M
53.3
43.3
63.3
43.3
46.7
60
63.3
56.7
40
56.7

EX
Boys

IK

f

6.7

46.7
83.3
40
6B.7
53.£
60
40

13.3

6.7
1.5

60
46.7

1*9

EX
Girls

6.7
.7

0

•

6.7

IS
46.7
53.3
33.3
46.7
46.7
40
80
13.3
33.3
37

EX
IN
Totals'
46.7
53.3
36.7
66.7
60
60
3.3
50
6.7
3.3
46.7
.7
43

.7
0

6.7

13.3
6.7
13.4
3.7
?

.7
0
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In regard to the application of rule a to jack
playing by sixth grade boys* we found that three of our
subjects were at stag© four, four at stage three, seven
at stage two, and one at stage one*
In considering the application of rules for jack
playing for girls, we find that eight of our subjects,
or slightly more than 50 per cent are at stage four,
six fall at stage three, and one at stage two,
In regard to the application of rules to marble
playing, two of our subjects were at stage three, and the
other thirteen at stage two,
With regard to the consciousness of rules we found
only four boys at stage three, ten at stage two, and
one at a stage so low t'~at he did not know what rules
were. The girls were classified In the same manner, and
there were found nine at the stage three level, and six
at ata t two,.
t:

Several individuals, both boys and girls, who fell
Into group two maintained that the rules for th© game
predominantly played by their sex could not be changed,
but that anyone could make a rule for the other game.
Relation of Our Findings to Placet's. —We find the
same discrepancies between our findings and those of
Piaget as were encountered in the Interpretation of the
fourth and fifth grade results,
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RESULTS FROM OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL PUPILS
In previous sections of this paper we have discussed
the experimental results obtained from pupils of McAllaster
Elementary School, Lawrence, Kansas, from the kindergarten
through the sixth gra.ie. The selection of subjects from
an elementary school necessarily limited the number of
oases at the higher chronological ages* In order to determine partially the relative influence of chronological and
mental age we hove examined a group of ten children of
.Tackson Opportunity School, Kansas City, Missouri. These
children as a whole have high chronological ages and
although their intelligence quotients are low they still
have mental ages as high as many of our McAllaster subjects. We shall attempt with this group to ascertain
whether there are differences in the concepts of physical
causality and moral judgment of children whose mental ages
are equivalent although their chronological ages differ
considerably.
Table

30X01

, on the following page, lists each of our

subjects* chronological and mental ages, Intelligence
quotients, Socio-economic status on the basis of Sinus
Score Card for Sooio-Economio Status ( •#), social adjustment index on the basis of teacher's estimates, intelligence Grade Plaooment on the basis of the Kansas City
Scale ( 61), and Actual Grade Placement on the basis of
the Progressive Teats{ 85). These last two ratings were

obtained from norma derived from the achievement teat
performance of average Kansas City school children, and
serve as a basis for the classification of pupils in «;he
City Schools.
TABLE XXXIII
QUANTITATIVE DATA FEOM OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL PUPILS
(arranged by chronological age)
Subject

9.A* , M*A«

H.B.

17-2

A,3.

15-8

H*S#

15 -"6

J.L. '

14—11 10-9

K.D.

14-6

jr.P*

A#S.

t

x«o*? .
fl

A.G.,P

68

3

4

4*4

4.7

9—11

©7

0

3

3*1

0.8

9-10

07

2

4

4*9

6.0

76

3

a

S«7

4.8

8-10

63

2

3

3*7

4.5

15-5

8*1

61

3

4

2.8

3*6

D*H.

13*3

8—3

63

0

4

2*9

4*4

M#E.

12-3

8-1

66

4

5

2*5

1.6

M*B»

10-0

6-10

68

4

4

1*5

1.5

J *N#

8-8

0—3

73

3

3

1.0

1.2

Averages 13-5

8-4

67

2.8

3.4

3.45

5 «88

10-3

Careful case histories of all students in this
gx»oup were obtained. Including the family history, the
developmental history of the subject, the present evaluation of the individual, and a rating of the home hackground*
The present evaluation of the subject considers his
social behavior, physical conditions, and mental and educational achievements.
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The rating of the home background takes into account
the social, moral and economic levels of the home. Some
consideration is also given to the opportunities for play
which the individual has enjoyed, both in the past and in
the present, as well as home discipline, since these two
items are Important faotors in the socialization of the
ohild.
The Investigation of this group was limited to a
cons Ida rati a of the brother-sister relationship and con!

cepts of physical causality. Such observations of moral
Judgment as wei>© made were based entirely on the reaction
of the subjects in behavioral situations in which these
concepts were involved*
Since this group is used for comparative purposes
and since the number of subjects is small we have thought
best to present a summary of each individual*s reaction
in the experimental situation.
PRESENTATION OP INDIVIDUAL CASES
Subject H.B.
H.3. is a boy seventeen years and two months old,
with a mental age of ten years and three m nths and an
intelligence quotient of sixty-eight* He comes from a
large family whose socio-economic status is very low.
His social adjustment, both in the schoolroom and
the home, is good*
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H.B. showed good Insight into brother-sister relationships, stating that ha had thro© sisters and two
brothers* each sister had two sisters and three brothers,
and each brother two brothers and two sisters. When asked
if brother L« had a brother, he replied, "Sure, me, l«m
fl

my brother's brother#

In the situatin dealing with physical causality he
was able to predict accurately what would happen when the
various objects, with the exception of the baseball, were
placed in the water. He was able to explain the sinking
of the marble and golf ball on the basis of logical deduction, (See page?3 for an explanation of the classification of these bases of Judgment). Be was able to explain
the buoyanoe and movement of the boat on the same basis.
The floating of all other objects, however, was explained
on the basis of a lower level of causal relation, namely
that of dynamic causality. He predicted that the baseball
would sink, and when it did not he was not able to explain
the phenomenon on the basis of logical deduction as he had
the other objecte that sank, The only explanation he was
able to advance was that the situation was unnatural and
must involve trickery.
Subject A,S,
A«S* is a girl fifteen years eight months old, with
a mental age of nine years and eleven months, and an Intel-
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llgenoe quotient of sixty-seven. She comes- from a large
family whoso socio-economic status is indeterminately low.
Her social adjustment, both in the school situation and
at home, is average.
A.S. showed good Insight into brother-sister relationships, stating that she had three sisters and three
brothers, each sister has three brothers and three sisters
and each brother had two brothers and four sisters.
In the experiment dealing with physioal causality
she wac able to predict accurately whether tho various
objects, with the exception of the baseball, would sink
or float in water. She was able to explain on the basis
of logical, deduction the buoyance of the boat. The explanation of the sinking or floating of other objects, with
the exception of the baseball, was- on the basis of dynamic
causality. She predicted that the baseball would sink,
and when It did not she explained this phenomenon on the
basis o f moral causality, saying that the baseball floated
because it was necessary for baseballs to keep dry.
Subject R.3.
R.;3. Is a girl fifteen years and six months old, with
a mental age of nine years and ten months. Her Intelligence quotient Is sixty-seven, Her family oonsists of
an older married sister with whom she and her two brothers
live. The aool.—economic status of this family is very low.
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R.S. has pod social adjustment,- both in the schoolroom
and at heme.
In answer to questions dealing with brother-sister
relationships, sac replied that she had one sister and
two brothers and that each brother had cue brother and
sister, which was herself, and her sister had no sisters
and no brothers. The explanation of these responses,
which were not Insightful, may perhaps lie in the fact that
her married sister occupies in- the home a relationship much
more close to that of the mother than to that of a sister-.
In the experiment on physical causality she was able
to predict accurately whether the various objects, with
the exception of the baseball, would sink or float in the
water. She was able to explain on the basis of logical
deduction th© movement of the boat, She explained the
sinking or floating of the other objeots with the exception
of the baseball on the basis of dynamic causality. She
predicted that the baseball would sink, but when it did
not, she was unable to offer any explanation, holding that
since the ball was heavy It should sink unless trickery
were Involved. (See page 82 )
Subject J.L.
J.L. Is a boy fourteen years and eleven months old,
with a mental age of ten years and nine months, and an
Intelligence quotient of seventy-five. He lives alone
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with his father, although he has an older sister who la
married. The present socio-economic status of the family
is low, although previously it was somewhat higher. He la
poorly adjusted socially, particularly with respect to the
school situation*
J.L, showed complete insight into the brother-aister
relationship, stating that he had one sister and he was
her brother.
In the experiment dealing with physical causality he
was able to predict accurately what would happen when the
various objects, with the exception of the baseball, were
placed in water. He was able to explain the movement of
the boat on the basis of logical deduction. All other
explanations of the floating or sinking of objects with
the exception of the baseball and boat were explained on
the basis of dynamic causality, Moral causality was relied
upon to explain why boats floated. He predicted that the
baseball would sink, and when it did not, he was not able
to explain it, contending that some trickery must be involved.
Subject K.D,
K,D,,fourteen years and six months old, with a mental age of eight years and ten months, and an intelligence
quotient of sixty-three, cornea from a large family consisting of hia parents, three brothers and four sisters.
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The aocio-eoonomic statue is very low.

He shows average

social adjustment to both the hone and sohool situation*
K.D. showed complete Insight into brother-sister
relationships, stating that aach brother- had three brothers and four sisters, and each sister had four brothers
and three sisters. Be said, "We're all related, me and
them, they*re my sisters and brothers* and I'M their
brother."
In the experiment dealing with physical causality
he waa able to predict accurately whether the objects
would or would not sink in water, with the exception of
the baseball. He wa.. able to explain on the basis of
lor.loal dedu tlon what made the boat move and the sinking
or floating of all objects, ;/lth. the exoeption of the
plngpong ball and baseball. He explained the floating of
t'-e plngpong ball on the basis of dynamic causality, and
after an 1. correct prediction alao explained the floating
of the baaeball by the same principle.
In a consider at! n of K,;>.*s results It may be worth
while to po'nt out that, although his Intelligence quotient is low, he is, nevertheless, outstanding in his
group in arithmetic and art work.

Further nore, his low

intelligence quotient ma;, be partially due to the fact
that he has an indifferent attitude toward school work,
and his test attitude toward a strange examiner was probably negativistic.
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Although his present socio-economic status la very
law, during the life time of his father It was quit©
high* During this period K*D# had varied and extensive
aocial experiences which gave him a rather bias*; outlook
toward the social situation In which he now finds himself* This, wo believe, has resulted in' slightly antisocial behavior which his relatively poor social adjustment ranking reflects*
Subject J.P*
J*P. is a boy thirteen years five months old, with
a mental age of eight years one month* and an intelligence
quotient of sixty*on©, The family consists of his mother,
his brother, and himself# The socio-economic status is
low* He is well adjusted in the school situation,
J,?, showed no Insight into the brother-sister relationship. He said that he had one brother* but that his
brother had no brother*
In the experiment dealing with physical causality
he was unable to make a single prediction concerning the
phenomena involved* He responded to all questions with,
"I don*t know"* All questions involving the floating or
sinking of objects were explained on the basis of flnallam,
with the exception of the boat* Here moral causality was
utilized since he said it floated because it was a boat,
and was supposed to carry people. In response to the
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question, "What make* a sailboat move?" J.P, replied
that the pedals make It go, an explanation on the basis
of meohanloal causality*

(See page 83 )

Subject D.H*
D.lt* is a girl thirteen years and three months old,
with a mental age of eight years three months, and an
intelligence quotient of sixty-three, She comes from a
large family whose socio-economic status is indeterminately low* She la quite well adjusted both In the home and
in the school situation.
D.H. showed complete insight into brother-sister
relationships stating that she had three sisters and two
brothers and that each sister had three sisters and two
brothers, and that each brother had four sisters and one
brother.
In the experiment d ealing with physleal causality
she was able to predict accurately what vrould happen when
the various objects, with the exoeptlon of the baseball,
were placed In the water. She explained the sinking and
floating of all objects on the basis of dynamic causality,
while she relied upon anamistic causality to explain the
movement of the boat.
Subject U.£ .
M

M*B* Is a boy twelve years and three months old
with a mental a e of eight years and one month, and an
fc
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Intelligence quotient of sixty-six. The family consists
of the parents and a sister, the sub j act and his brother.
The socio-economic status is medium low. His social ad*
justment is average*
M.E* showed complete lack of insight into the brotherslater relationship* He said that he had a brother and a
slater, but that hie sister had no brothers and hia
brother did not as yet have a slater*
Since he predicted that all of the objects would
sink, ho was correct In only two of hia pradlctlona,
those concerning the marble and the golf ball* The sinking of the marble and the floating of the plngpong ball
were explained on the basis of dynamic causality,. All
other questions Involving the sinking and floating of
objecta, with the exception of the baseball,., were explained on the basis of phenomeniatio causality. The
floating of the baaeball waa explained by moral,, oa^aa.Utva
since It was necessary for the ball to keep dry In order
to be used in playing baseball.
The movement of the boat was explained on the basis
of anamlstlc causality,*
Subject M»B»
M«B» la a girl ten years old with a mental age of
six years ten m nths, and an intelligence quotient of
sixty-eight. The family consists of the subject, her
parents and one older brother* The aoclo-eoonomic status

Is medium lew* She Is well adjusted socially, .both at
home and at school.
IVI.B. showed complete Insight Into the brother-sister
relationship, stating that she had one brother and that
she was his sister.
Since she predicted that all the objects would sink
She was right in only two cases, those of the marble and
the golf ball* The basis of explanation of the floating
of the jack ball and the pingpong ball and the sinking of
the marble was ptenomenlstiQ oausality* An explanation
• for the • floating of the boat and the sinking of the golf
ball was offered on the basis of flnallsm. Dynamio eauaality was utilised to explain the floating of the two large
rubber balls i moral causality * the floating of the baseball*
It was necessary for the ball to keep dry in order that one
might play ball with it. 'Hie movement of the boat was
explained on the basis of sMmlstlo. .causality*. (See page 83)
Subject J.H.
J.N. Is a boy eight years eight months old, with a
mental age of six years and three months, and an intelligence quotient of seventy-two* The family consists of the
subject, his parents and a brother and sister* The socioeconomic status of the family Is low* His social adjustment
both at home and In school Is average *
J.N. showed complete lack of Insight into brotherslater relationships. Be said that he had a brother and a
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a alater, cut that he didn't know whether his brother
had a sinter, or whether his sister had a brother.
When questioned further on the subject he responds!
w

no

M

to both queotions.
In the experiment dealing with physical causality
B

he either responded with, l don't know," or made an
incorrect prediction in all cases except those of the
hard rubber ball and the boat. Hia explanation of the
floating of the Jack ball and the hard rubber ball
and the sinking of the marble was based on phenomenla tic causality. The sinking of the golf ball and
the floating of the soft rubber ball and the baseball
he explained on the basis of dynamic causality; the
floating of the plngpong ball he explained on the
basis of animistic causalityi the movement of the boat
was explained on the basis of final ism.
Summary on Drother-Slster Helat lenshlp»•—We
studied the opportunity school group for the purpose
of ascertaining whether the investigation of a group
such as this would throw any light on the nature of
1

the development of thought processes in our "normal*
children, we realised at the beginning that such a
small group could not be used for statistical purposes,
but we believed that we might be able to observe some
tendencies which might otherwise be obscured If we
studied only the normal everyday activity of our elementary school children.
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The opportunity school ^oup consisted of ten children, six hoys and four girls, ranging in age from
J, W, (8-8) to It, B, (17-2), In this group we Investigated the development of thinking in regard to
physical causality and the logic of relations as
shown by the child's grasp of brother-sister relationships •
On the basis of the method of scoring the responses to the interrogation concerning brother-sister
relationships which we have described earlier, we
classified the responses of these subjects into their
proper categories. Of the group of six boys three
gave responses showing complete Insight into brothersister relationships. One subject had only a brother
and although his response was Incorrect we have no
way of knowing that his failure would extend to the
inclusion of those of the opposite sex. Two subjects gave responses which were entirely wrong,
On the basis of the same type of classification
the responses of four girls fall into the following
groups: three subjects whose responses were entirely
correct, and one subject Whose response was partly correct.
We thought it worth while to make a comparison of
this group with certain of our elementary school groups.
We realized that this group represented too small a
group to make adequate comparison with any of our ele-
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mentary school groups. However, we thought that, due
to the soeolal nature of the group, we might discover
certain tendencies in the child's logic of relations
which, if they serve

no other purpose, would at least

aid us In obtain in ; a better understanding of the logic
of relations need by opportunity school pupils.
Talcing this group nr. a whole we find that the

average chronological are Is thirteen years and five
months. 'The average mental age la eight years and four
months. We have decided therefore to compare this group
with the /.roups which most closely approximate it in
average chronological and average mental age. The sixth
grade has an average chronological aye of twelve years,
and so we have selected it as the group for comparison
on the basis of chronological age.
Although there Is a year and five months difference
in chronological age in favor of the opportunity croup,
this should not affect the results of the comparison, for,
if Piaget*s theory Is true, the child should have grasped
all the aspects of brother-sister relationships by the
time he has reached the age of twelve. The average
mental age of the sixth grade is twelve years and
seven months.
We have chosen for comparison, on the basis of average
mental age, the third grade, which has an average mental
age of nine years and four months as compared to the
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average mental age of this group which Is eight years
and four months.
A comparison of the types of responses given by the
sixth grade pupils and those of the opportunity school
group shows little difference between the percentage of
correct responses given (providing, of course, that the
ten opportunity students are considered to be a representative sampling.) Here, apparently, high chronological age has to a large extent overcome the effect
of low mental age, Three of the subjects giving correct responses were below a mental age of nine years,
one of these, M« B» (10-0) had a mental age of six
years and ten months*
Compared with the third grade subjects the opportunity ...roup showed a decided superiority in the
type of responses given. Whereas over sixty per oent
of the opportunity school subject gave correct responses,
only thirty per oent of the third grade subjects were
able to £ive responses indicating complete insight into
brother ana sister relationships. Here, despite the
higher mental age of the third grade pupils they did not
show as great insight into the relationships as did the
opportunity school pupils. Here again we have apparent evidence that the experimental opportunities, due
to advanced chronological age may to some extent compensate for the limitations of low intelligence.
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7ii view

group one

of

the

would hardly

correct replies,

itself f.oE'.c
the

^rasp

low intelligence quotient® of this
expect such a high percentage of

\7e were lei to seek within the group

.factors

which >ight aid us in understanding

of brother-sister relationships by this group.

We noticed first that most of those who gave correct
responses came from lur.e families, with very low socioc

economic status. This mijht at first lead one to believe

that the

level of socialisation of the ohild would

be low. Further Inquiry led us to believe that such a
situation m\.ht instead act to speed up the development of the lo. ic of relations Insofar as brothersister relationships were concerned. If, as Piaget (71 5
maintains, the failure of the child to grasp these relationships Is duo to his egocentrism, then one might well
believe
status

that a

might

large family with a low socio-economic

so affect the child as to curb his In-

dividuality, The curbing of individuality in the child
ml^ht possibly serve to change earlier the child's
perspective from an egocentric one to a more socialised
one, due to the greater socialization in the family group.
Those responses which wero scored as failures also
throw some light on the development of brother-sister
relationships, K» S. (15-6) in discussing her brothersister relationship® stated that she had a sister and
two brothers but that her sister had no brothers or sisters. Her sister was married and did not live at home.
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and so was not accredited with having the "home" children as siblings. This is another example of the operation of some of the factors which we mentioned in connection with our youngest; children, namely the factors
of chronological nearness, and physical nearness. One
might reason that continued residence in the home was
one of the factors involved in sibling relationships.
The definitions given by young, children of "brother"
w

and slater" as boys or ^irls who live in your home
offers some support to such a belief.
Summary of Data on Physical Causality.—The percentages of responses under the various types of causal
relations given by the pupils of the opportunity school
group are listed in Table XXXIV, on page 254. The outstanding characteristic of these responses was their
wide ran^e from a fairly hi,h percentage of responses
t

in terras of phenomenlstio causality to a high percentage
of responses In terms of logical deduction. We could
not expect to compare this group with any of our elementary groups in order to draw statistical conclusions.
The very nature of the group precluded any such attempt.
What we could hope for. however, was to see if In a
group with such a wide range of chronological and mental ages there would be any common type of behavior
which would serve to differentiate that type of group
from all others. We hoped that perhaps our findings in
regard to a group of pupils possibly maturing at a slower
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TABLE

XXXIV

PERCENTAGE OP OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL RESPONSES TEAT FALL
INTO CERTAIN TYPES OF GAUSAL RELATION
(according to sax)
Typo of Causal Relation
Item 2

3

6

7
9
Boy's

11

1*
2.
3,
4,
5,

16,7 16.7
33.3
16.7
16,7 66.7
16,7 16.7
33.3
16.7 16*7
33.3
e.
33.3
33.3
7. 16,7
16.7
33.3
8, 16,7
16.7
9.
16.7 33,3
Totals 12.6 12.6 6.2
4,2 31.1
Item 2

1.
2.
3,

3

6

7

26
25

60

8*
Totals
9, 3,1
Item 2
1.
2. 10
3. 10
4. 20
5. 10
6,
7. 10
8. 10
9.
Totals 8,8

6.3

6.3

3

6

20
10
10
10
20

6,3

00. 0

16.7

10

30

16.7 50
16.7
2,1 20.8
11

20
6,3

17

6

4.2

33.5
6,2

18

0

50
6.3
3,1

76
5.1. 9.4

17

0

20
20
10
10
30
10

10
42,3

t

25

50
70
50
70
60
30

30
10
10

16,7
33.3

25
69,4

7
9
Tot"a Is

?

33.5

50

7.

0

33 .3

75
78
76
100
100
26

4 . 25

6.
6.

9

17

50
10
1.3 15

3.8

50
7.5

1

tempo than the noxraal children would throw some light
on the course of the developmental process In normal
children,
- e have here a wi.de range of chronological agoa
fro:rt t h a t of li, 3, (17-g) to that of J, H. (8-8) and
so would naturally expect a wider range of responses
than wo would frc*a any group made up entirely of children with approximately the same ages.

It was quite

valuable to discover that this group, in spite of their
limited mental ages and very poor socio-economic status,
used, approximately the same types of causal relations as
did their more "fortunate brothers*"

The fact that

these children with such low intelligence quotients
responded as did those of our elementary groups makes
clear trie need for a more intensive study of the
relation of experience to the type of causal thinking
employed by the individual,
Materialistic and ffonmaterlaliatlo Classifications, —
Mien the responses of the Jackson school pupils were
re tabulated and classified Into Deutsche's materialistic
and nonmaterlalistie sequences, as shown In Table X~'XV,
page 256, their distribution differed little from those
of the other groups investigated.

The percentage of

materialistic responses given by this group (30 per cent)
compares favorably with the number of materialistic responses given by the fourth or fifth grade at rcAllaster.
these results as well as those described above show the

TABLE XXXV
EBRCFl'ST-iC-S OF OPPORTUNITY 3CTIQ0L RESPONSES THAT FALL
CERTAIN MATER I:; LISTIC AND NONffiATE'. XiiLISTIC
TYPHJ3 OP CAUSAL RT3IATION
(according to seat)

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S
9
Totals

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total
I torn
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Totals

M
SO
50
33*3
50
33.3
60.7
33.3
39.4
M

EX
Boys
16.7
33.3
16.7
16.7
33.3
33.3
33.3
22.8
EX
Oirls

26
25
25

50

50

15*6

15.6

M
40
10
30
20
30
60
60
80
30

EX
Trials
10
20
20
10
10
40
20
20

IN

f

33.3
66.7
S3.3
60
33*3
33.3

INTO

£

16.7
33.3
6.2

31.1
IN

0

75
75
75
100
100
100
25
59.4
IN
50
70
50
70
600
30
AO

42.5

75
9.4
?

0

10
60
7*5
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necessity for the study of the child in regard to the
several variables operating In his psychological field,
such as chronological age, mental age, social status, etc.
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V.

SUMMARY All!) CONCLUSIONS

General Sut?imar;,r of Drother-Slster Helatlonahipa
In our conaideration of the grasp of brothersister relationships,we. find certain developmental tendencies which we may trace through all the school levels
which we investigated.
At the nursery school level we found only partial
insight into brother-sister relationships. These children like Piaget*s were unable to give entirely correct
responses to questions of brother-sister relationships.
The failure of both boys and girls at this age level
was in their inability to grasp the brother-brother or
slater-sister relations. These children gave primitive
definitions of the terras "brother" and "sister" defining
them as "boy" and "girl" respectively. We are in agreement with Piaget in regard to the egocentrism of children of this level. The lack of Insight into brothersister relationships appears to be due to the inability
of the child to change hia "perspective". The responses
of the child at this level are characteristic of the undifferentiated thought which he demonstrates In all fields
The kindergarten children, although still unable to
appreciate brother-brother or siater-aiater relatione,
do show some Improvement over nursery sohool children
in their general grasp of brother-sister relationahlpa.
Our subjects atill gave primitive definitions of the

terras "brother" and "slater"«

We are in agreement with

Piaget aa to the general level of insight reached by tho
child but we believe that one cannot explain the behavior of the child exclusively in terms of chronological
age, 'We believe that the insight of the child into these
relationships Involves many factors in the child's
psychological field such as the physical and chronological
nearness, and the relative prestige of the other siblings,
The first grade children exhibited marked Improvement
In the grasp of brother-sister relationships, The children still continue to be egooentrlof they have brothers
but they are not brothers to their brothers. Brothers
,r

and sisters are still defined by most children as "boys

and "girls," but the child at this time begins to realize
the importance of parentage and residence in determining
one's brothers and sisters.
The responses of the second grade children showed
a greater percentage of correct answers to the interrogation. The definitions of the terms "brother" and
"sister" were at a slightly higher level.
The third grade children showed some slight improvement in both the understanding of the brothersister relationships and in the definitions of the terms
"brother" and "sister". We agree with Piaget that there
is an increase In Insight with advancing chronologiical
age. The responses of our subjects do not support his
contention that by the age of nine children should be
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able to correctly define the terms "brother" and "slater"*
The responses of the fourth grade children show a
j.reat decrease In the number of entirely Incorrect
answers to questions concerning the brother-sister relationships. Apparently at this time the thought of most
all children has differentiated to a degree sufficient
to permit the grasp of at least certain brother-sister
relationships.
The fifth grade children show little Improvement
over those of the fourth grade. There is, however, a
rather eviient superiority of girls in the grasp of
brother-sister relationships. We still find approximately
half of our subjects unable to give correct definitions
of the terras "brother" ana "sister". These results are
in opposition to those of Piaget who found that most of
his subjects were able to define these terms correctly
by the time they reached the age of nine.
The sixth grade children showed little or no improvement over the fifth grade children In their recognition of brother-sister relationships. The girls
continued to show superiority over the boys in their
grasp of these relationships. This superiority we believe may be possibly due to tendency for girls of this
age to become more interested than boys in the home and
the family. This added interest might aid In bringing
about a more rapid maturation of insight into brothersister relationships*
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The opportunity school subjects gave a high percentage of correct or partially correct responses to
the questions regarding brother-sister relationships.
The responses of tnls group when compared with the responses of groups of approximately the same average
chronological and mental a, es show a superiority in the
perception of brother-sister relationships. An Inquiry
into possible factors involved in this superiority led
us to the conclusion that the size of the family and
its socio-economic status may play a part in bringing
about a more rapid socialization of the child which is
accompanied by an earlier disappearance of childish
egocentrism.
Our results lead us to consider that the development of the child's logic of relations, as demonstrated
through his insight into brother-slater relationships,
is a process of differentiation and expansion. In this
process such factors as the child's relative brightness
and level of social adjustment play an important role In
determining the rate and extent of maturation.
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General Summary of Physical Causality.
in our examination of the types of causal relations
used to explain certain physical phenomena, we find c ertaln
tendencies whloh we may trace through the various levels
of our Investigation*
Children's explanations of physical causality were
classified first according to eighteen types of causal
relation, and, secondly, on the basis of Deutsche's materialistic and nonmaterlalistie sequences.
Piagett» types of causal relation are numbered so that
the larger numbers indicate higher levels of thinking, and
in our study, the responses of the older children tended
to fall in those frequencies at the upper end of Piaget*a
scale. Table X7XVI on page 265 shows the percentage of
#

the total responses which fall into the various types of
causal relation.
The pre-sehool and lower elementary school children
give explanations in terms of phenomenlstlc causality
more frequently than any other type of response.
The nursery school children offered only a few explanations Illustrative of dynamic causality but with the
children of each succeeding grade level the number of
responses embracing dynamic causality increased. The
second grade children offor more explanations on the baais
of dynamic causality than phenomenlstlc causality and
the predominance of this type of explanation continues.

TABLE XXXVI- PERCENTAGE OP TOTAL RESPONSES THAT PALL 'INTO CERTAIN
OP CAUSAL RELATION (according to grade and sex)
Type of Causal Relation
8
9
10
11
15 16 17
2
3
6
7
Boys
NS 3.5 25,3
23.5 31.1
51.1 7.8 1.1
„ 14.4 5.5
2.2
^
4.8 25.9
.5 5.5
2.6
11.6
34.6
7.4
4.8
Kg
1"G
5.2
56.5
7.9
8.7 25.4 1.6
5.2
.8 5.2
3.2
56.5
7.9
2 G
.5
26.8
2.0
1.0
49.5
2.0
4.5
8.1
•-5 26.8 2,0
3 G
11.9 1.5
1.5
.7
70.4
2.2
5.2
6,0
11.9
.7
70.0
2.8
12.2
4G
4.4 5.9
1.1
45,9 1.5
5.2
25.0
5G
13.3 1.5
46.7
58.5
6G
9.6 1.5
31.1
2.1
20.8
4.2
Op.
12.5 12.5 6.2
m

6
NS 1.1 12.2 52.2 6.7
Kff 4.1 4.7 31.6 8.2
1 8
5.6 53.9 10.0
2 G
.6 4.1 33.9 14.6
5 G
9.8 2.6
4 G
4.2
.7
5 G
12.3 2.9
6 G
10.4
.7
Op.
3.1
6.5
6.3

m

7

8

9

5.3
.6
2.9

1.1
6.4
5,5
1.2
2.1

7.8
24.6
54.4
27.5
68.0
65.5
64.9
37.0
59.4

6,3

6

7

8

9

2.2 17.8 41.7
1,9
8.3 53.1
33.1
1.9 8.5
1 3
4.6 55.0
2 G
.3 2.2 30.1
30,1
3 G
10.8
4 G
2.5 4.0
12.7
5 G

7.2
7.b
7.8
9.2
7.9
2,1
2.1
.9
2.3

.6
,5
•5
1.4
.5
.3

.6
5.6
5.6
5,6
1.1
.9

11.1
20.0
25.5
50,7
59.5
69.1
67.9
56.5
56*5

6 G
Op.-

.7
6.3
ft.R

5.0
K-O

1

2

5

US

"c:

10,0

10,0
8.8 10
.o
ft-A
nn.O

O.O
5,0

.7

43.0

43.0
42.5
42-5

m

o

10
11
Girls
1.1
1.8
5.9
.6 4.7
1.2
.7 2.1
.6 4.1
6,7

15

10
11
Totals
1.7
.6
»C
O.O
.3
5*6
5,6
.7 5.6
1.4
4.6
1.7
,3 2.5
.5
1.0
1.0 4.6
4*6

15

5.3
5.3
1.3
1.3

2.4

16

17

TYPES
,„, .._
18
5.5 10,0
1.0
1.6
2.4
7.1
5.0
2.5
2,2
5.0
.6
2.2
6.7
.7
1.5
.7 1.5
4.2
6.2
18

0
8*9
9.4
1.1
4.1

?
8*9
1.8
5.3

1.2
2.8
4.7
15.7
22.9
11.7
40.0
6.5

1.2
1.1
1.2
1.3
.7
1.2
.7
5.1

17

18

0

?

1.1
1.9
.5 2,9
6.5
11.1
17.0
16.7

1,1
,7
.5
1.7
.3
1.6

6.1
4.4
1.6
5.5
2.8
2.9

9.4
1.7
4,9
1.4
.7
.9
1.6

39*3
1S.O

1.1
3,S

.7
7.5

1.9

16

.7
9.4

1.5
1.4
2.3
3.7
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on up throiigh th© sixth grade level,
A few explanations of physical causality which were
Interpreted as Indicative of logical deduction were encountered among nursery school children, but explanations
of this type are not numerous until the fourth grade Is
attained, and nowhere are explanations in terms of
logical deduction more frequent than responses in them
of dynamic causality.
Hot only do the types of causal relation given by
the children of each grade level vary, but also the percentage of answers falling into each type of causal thinking varies from question to question. For example, the
explan tlon of the movement of the sailboat usually
elicited a different kind or type of reasoning from that
used to explain buoyanoe.
Although responses at each age level Include a number
of causal relation types, three kinds of answers predominate: explanation in terms of phenomenistic causality
at the lower ages, In terms of dynamic causality at the
intermediate levels, and at the upper grade level a definite trend toward logical deduction is evident.
Children at the lower ages were unable to predict
with any degree of accuracy what would happen If the
object were placed in water. Here explanations dominate prediction, but after about the third and fourth grade
when the child becomes able to predict with a certain
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degree of accuracy, a deeper insight Into the nature
of physloal causality does not make for decrease in
erroneousneaa of prediction.
Our findings with respect to physical causality are
In general agreement with those of Piaget. We find that
insofar as the same problem was under consideration, our
subjects showed the same characteristic behavior observed
by Piaget. We also noted that at those ages where Piaget
Indicates a transfer from one stage of thinking to another

#

there was a shift In the type of explanation given by a
number of our children. However, the findings of our
investigation do not lead us to believe that these are
qualitative stages characteristic of child thought as
distinct from that of adult thought.
The data on the types of causality were retabulated
and classified acoordlng to Deutsche*s materialistic and
nonmaterlalistie sequences, Table XXXVII, page 266,
gives the percentage of responses which fall into materialistic and nonmaterlalistie types of causal relations•
This distribution shows a wide range of variation among
the responses of each group* However, our findings are
not in agreement with those of Deutsche who concluded
that there was an Increase with age In the percentage
of answers classified as materialistic. We find at
several points in the distribution an increment in
the number of materialistic responses, but the increment
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TABLE XXXVII

PERCENTAGE OP TOTAL RESPONSES THAT PALL INTO CERTAIN
MATERIALISTIC AND NONMATERIALISTIC
TYPES OP CAUSAL RELATIONS
(according to grade arid sex)

IN

0

14.4
23.8
34.1
60.6
70.4
70.0
48.1
46.7

3.3

31.1

5.0
6.7
.7
6.2

.6
.7
1.8

IN

0

V

8.9
31.0
37.8
28.7
68.0
67.4
64.9
37.0
59.4

8.9
9.4
1.1
4.1

8.9
1.8
3.3

EX
NS
Kg
1
2
3
4
5
6

G
G
G
G
G
G
Op.

4i a

43.9

43.2
41.4
27,4

18.9

43.0
49.6
39.4

M

31.1
30.6
11.1
2.6
2.2
5.6
1.6
1.3
22.8

Soys

EX

2.4
3,0

Girls
NS
Kg
1 G
2 G
3 G
4 G
5 G
6 G
Op.

53.3
36.7
41.7
45.0
28.1
30.6
28.9
57.8
15.6
M

NS
Kg
1 G
2 G
5 G
4 G
6 G
6 G
op.

47.2
40.0
43.1
43.1
27.8
24.1
35.6
56.7
30.0

20.0
22.2
16.1
22.2
2.6
.7
2.9
.7
15.6
EX

IN
Totals
25.6
11. 7
23.1
39.8
36.3
14.1
40.4
11.7
2.4
69.1
3.4
68.8
2.3
87.5
.7
43.0
20.0
42.6

.7
9.4

?
10.0
1.6
7.1
2.5

1.3
1.4
2.3
3.7

0

?

6.1
4*4
1.6
3.5

9.4
1*7
4.9
1.4
.7
.9
1.6
1.9

2.8
2.9
It

7.5
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is neither proportional to increase in chronological age
nor do we ever encounter as great a percentage of materialistic responses as reportedtoyDeutsche*
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general Summary of Moral judgment
In our Investigation of moral judgment In relation
to games, we find oertain developmental tendencies Whioh
may be traced through all the school levels which we
studied.
At the nursery school level, all children show in
the application of rules behavior corresponding to Piaget*s
first two stages. In the first stage the child plays
games for the motor enjoyment he obtains from such activity.
The second stage la characterised by imitation of one's
elders without knowledge of the reasons for so doing.
Children at thla stage are aware of certain techniques
for playing but do not play to win. The behavior of the
girls is difficult to clasaify on the baais of the two
stages mentioned by Piaget (74) in his discussion of glrla*
games.

We find that at least in the playing of the game

of jacks the behavior of the girls may be elasaif led on
the same basis as that used for the boya. With reapeot
to conaolouaneaa of rules, the children are in the first
stage. Rules to them are merely interesting and not obligatory. These children showed little or no oonsoiouaneaa
of rulea. we find no differences In the application of
rules to either the game of their own sex or that of the
oppoaite sex. We agree with Piaget that children of thla
level show no cons piousness of rules. This we believe la
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due to the general lack of different la t ion in the thought
of the child at this age*
The kindergarten children show considerable advancement
over nursery school children, both in the application and
consciousness of rules* We find that hoys possess a greater
consciousness of rules than do girls. Both boys and girls
appear to fall at Piaget*a second stage of consciousness of
rules where rules are considered as sacred and imposed on
children by someone In authority. At this level the children respond that rules are made by "mamma", "papa", "Jesus",
etc.
In regard to the application of rules, we find that
when we compare hoys playing marbles with girls playing
jacks, there is a marked superiority of the boys* itfhen
playing the game which is predominantly that of the opposite
sex, we find that girls playing marbles show a superiority
over boys playing jacks. This may indicate that the game
of marbles has a greater social significance for children
than the game of jacks*
We find at this level, contrary to Piaget, several
children at stages three and four with respect to the
application of rules. Children who fall at stage four
give performances as good as sixth grade children. Ohey
do not, however, make use of ritual consecration or ritual
interdiction. The children who fall at stage four are
those with relatively high intelligence quotients and high
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social adjustment ratings.
We disagree with Piaget's classification of stages
in the application of rules on the basis of chronological
age. We feel that the different levels of application of
rules displayed by the same children when playing games which
have different values for thetr. supports the view that the
level of application of rules displayed by the child is the
result of the interaction of several factors operating in
his psychological field at a given time. The meaningfulneas
of the game and the person with whom the game is played are
examples of these factors.
The first grade children show only a slight advancement over kindergarten children in the application of rules.
The s uperiority of boys when playing the game of marbles
which is noted in the nursery group practically disappears
In this group. We find that when playing the game of the
opposite sex girls are superior to boys. In regard to the
consciousness of rules, we find Piaget»s second stage
predominates. An interesting phenomenon is observed when
children are laying the game of the opposite sex. Although
these children give a complete account of the rules for the
game, we find a great deal of cheating when playing the
game of the opposite sex. by children who are thoroughly
honest In the application of rules to the game of their
own sex*
The seaond grade children attain higher levels in the
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application of rules than do the first grade children.
At this level we find boys using r 1 tua 1 conseoration and
ritual interdiction. The boys of this grade show no
further improvement in the playing of jacks, althougii
the girls show great improvement in the playing of marbles.
In regard to the consciousness of rules, second grade
children show no advancement. In these children we find
a new group of individuals considered as originators of
rules. At this level children respond that policemen,
judges, and the president make the rules for marbles and
jacks. This may be related to the Child'e concept of the
term "rule", for he now defines a rule as a "law".
In the third grade boys reach a higher level in the
application of rules to marbles, but they show a deorease
In the application of rules in the playing of jacks. Girls
show slight increase in the level of application* both In
respect to marbles and jacks.
Some slight increase is noticed, in the general stage
of consciousness of rules. Children now maintain that the
Inventors of games make up the rules, although many continue to hold that the President and Mrs. Roosevelt are
mainly responsible for the rules for marbles and jacks.
We agree with piaget in regard to the application of
rules by children of this level, but find It difficult to
classify a certain group of children who maintain that they
themselves make the rules for the various games they play.
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Children In the fourth grade appear to be in advance
of the stages of application of rules expected on the basis
of the chronologioal ages set by piaget for the appearance of these rules. In regari to consciousness of rules,
we find that the girls are at a slightly higher level than
boys, although the group as a whole Is below the level
found by Piaget .in his studies of a similar ag© group.
The fifth grade children show only a slight increase
In the level of applloation of rules. Girls are at a
higher level in the planing of jacks than are boys in the
playing of marbles. When we consider the application of
rules to the gam© of the opposite sex* we find a superiority for the boys. Ho sex differences are apparent in
regard to consciousness of rules. The group as a whole
appears to be retarded from the standpoint of Piaget*a
studies of a similar age group.
In the sixth grade the children give results similar
to those obtained from fifth grade children. Without
further Investigation, we cannot give a definite reason
for this. We may, however, make the assumption that
insofar as the playing of these social games Is concerned,
children have reached the stage of complete maturation.
As in the case of the development of the child's
logic of relations, we feel that the development of moral
judgment is a process of differentiation and expansion.
In this process, such faotors as the relative bright-
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ness of the child, his socio-economic status, and his
social adjustment in terms of his relations with teachers,
parents, and children play a very important part.
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Conclusions
Purpose, - This study has as Its purpose the Invest*.
Igatlon of the following problems:
1«

Investigation into the nature of the development

of the concepts of physical causality In the child,
2* An evaluation of Piaget's and Deutsche's classification of causal thinking into types.
3. Farther clarification of the development of moral
judgment in the child.
Jim
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4. Further Investigation of children's thinking by
Inquiry into the development of the child's grasp of the
brother-sister relationship,
5.

A consideration of the relationship between the

child's' thinking, his concepts of physical causality, and
his moral judgment and such factors as chronological age,
mental age, intelligence quotient, grade placement, sex,
socio-economic status, and teacher's estimates of social
adjustment.
6.

A comparison of the development of these various

aspects of child thoughtto see whether they follow parallel
courses of development in the same child or whether the child
may be at one level in one aspect and at a higher or lower
level In another.
7.

An inquiry to discover whether there la experimental

e >id«noe which will aid us in ascertaining the relative Importance of biological maturation and experience In determining the level of child thought.

87S.

Method Used. - A elinleal technique was employed in
this investigation. In addition to the use of the interrogatory method, mental ages and intelligence quotients
were obtained, information on the home and family background
was secured, and wherever possible the behavior of the
experimental subjects, both within and without the olassroom,
was observed.
Experimental situations which would permit ua to examine In ore experimental period the relationships between
the concepts of physical causality, moral judgment, and
the child's idea of the brother-sister relationship were
selected and the child interrogated to obtain as nearly
as possible samples of these two aspects of the child's
thinking.
This method was selected because we believe that a
clinical investigation of the child would enable us to
discover many factors of Importance which might be obscured in a group testing technique.
Subjects. - We studied two hundred and seventy-seven
children who were secured from three sources. There were
twenty from the works Progress Administration nursery
school, Lawrence, K-nsas; two hundred forty-seven from
MoAllaster Elementary School, Lawrence, and ten from the
Jackson Opportunity School, Kansas City, Missouri.
These children cover an age range from two years, six
months to seventeen years, two months. The majority of our
subjects fell Between the ages of five and twelve.
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Significant Findings, - This study offers the following findings in answer to problems raised:
1. The concepts of causal relation used In explaining
physical phenomena do not develop In definite qualitative
stages which are characteristic of child thought as distinct
frotn adult thought.
2. These concepts sometimes seem to develop through
sudden variations while at other times there appears to be
a gradual development*
5.

Certain stages In the development of causal think-

ing a-opear to be characteristic of certain ages, when all
other factors except age are kept constant. Under ordinary
circumstances, however, there Is great overlapping of the
characteristics of several ages.
4. The type of causal relation used in explaining
physical phenomena appears to be specific to the particular
question,
5. Piaget»s classification of causal thinking Into
types Is a valid procedure so long as one remembers that
certain types of physical phenomena will ordinarily elicit
only certain types of causal explanations,
6. In olasalfying into types the causal explanations
given by children, one must always consider that the meaning of the explanation must be determined by reference to
the particular child who gives it.
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7. Classification of all the answers on the basis of
Piaget *s seventeenfcyoesof causal thinking revealed that
only four types of thinking (nhenomenistio, moral, dynamic
and logical deduction) were employed by most children*
8. Deutsche*s classification of causal thinking into
materialistic and nonmaterlallstls sequences was no more
adequate or representative than Piaget*s classification*
9. The inadequacy of Deutsche*s classification for
the understanding of this group may he due in part to the
differences in technique employed and age of children
studied,
10»

Pre-sohool and lower elementary children tend to

give explanation in terms of phenomen^lstie causality more
frequently than any other type of response,
11, in the Intermediate elementary grades, explanation
of physical phenomena in terms of dynamic eausality appears
to be predominant,
12, With children of the upper age levels, dynamie
causality is still used with considerable frequency, although
explanation in terms of logical deduction is also frequently
employed»
13, Moral Judgment does not appear to develop in definite stages, although in this development certain types of
performances occur with such frequency to be important for
purposes of description*
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14.

The development of moral judgment appears to be

gradual in some eases and sudden In other®.

Explanation

for this must be sought through a consideration of environmental factors, such as social adjustment, adult constraint,
and adult prestige.
15. Marked differences appear between the child's
knowledge of rules as revealed by Interrogation and his
actual application of these rules.
16.

The social value of the rule to the Individual

himself and to the group to which he belongs determines to
a large degree whether this rule will be used in actual
practice.
17.

There is some evidence that certain levels of

development of children's thinking In regard to brother*
sister relationships are characteristic of certain ages.

A certain developmental level holds only so long as the
child remains in the environmental situation conducive to
that particular level of development.
18. This investigation revealed certain differences
among nursery, elementary, and opportunity school children
of the same ages in regard to their development in the
various aspects considered.
19*

The explanation for these differences is apparently

In terms of differences In such factors as relative brightness, grade placement, sex, socio-economic status, and
teachers' estimates of the degree of social adjustment.
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20. The various aspects of child thought do not
follow parallel courses of development in the same child,
for the child may be at one level in regard to physical
causality and at cm other in moral judgment. There is also
a difference in the developmental rate of various phases
of the same aspect of thought. The specific situation
has much to do with the response,
21. The investigation of opportunity school pupils
at least suggests the need for further consideration of
the relative inportanoe of biological maturation and experience in determining the level of ohild thought.
22. An organlsmlo interpretation of the development
of thinking in a child appears to be the most adequate.
The course of development of the various aspects of
child thought appears to be in the nature of a process of
expansion and differentiation. The speed and extent of
this proooss of differentiation is determined by the interrelationship of the physical and environmental variables
present in the child's psychological field,
Suggestions for Future Research, - The present study
ha3 suggested the following problems for further research I
1. Determination of the course of development of ohild
thought by means of a longitudinal study of the same
children,
2, investigation of the influence of the type of material or problem on the causal relations used by the child.
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3* Further investigation of the importance of such
factors as mental age, relative intelligence, and socioeconomic status by investigating larger groups of nursery
and o....'portu. ity school pupils»
4. Ixperimental test of the child s consciousness and
1

application of the rules by having him engage in social
games under varied and controlled conditions, for instance,
boys playing games with girls, girls with girls, and playing with children In a neighboring school, etc*
5, Further Investigation of the nature of the prestige
factor involved in the sacredness of rules In order to ascertain whether the nature of the" "prestige person" "or
group changes with the changing environment of the child.
6*

i\ further study of girls* games in order to asoer-

tain the nature of the girls' application of rales before
the first stage mentioned by Piaget,
7* A stuiy of thinking In children of widely varying
cultural groups as American Indiana, negroes of the South,
South Sea Islanders, etc.
Q* Further Investigation of the relat ive importance
of biological maturation as opposed to experience in determining the level of ohild thought*
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A GXXUICAt. IBvT.STIGATION OF THE
DEVELO- MENTAI. A3PEOTS OF CHILD THOUGHT

By

A CLINIC>'.!• laVJTtflQATIOtf
KVELOi rr»TAL ASPECTS OF

OF

.HE

CflXtD THOi'ORt

Byron Sarvia
She purpose of this investigation has been the study
of the development of certain aspects of child thought*
We were concerned primarily with the child'a concepts of
physical causality* moral Judgment, and brother-slater
relationships* An evaluation was made of Piaget is end
Deutsche*s classification of causal thinking into types
m

the basic of cur finding. The relationship between

the child»a thinking, his concepts cf physical causality,
and his moral Judgment and such factors as ehronolo leal
age, mental a e, intelligence quotient, crada placement, sox,
aoclGweconomle status, and teacher *a estimates ef social

adjustment was considered* We also made m

Inquiry to

discover whether there is experimental evidence which will
aid uc in ascertaining the relative importance cf biological
maturation and experience in determining the level of
child thought*
A clinical technique ems employed In this investigation.
In addition to the use of the Interrogatory method, mental
ages and intelligence quotients were obtained, Information
on the home and family background was secured, end wherever
possible the behavior cf the experimental subjects, both
within and without the classroom, was observed.
Experimental situations which would permit us tc
examine in one experimental period the relationships

between the concepts of physical causality* moral
Jud^aent, and th® child's idea of the brofcher-alster
relationship were selected and the ehlld Interrogafccd
to obtain aa nearly aa possible staples of these three
aspeots of the child*a thinking*
An experimental investigation of the eonoepts
cf physical causality was arranged by having' the child
explain the property of bueyanea* Sight articles were
utilised to illustrate this phenomenon and a series of
quest Ions concerning th© behavior of each article was
asked* The same experimental procedure was followed
with a marble, jack ball* pingpong bail, golf ball, red
©pottle nabibor wall* rod hollo;.'

vuMmr

ball with a

picture of a dog on it, sad a baseball* After these
seven objects were presented, a sail boat was next given
the child and the same procedure was followed. Following the child's explanation of the floating cf the boat,
he was asked questions concerning the movement of the boat*
m order' to investigate the development of moral
Judgment In the child It was necessary to discover a situation whloh would elicit some type of moral judgment from
children of various ages and mental levels* we selected
for this purpose two social games, marbles, predominantly
a boy's {game, and Jacks, pi^Somlnantly a girl's game* We
used the game of marbles because we wished to repeat
Ptaget's experiment in order to see whether or not different cultural and social backgrounds would give different

results* We ©boa© the game of jacks because we believe
we bad a girl*s game with, as fine and consistent on organisation and codification as In the game of marbles.
Xn this Investigation in order to discover the applications and consciousness of rules* the experimenter
played m e game with the subjects and questioned them
concerning all possible contingencies during the actual
playing cf the game*
In order to see how the child's thinking in regard
to the logic of relations compared with his concepts of
physical causality and moral judgment, an investigation
Of his knowledge of brother-sister relationships was
undertaken* The technique employed in this investigation
wae a lollop to, but not exactly the seme as that need by
Piaget* We elaborated' some of the interrogatory testa cf
Piaget In order to examine the Importance of the factors
of age and family membership in the child's conception
of brother-slater relationships* We classified the rosponees obtained from our interrogation into six gvoupa
on the basis of their degree of correctness*
The clinical method of investigation was selected
b' cause we believe that this method of investigation of
the child would enable us to discover many fa©tor® of importance which might bo obscured in a group testing technique,
Wo studied two hundred and seventy-seven children who
were secured from throe sources* There ware twenty from
the Works Progress Administration nursery school* Lawrence*
Kansas $ two hundred forty*»seva» from HcAllaater Elementary
School* Lawrence, Kansas} and %m from the Jackson Opporfcunit;

School, Kansas City, Missouri*
children cover m age rang© from two years,
six month©, to o©vente©n years, two months,,, The MAJORITY

of our subjects fell between, the ages of five and twelve*
The study of the child*a thlnkiac *a relation to
ptsyslewX ©aassllty shows that the concepts used la ox*
plaining physical phenomena do not develop la definite
qualitative stages which are eharaoteristie cf child thought
es distinct from sdult thought. These concepts sometimes
seem to develop through sudden variations while st ether
times there appears to be e gradual davelopaeat. Certain
stages in the development of causal thinking appear to
be characteristic of certain ages, when all ether "faster*
assent &g« are kept co«efeaat# lesser ordinary ciroi^s-%an©©a

#

however* there Is great overlapping of the characteristics
of several ages* the type of causal relation used in ex*
plaining physical phenomena appears to be specific to the
particular question. Flsget's classification cf oauael
thinking into types is s valid procedure sc long as one
remembers that certain types of physical pfeeaosieaa will
ordinarily elicit only certain types of causal explaastleas •
In classify lag lata types, the causal explsaatloas gives by
children, one m o t slwSys coaaldsr that the meaning of th©
explanation must be determined by reference to the sfrgMfti^ar
ohild who gives it, Class ifisstioo of all Hie saswers ca
the basis of Flags* «s seveateea types of esasai thiafeisg

revealed that only four typeo of thtnkinc (phenomenistie,
moral, dynamic and logical deduction) war©. euoloyed by
moot children, Deutsche*s elaesif ioation of caueal think*
inc into material la tic ami nonwa torlali eti© sequences woe
no moro adequate or representative than ?i»get»« elaeaifi*
cation* The inadequacy of Deutsche'e classification for
the underotending of this group may bo due in part to the
differences in technique employed end age of children
studied* Pr«*sohool and lower elementary children tend to
give explanation in terms of phenomenlstlc causality moro
frequently than any other typo of response* In the inter*
mediate e&eatontary grades, explanation of physical phenomena
in terms of dynamio causality »ppe*>ra to bo predominant*
With children of the upper .ag© levels, dynaaie.._&anaallfey__
ia still used with considerable frequency, although oxplaaa*
tlon in tonne of logical doduotion is also frequently employed*
On the basis of the results of this investigation It
op pears that moral judgment does not develop in definite stages
although in this development certain types of' performances
occur with such frequency to be important for purposes of
description* The development of moral lodgment appears to
be gradual in some cases and sudden in others* Explanation
for this most bo sought through a consideration of environ*
mental factors, such aa social adjustment, adult constraint*
and adult prestige* Marked differences appear between th©
child's knowledge of rules as revealed by Interrogation and

his actual application of these rules* The social value
of th© rale to the indlvldaal himself and to tb© group
to which he bolon,, o determines to a large degree whether
this rulo will bo used in aotual practice.
The results of our Investigation offer son© evidence
for the belief that there are developmental levels In regard
to the ohild*© perception of broths r-s is tor relationships
which are shares tens tie of certain ago levels, ^hese de*
velc/snantal levels hold however only 0 0 long as the child
remains la the ciivironncntal situation conducive to that
particular level of development.
This investigation revealed certain differences
sraong nursery, elesaentary, end op ortunlty school childrea
of ..the same ages in regard to their developmentteThe
various aspects considered.
*fhs explanation for these differeaeee Is appareasly
ia terms of differences la such factors as relative brightnoes* grade placement, sex, socio-economic status, sad
teachers* estimates of the degree of social adjustment.
The various aspects of child thought do act follow
parallel courses of development in the saas eh*la, for the
child nay be at one level la regard to physical causality
aad at another in moral judgment, 4.cre is also a differ*
eoee la the developmental rate of various phases of the
same aspect of thought. Ihe specific situation has wxtdh
to do with the response, the investigation of opportunity
school pupils at least suggests the need for further consideratioa of the relative importanse of biological matura^fe^A*^2^1^*

*^J^ *JP3E^^»**^.^.WS5^j? 4s^3G^ ^Ss^ ^k*^*^lj5*^^ *^?ftft*s^

l

^fefll^H' •s^^B^J^^P'jiJii ^5^^^ *^P^^*^^^3sv^S' ^fe^fe
3^**y^a^3^^s'^^ ^*jf

An organism!© interpretation of th© development of
thinking in a child appears to be the met adequate*
The course of devel©r«©nt of the various eepeete of
child thought appears to be in the nature of a prooeea
of eapanelon and differentiation, The epeed and extent
of this process of differentiation la determined by
4aae interrelationship of the physical and enrironsM»tal
#

variables present in the ehlld s psychological field.

